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INTRODUCTION 
!
  Siddha   system   of   medicine   is one of  the  most ancient   medical   science   
which   is propounded and  practised  by  eminent  spiritual  scientists  called  
Siddhars.  Siddhars are those who lived and maintained their bodies and souls as they 
desired best. They had realised that, the  body  though  transient  was  one  and  only  
instrument  for  attaining  success  in  the spiritual  development  and  growth  and  so  
worked  out  to  attain  the  eight  super  natural powers the Ashtamasiddhi, essential 
for their goal.  
 In  Siddha  system  of  medicine  a  close  relation  is  maintained  between  
man  and The Prabancham (The Universe). What ever changes occur in the 
Prabancham, that influences the human body also. It has been illustrated as,  
“n{<mk<kqz<!dt<tOk!hq{<ml<!
hq{<mk<kqz<!dt<tOk!n{<ml<!
n{<mLl<!hq{<mLl<!ye<Ox!
nxqf<Kkie<!hiIg<Gl<OhiOk”!
-!sm<mLeq!Riel<.  
 Noi or disease denotes weakness and in which both mind and body are 
involved.  It is pointed by Tholkaapiyam that the disease means sufferinng and 
depression 
 “jhBTl<!sqXjlBl<!Ofibqe<!ohiVt<< < < << < < << < < <!
.okiz<!diq!452<<< !
Nkivlie!npz<!d<<< ]<{lis<S< << << < !
! ! n[gquf<k!hzhq{qg<G!lqjxOb!bis<S< < << < << < < !
. Ofib<!fimz<!higl<!< < << < << < < .2!
Ofib<!Lkz<!fimz<!kqvm<M< < < << < < << < < < !
The body is composed of seven dhathus, three humours namely vatha, pitha 
and kapha, five sense organs, five organs of actions, mind, ten vayus, ten naadies etc.  
To keep the body healthy, the protecting force namely, anjhal or pitha is esseutial.  
This is called uyiranal, Anjhal, yuirakkini or ceevakllini. 
 Uyiranal is the comparison for the subtle body composed of antha karangal 
(manam, Buddhi, siddham and akangaram) 
             Uyiranal is the sole authority for controlling and making to function all the 
principles in the body like mukkutram. 
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Agasthiyar quoted as 
 “lelK!osl<jlbieiz<!lf<kqvR<!oshqg<g!Ou{<mi< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < < !
! lelK!osl<jlbieiz<!uiBju!dbi<k<k!Ou{<mi< < < < << < < < << < < < < !
!!!!!lelK!osl<jlbieiz<!uisqjb!fqXk<k!Ou{<mi< < < << < < << < < < !
!!!!!lelK!osl<jlbieiz<!lf<kqvR<!osl<jlbiOl< < < < << < < < << < < < < ”!
. Rie!himz<<<<!
  The diseases can be formed due to changes in the mind also.  Mind is 
influenced by various stresses in all day-to-day life.  But siddhars quoted very 
anciently that may of the diseases were caused by psychosomatic problems.  So that 
they had advised to control one’s mind to get rid of stress. 
  Siddha system is the first system to emphasize health as a perfect state of 
physical, psychological, social and spiritual component of a human being.  This 
explanation is quoted in “Thirumanthiram” which is pioneer word by saint 
Tirumoolar as follows, 
lXh<hKmz<!Ofib<!lVf<oke!ziGl<< < < < << < < < << < < < <!
lXh<hKt!Ofib<< << << <!lVf<okes<!siZl<< < << < << < <!
lXh<h!kqeq!Ofib<!uivikqVg<g< < << < << < < !
lXh<hK!siju!lVf<oke!ziOl< << << < ”!which translate as, 
 
“One that cures physical ailment is medicine 
One that cures psychological ailment is medicine 
One that prevents ailment is medicine 
One that bestows immortality is medicine.” 
  Thus siddhars insisted everything without health is nothing and healthy body 
is the only tool through which one can attain “Eternal Bliss”.  It declares that the 
human body is made up of 96 basic principles or thathuvas. These thathuvas are 
universal, applicable to all human beings in normal condition.  This not only consists 
of the physical component of the human body but also the mental, the intellectual 
components like passions, qualities, knowledge, the functions of the sense organs and 
motor organs and their co-ordination. 
             Our unique system is based upon two main theories viz  
1. The Panchabootha Theory.  
2. Tridosha Theory  
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1. Panchabootha theory,  
  The panchabootha theory based on the five components 
  1. Prithivi - Earth 
  2. Appu - Water 
  3. Theyu - Fire  
  4. Vayu - Air  
  5. Aagayam - Space 
2. Tridhosa  Theory ,  
 
 The tridhosa  theory based on the three components 
1. Vatham  
2. Pitham 
3. Kabham 
These  three  components  when  in  equilibrium  keep  the  body  in  
homeostasis  but when vitiated either solely or in combination bring about disease.   
uiklib<!hjmk<K!hqk<k!ue<eqbib<!gik<K!Osm<h!
sQklib<!Kjmk<K!hivif<!Okgk<kqx<Gcbijlf<K!
H,kuqf<kqbijlui<!H,js!ogi{<mui<hiz<!uqf<K!
fiklil<!gqVm<c{!&Ik<kq!flg<oge<Xl<!Kj{biuiOv!
! ! ! ! ! .!Okve<!lVk<K!hivkl<!
 According to Siddha,all things are made up of Pancha Boothas.The Almighty 
dwells in all the things in the world.These things are created with the help of 
VATHAM protected with the help of PITHAM and destructed with the help of 
KABHAM. 
  The above three functions takes place in all the seven Udal  Thathus and not in 
the blood alone.In all the seven Thathus, the principle of Pancha Bootha are prevalent. 
In the above quote,it is stated as  
பிuni0BA4_uni0BCDத வuni0BA9_uni0BCDனியாuni0BAF_uni0BCD காuni0BA4_uni0BCDuni0BA4_uni0BC1  
  That means the Protective action is carried out by Pitham which is essential 
for our health throughout the life.    
Alterations in Pitham will cause a Pitha  rogam,it is classified into 42 
types.The  Pitha rogam is explained by Sage YUGI in Yugi vaihiya chinthamani.  
 VIGARA PITHAM is one of the type of Pitha rogam,it deals with the mood 
disorder and this study is based on the Siddha diagnostic methodology 
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AIM AND OBJECTIVES 
 
AIM  
      A Clinical Study on Standardization of Siddha Diagnostic Methodology, Line of 
Treatment and Dietary Regimen for VIGARA PITHAM. 
            
OBJECTIVES 
Primary:      
              To  evaluate the Ennvagai thervugal in “VIGARA PITHAM”.  
 
Secondary:  
1. To evaluate the  abnormalities of Udal Kattugal in “VIGARA PITHAM. 
2. To determine the diagnostic capacity and compare the following  tests 
namely  Envagai Thervugal,     Ezhu Udal Kattugal, & Iympull Iyakka 
Vidhi  and to find which test is  best in  predicting  VIGARA PITHAM 
3. To frame the diagnosis based on Iympull Iyakka Vidhi in  “ VIGARA 
PITHAM”        
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ELUCIDATION OF DISSERTATION TOPIC 
!
uqgiv!hqk<kl<< << << <!
! “osiz<zOu!Kbqozipqf<K!gsf<K!uijbk<!< < < << < < << < < < !
Kh<hvuib<h<!hzOhs<Sl<!uqVl<!hqmiK< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < < !
gz<zOu!g{<squf<K!gzg<g!L{<mir<< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < <!
gMk<Kml<!ohzil<!< < << < << < < ouTk<Kg<!gVgqh<!OhiGl<< < < << < < << < < <!
! lz<zOu!uif<kqobiM!lbg<g!liG< < << < << < < !
! ! lelVg!zigqOb!uib<!fQVXl<< Q << Q << Q <!
! hz<zOu!hm<ceqkie<!lqg!uqVg<Gl<< < < < << < < < << < < < <!
! ! hivlil<!uqgivhqk<kh<!h{<h!kiOl< < < << < < << < < < ”!
! ! ! ! ! .!B,gq!juk<kqb!sqf<kil{q< << << < !
!
osiz<zOu!Kbqozipqf<K!! ! .!! K~g<glqe<jl!!
! ! ! ! ! ! Sleeplessness, Insomnia 
gsf<K!uijbk<! ! ! .! uib<!gsh<H!
! ! ! ! ! ! Bitter taste 
Kh<hvuib<h<!hzOhs<Sl<!uqVl<hqmiK!.! No desire to speak 
gz<zOu!g{<squf<K!! ! .! g{<!squf<K!gi{z<!
! ! ! ! ! ! Redness of the eye 
gzg<g!L{<mir<! ! ! .! Restlessness 
fLj;Jlk; ngyhk;   - Burning sensation of the body 
ntSj;Jf; fUfpg; NghFk;  - Pallorness  
ky;yNt the;jpnahL  - Vomitting 
kaf;fkhFk;    - Dizziness 
kdk Ufyhfpna   - Mood swings 
tha; ePUWk;    - Excessive salivation 
gy;yNt gl;bdpjhd; kpftp Uf;Fk; - Poor appetite 
!
hivlil<!uqgivhqk<kh<!h{<hkiOl!
uqgivh<hqk<kl<!! ! .! Hk<kq!liXhiM?!OuXhiM!
Modification, change in mind,  
Slight derangement 
! ! !
! ! ! !
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REVIEW OF SIDDHA LITERATURE 
VIGARAPITHAM 
Definition of Pitham 
Pitham is one of the three major uyir thathukkal namely Vatham, Pitham and 
Kabham.   Otherwise  called  as MUKKUTRAM. 
 “fqzl<!fQIkQut< Q Q< Q Q< Q Q q!uqSl<Ohijmf<Kl<< < << < << < <!
! gzf<klbg<!gLzgl<!-K< < << < << < < ”!
! ! ! ! - Sadhaga naadi 
According to this lines the world is made up of five elements known as   
"PANCHA BOOTHAM" 
These  are 
1.  Prithivi    -    Earth 
2. Appu        -   Water 
3.  Theyu     -     Fire 
4.  Vayu - Air 
5.  Aagayam -      Space  
In these, pitha consists the element Thee (Fire) 
The   relation   between   Uyir  thathukkal   and  Pancha   bootham  is   as 
follows 
Uyir thathukkal Pancha bootha 
Vatham Vayu  (Air) Aagayam   (space) 
Pitham Theyu (Fire) 
Kabham Appu (water) Prithivi (Earth) 
 
Thus Vayu and Aagayam Combine to become vatha uyir thathu, which 
controls all aspects of movements. The words dry, light, cold, quick, rough, minute 
and mobile describe the characteristics of  Vatha uyir thathu. 
Theyu alone becomes Pitha uyir thathu which controls all the body's 
conversion processes, produce heat and energy producing capacities. The words hot, 
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pungent, agressive, liquid, mobile and acid describe the characteristics,   of pitham 
uyir thathu. 
Appu supported by prithivi becomes Kabha uyir thathu and controls 
liqufaction, lubrication and cohesion. It is also responsible for giving solidity and 
structure to the body. Kabham uyirthathu primarily reflects the qualities of the water 
but also some traits of the earth element, consequently kabham is heavy,  slow,  cold,  
steady,  solid and oily. 
 
Formation of Muthoda 
“MfkJ ehb euk;G naOgj;jPuhapk;; ; P ;; ; P ;; ; P ; 
,Ug;gh ehb VOg NjhNuh;;;  
apukhd Njfj;jpy; fyg;Ng ehb; ; ;; ; ;; ; ;  
Vf;fr; rkj; njhopy; Cf;f rfthA; ; ; ; ;; ; ; ; ;; ; ; ; ;  
jf;f ehb vd;Nw rhLk;; ; ;; ; ;; ; ;” 
. Yugi vaidha chindhamani 
“,Ug;ghd ehb VOgNjhBuh;;;  
apukhd Njfj;jpy; Vyg; ngUehb; ; ;; ; ;; ; ;  
xf;fjrkj; njhopiy Cf;f jr thAf;fs;; ; ; ; ;; ; ; ; ;; ; ; ; ; 
jf;fgb vd;Nw rhUk;; ; ;; ; ;; ; ; 
 
“rhUe;jr ehb jd;dpy; %yk; %d;W; ; ; ; ;; ; ; ; ;; ; ; ; ;  
NgUkplk; gpq;fiyAk; gpd;dYld; ; ; ; ; ;; ; ; ; ;; ; ; ; ; - khWk;;;; 
ciuf;ftpuw; fhw;nwhl;Ldj;JNk ehrp; ; ; ; ;; ; ; ; ;; ; ; ; ;  
tiur; RopNah ikaj;jpy; te;J; ; ; ;; ; ; ;; ; ; ;  
te;j fiy %d;wpy; t; ; ;; ; ;; ; ; hAthk ghdDld;;;; 
je;j gpuhzd; rkhdDf;FQ; re;jkwf;; ; ; ; ; ;; ; ; ; ; ;; ; ; ; ; ; 
$l;LwT Nufpj;jy; cWk; thjk; gpj;jk;; ; ; ; ; ; ;; ; ; ; ; ; ;; ; ; ; ; ; ; 
fim<Mr<!ghOlbil<!fiM< < << < << < < ”!
. Kannusamiyam 
 
  According to this verse the human body is composed of 72,000 naadi 
narumbugal. 
 Among this 72,000 naadies ten are prominent naadies (Dasa naadies).  Of 
these ten naadies 3 are known as moolathara naadies 
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These  are 
1. Idakalai 
2. Pingalai 
3. Suzhumunai 
Ten Vayus present in the body are 
1. Praanan 
2. Abaanan 
3. Udhaanan 
4. Viyaanan 
5. Samaanan 
6. Naagan 
7. Koorman 
8. Kirukaran 
9. Devathathan 
10. Dhananjayan 
   
 Among   these   Abanan   conjugates   with   Idagalai   to   form ‘Vatham' 
 Pranan  conjugates with pingalai to form  ‘pitham'  
 Samanan conjugates with suzhumunai to form   ‘kabham' 
 
These three humours vatham, pitham and kabham are more or less correleted 
with excreta,   Gastric juice,  and saliva respectively 
They circulate in the body system in different proportions and help in the 
digestion of food and other general physiological functions of the body.  Each of 
them has different functions. 
The right proportion of each in proper combination are responsible for 
maintaining the good  health 
When some of the environmental factors like diet, weather etc disturb 
pitham, it looses its control, which may be diminished or exaggerated. So the other 
two Uyir thuathus are also disturbed which are in peculiar equilibrium state.  Finally 
this may  leads to pitham diseases. 
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NATURAL CHARACTERISTICS OF PITHAM  
Locations 
Generally pitha  lives  in 
1. Pranan 
2. Pingalai 
3. Head 
4. Heart 
5. Blood 
6. Stomach 
7. Urinary   bladder 
8. Sweat 
9. Eye 
10. Skin 
11. Umblicus 
12. Saliva 
 
1. According to THIRU MOOLAR 
gphpe;jpLk; gpj;jk; NguhQ;ryj;jpdpy;; ; ; ; ; ; ;; ; ; ; ; ; ;; ; ; ; ; ; ; 
means pitham lives in urine 
 
2. According to YUGI MUNI 
It means, place of the  *pitha'    in body is below the neck.  
 
Characteristic of Pitham 
 “hGk<kqcx<!hqk<kl<!hzhz!sqf<jkbil<< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < <!
uGkkqMl<!uif<<< <kqBl<!uib<fQi<!lqgU,Vl<< < < Q < << < < Q < << < < Q < <!
lGkkqM!Oleqbqz<!lim<c!wiqh<OhiZl<< < < << < < << < < <!
lqGf<k!ue<eqg<G!gquqmr<!jgg<GOl< < < < << < < < << < < < < ”!
! ! ! ! .!!hkqoe{<!sqk<ki<!fic< < << < << < < !
The character of pitham are vomitting, increases salivation, bruning sensation 
of the body and kaipp Bitter taste in the tongue 
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QUALITIES OF PITHAM: 
Own  Qualities -  6  
1. Akkini -    hotness 
2. Kaaram -   Pungency 
3. Kurooram -    aggressive 
4. Salaroopam -   mobility 
5. pasumai -    Moistness 
6. Pulippu -    acid 
 
Opposite  Qualities  -  6 
 
1. Kulirchi -    Coldness 
2. Getty -    firmness 
3 Saantham -    Mild or harmless 
4. Kasappu -   Bitterness 
5. Inippu -    Sweet 
6. Nilaitthiruthal -   Immobile 
 
Hyper Pitham - Signs 
1. Yellowish discolouration  of eye,  skin urine  and  motion 
2. poly phagia  and poly  dypsia 
3. Burning sensation all over the body 
4. Sweating 
5. Giddiness 
6. Haemorrhage 
7. Angry 
8. Immovable 
9. Emaciation 
10. All taste to be like sour or bitter 
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Hypo Pitham- signs 
1. Cold 
2. decrease in colour 
3. Disturbance in natural growth of Iyam 
4. less heat 
 
Pitha Thegi  
Pitha thega kuri 
 mwpthd gpj;jj;jhnyLj;j Njfk; 
  awnkypT epwk; nts;is ahpitNahL 
 gphpahj RfyPiyaw;g Tz;b 
  ngUk;Gspg; GzT nfhs;sy; nghpNahH jk;ik 
 Fwpahj thrhuk; gz;zy; Gj;jp 
  Fok;gpg; gpd; Njwy; fiyf; Qhd Nghjk; 
 newpahff; fw;wwpT nrhy;yy; tPuk; 
  epiyg;G kjpapy; f;fkjp awtkhNk. 
- Noi Naadal noi mudhal naadal 
Pitha Rogiyin Kurikungagl 
!! “hqk<k!Ovigq!ohVLmz<!S,miGl<< < << < << < <!
! fqk<kli!Lgl<Ofi<!uqpq!fiUhz<< < < << < < << < < <!
! &k<k!fQv!Lbi<f<k!squh<hiGl<< Q < < < << Q < < < << Q < < < <!
! Sk<k!lR<stib<k<!Okieqxqmg<!g{<cOm< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < < ”!
!! Normally increased body temperature, yellow colour in teeth and face is also 
present in pitha thegi. 
  “hqk<k!Okg!olzqf<kqVg<Gl<!ohVg!!oubqzqx<!sR<siqbi< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < < !
! okik<k!dxg<gr<!geUohX!Lt<Ot!ouKl<Hr<!gillqGl<< < < < < < << < < < < < << < < < < < <!
! Hk<kq!gzr<gq!ohiVlqg<Gl<!Htqh<H!uqVl<hq!sqX!Hsqh<hiR<< < < < < < < << < < < < < < << < < < < < < <!
! sqk<kR<!sqel<!Ohib<!hsqohiXk<Ok!Okxikqju!g{<mxquQOv< < < < < < Q< < < < < < Q< < < < < < Q !
. ke<uf<kqiq!juk<kqbl<!!)Lkz<hi< < < < << < < < << < < < < gl<< <<!
!! In the body constitution for whom the humor pitham is dominated they will be 
seen more leanly they do not like to go in hot weather they seem to dream a lot while 
sleeping body heat will be increases always they are more attracted to female and 
have more sexual desires often go in depression they like sour taste too much they 
wont take heavy meals, always eats minimal quantity they are short tempered. 
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According to this verse, the natural characteristics of pitha thegi are 
1. Emaciation 
2. White coloured skin 
3. Low intake  of food 
4. Willing to take sour taste foods 
5. Confused  minds 
6. Interest in Arts 
7. Respect to elders 
8. Intelligency 
9. Courage 
10. Excessive lust 
 
Place and function of pitham 
 jhdhd gpj;jk; gpq;fiyiag; gw;wpr; 
  rha;thd gpuhz thAT jd;idr; Nrh;e;J 
 Cdhd ePHg;igapy; mZfp %yj; 
  Jjpj;njOe;j tf;fpdpia cwT nra;J 
 khNdNfspUjaj;jpypUg;G khfp 
  kayhfp epidthfp kaf;fkhfp 
 fhdhd rpue;jdpNy ,uf;fkhfpf; 
  nfhz;L epd;w gpj;jepiy $wpNdhNk 
- Noinaadal Noi Mudhal Naadal 
According to this verse, pitham is associated with piranan and pingalai, goes 
to urinary bladder and mix with seevakkini to lives in heart and  head. 
 
SYMPTOMS DUE TO EXCESS IN PITHAM 
 cWjpAs;s gpj;jkJ Njhd;wpy; ntg;G 
  c\;zthAtj;jp Rukjp rhuq;fs; 
 kwjpAld; fpWfpWg;G gapj;jpa Nuhfk; 
  tsh; NRhif aonyhpT fhe;jy; ifg;G 
 ,Ujaj;jpy; fyf;fkJ kwg;G jhfk; 
  vOq;fdT NkaidT kaff; %Hr;ir 
 rpwpJ ngUk;ghL uj;jk; gpuNkfq;fs; 
  Nrh;e;J kpF gpzp gyTQ; rpwf;Fe; jhNd 
      - Sadhaga Naadi 
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According to this verse, the symptoms due to excess in pitham are 
1. Excess heat 
2. Fever 
3. Dysentry 
4. Loss of memory 
5. Giddiness 
6. Mental disorders 
7. Dropsy,   burning 
8. Fear in heart,  thirst,  dreams 
9. Loss of consciousness 
10. Menorrhogia 
11. Gonorrhoea 
 
gpj;jNk nrdpj;jhw; #L 
ngyj;Jl Yyur; nra;Ak; 
gpj;jNk kpFe;jhyPis 
apUkYk; ngyj;J epw;Fk; 
gpj;jNk kpFe;j jhdhy; ngyq; Fiwe;Jk; gOj;Jk; 
gpj;jNk jpul;bE}ypw; 
NgrpdhH nghpNahH jhNk 
gpj;jNk fjpj;jNghJ ngUj;jpLk; thjKz;lhk; 
gpj;jNkfjpj;j NghJ ngUj;jpLK; tapw;wpy; thA 
gpj;jNk fjpj;j NghJ gpjw;wpLk; gpj;Nj NfS 
gpj;jNk fjpj;j NghJ gpwe;jpLk; gpzpaNdfk; 
 
- GunaVaagada Naadi 
 According to this verse the excess in Pitham may cause Symptoms as follows 
1. Increase in heat leads to dryness of body 
2. Cough and tuberculosis 
3. Loss of   Strength 
4. Increase in Vatha 
5. Excess gas in abdomen 
6. Unwanted  talkativeness 
7. A state of delirium 
 
$wplNt gpj;jkJ kPwpw;whdhy; 
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 nfhLq;fhj;j Yl yow;rp eLf;f Kz;lhk; 
kPwplNt Nuhrpae;jhd; ehtwl;rp 
 Nkyhd NrhgkJ tpf;fy; %Hr;ir 
J}wplNt fpW fpWg;G fhjilg;G 
 njhe;jkhq; frg;GlNd kz;ilf; Fj;J 
MNk jhd; aj;jp Ruk; ghz;L Nrhif 
 Mohd tplhr; RuKk; gpuNkfe;jhd; 
NghNkjhd; fhkhiy gpj;j ntl;il 
 nghy;yhj ghz;LlNd rpte;j ePuhk; 
NjfNk jhd; rptg;ghA kQ;rshAQ; 
 rpW rpWj;JapUz;L tUq;Fop tpOe;J 
ehNk jhd; nrhd;NdhNk gpj;jf; $W 
 etpd; wpl;ghH thrKdp etp;d; wpl;lhNu  
- Agathiyar 
In these verse Agathiyar says the Symptoms of excess pitham are as follows: 
1. Heat 
2. Allergy 
3. Shivering 
4. Dryness of tongue 
5. Dropsy 
6. Hiccough 
7. Loss of consciousness 
8. Giddiness 
9. Hearing  loss 
10. Bitter taste in tongue, Headache 
11. Fever,  Continous fever 
12. Oedema,   Anaemia 
13. Jaundice 
14. Leucorrhoea 
15. Red Coloured urine 
16. Red or yellow coloured skin 
17. Emaciation 
  
Vytha; Foyha; gpj;jQ; nra;Fzk; tps;gf; Nfsha; 
Nfhy Nty; tpop rpte;J Fsph;e;jpbhpUf;F ky;yhy; 
rPyNt ePH fLj;J nehe;J RWf;nfdr;rp te;J tPOk; 
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QhyNk fpWfpnwd;W ehTyh;e;jpUf;Fq; fhNz 
- Raththina Churukka Naadi 
According  to  this   verse,   the  excess  in pitham  cause  the following 
symptoms 
1. Reddish discolouration and Feverishness 
2. Burning micturition with pain and pricking 
3. Giddiness 
Dryness of tongue 
gpj;jj;jpy; gpj;jkhfpy; gpjw;wpLq; fpWfpWf;Fk; 
  rj;jpAkjpf khFQ; rhPuj;jpisg; Gz;lhf;Fk; 
 mj;jpahAyUNkdp ahfKk; NtwjhFk; 
 tw;wpNantSj;Jf; fhak; twz;L gpd; tPf;fKz;lhk; 
       - Agathiyar Naadi 
According to this verse, the excess in pitham may cause the symtoms 
1. Unwanted   talking 
2. Giddiness 
3. Vomiting 
4. Breath lessness 
5. Dryness of body 
 
Paleness  and oedema of body can occur 
jhndd;w gpj;j kPwpy; rlnky;yhq; fhe;jy; fhZk; 
Cndd;w the;jp tha; ePUwpNa XOFQ; rhthd; 
thndd;w kl;by; ntFkz;ilapy; Fj;Jz;lhFk; 
Njndd;w tpf;fy; %Hr;ir nrtpailg;Gz;lhk; ghNu 
. Kaaviyaththin Naadi 
.  
According to this verse the excess in pitha may cause the symptoms such as 
 Burning sensation all over the body 
 Vomiting 
 Excess secretion of Saliva 
 Pricking pain  in  head 
 Hiccough 
 Unconsciousness 
 Loss  of hearing 
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 Death 
RELATION WITH TASTE 
Taste,   in  common  is  divided  into   6  types,   called  as  Aru   Suvai                   
(6 taste) Those are 
1. Inippu -    Sweet 
2. Pulippu -    Sour 
3. Uppu -    Salt 
4. Kaippu -    Bitter 
5. Kaarppu -    Pungent 
6. Thuvarppu -    Astringent 
 
All 6 tastes are formed by the combination of two boothams fror 'Pancha  
bootham'.   These  are 
 
Inippu Prithivi + Appu 
Pulippu Prithivi + Theyu 
Uppu Appu + Theyu 
Kaippu Vayu + Aagayam  
kaarppu     Vayu + Theyu 
Thuvarppu Prithivi +  Vayu 
 
Like that in Mukkutram, Except Azhal, the other two kutram (Vali, Iyam) has 
the combination of two boothams. Azhal is formed by one bootham that is 
Vali = Vayu + Aagayam 
Azhal = Thee or Theyu 
Iyam = Appu + Prithivi 
 
From this we know that the knowledge about the combination of boothams in 
the formation of suvai and mukkutram is very helpful to know that which taste has 
increased or neutralized the mukkutram and to give treatment depending upon this 
For example in case of pitham diseases the taste, sour will become increased. 
So that to neutralize pitha we have to give the opposite tastes. 
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Tastes  that   increase  the  pitham 
GspJth; tpQ;Rq;fwp ahw;G+hpf;Fk; thjk; 
xsp Ath;ifg;  Ngwpy; gpj;Jr; rPWk; fpspnkhopNa 
fhHg;gpdpg;G tpQ;rpw; fgk;tpQ;R Q;rl;bujr; 
Nrug; Gzh; NehaZfhNj 
- Kannu Samiyam 
According to this verse,  bitter and salt tastes increase the pitham. 
Tastes that neutralize the pitham 
 gpj;jkjp fhpg;gpd; NgRk;ghpfhuk; 
 Rj;jj; JtnuhL nrhy;ypdpg;Gr; - rj;jhFk; 
 ifg;Gr; RitNa fUjtjd; tPW 
 va;g;gilA nkd;Wiuj;jh hpq;F 
    - Kannu Samiyam 
 According to this verse the tastes which neutralize the pitham are sweet 
astringent and bitter. 
 
Three phases ‘PRAPAKAM’ metabolism 
Prabak metabolism Thodam Taste Function 
Inippu Kabham Sweet Moistering the food 
Pulippu Pitham Sour 
Conversion of food into an absorbable 
form 
Kaarppu Vatham Pungent Absorption and separation of food. 
 
ALTERATIONS OF PITHA 
The  three   humours   are   affected   either  themselves   or with  udal 
thaathukkal,   pathologically.  
 The types of alteration of pitham 
 
I. Thannilai Valarchi 
Definition : A kutram which is provoked in its own location is    
called   thannilai Valarchi. 
Limitation : Hate - fullness of the things which are causing thannilai  
valarchi and likeness of the things which are getting 
oppsite properties are the limitations of thannilai   
valarchi. 
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Period  : Pitham gets thannilai valarchi during "Kaar Kaalam" –  
Aavani and purattasi 
II. Vetrunilai Valarchi 
Definition : A kutram which is provoked to other locations is called   
‘Vetrunilai   Valarchi'. 
Limitation : Signs and Symptoms of the affected kutram and the  
pathological  conditions of the udal thaathukkal give the 
details of the limitations. 
Period  : Pitham gets Vetrunilai valarchi during koothir kaalam  
Iyppasi   and    kaarthigai 
 
III.  Thannilai  Adidhal 
Definition : A provoked  kutram, which is neutaralzed in its own  
loation  is   called   Thannilai Adaidhal 
Period  : The provoked pitha neutralizes  during Mun Pani  
Kaalam   Maargazhi   and   Thai. 
Types of Pitham 
The Siddha Classical texts divide pitham into five subsidiary forms that differ 
from one another by their localization in the body (Anatomical and  by  their 
particular functions  (Physiological) 
 
They  are 
       1. Anar  Pitham 
       2. Ranjakam 
       3. Saadhagam 
       4. Aalosagam 
       5.Prasakam 
 
Anar   Pitham 
This give appetite and helps in digestion. It has the character of thee or fire. It 
lies between abdomen and scrotum. Pitham dries the liquid form things and digests 
the food we take. 
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Ranjakam: 
 Which colours the blood 
 It increases the quality of blood 
 It lives in intestine and gives red colour to the essence which seperate from 
the food we take 
Saadhagam 
Which controls the whole body.  It has the accomplishing property. It lies in 
heart and accomplish the work, via knowledge, mind and desire. 
 
Aalosagam 
 Which brightens the eyes. 
 It shows the things to eyes. 
 It lies in eyes and shows the shape of all things. 
Prasakam: 
 Which give complexion to the skin. 
 It brightens the skin. 
 
Classification of Pitha diseases 
According to Yoogi Vaidhya Chinthamani Pitha diesases are classified into 
42 types. . 
 
Classification 
  ehl;bNdd; gpj;jj;jpd; ngaiuj;jhDk; 
  ehw;gj;jpuz;lhd FzhFzq;fs; 
 Ml;bNddhTU gpj;je;jd;NdhL 
  Mkygpj;j kjNdhLd;khj gpj;je; 
 jhl;bNdd; jke;j gpj;jk; thj gpj;je; 
  jdpj;jNjhH td;dpgpj;jQ; rpNyl;k gpj;je; 
 J}l;bNdd; RNuhzpj gpj;je; tpfhu gpj;je;; ;; ;; ; 
  Jbahd tpuz gpj;je; njhifiaf; NfNs 
 njhifahd Tuj;jgpj;j kpuj;j gpj;jQ; 
  Ropfhrg; gpj;jnkhL Rthrg; gpj;jk; 
 tifahd rp Nyl;k gpj;jq; fUk;gpj;je;jhd; 
  khfug;ghd; gpj;jj;Njhl rPuz gpj;jk; 
 mifahd tUrpgpj;j nkhpgpj;je;jhd; 
  moy;gpj;je; Jbg;gpj;jk; tp\g;gpj;je;jhd; 
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 Kifahd mjprhug; gpj;je;jhDk; 
  %ygpj;j Kjph;gpj;j KiwikahNk 
 Kiwikahq; fz;l gpj;jNkhL gpj;jk; 
  %Lgpj;j eLf;Fg; gpj;jq; fghygpj;jk; 
 jpwikahQ; rh;j;jp gpj;je;jhfg; gpj;je; 
  jUf;fhd tpf;fy; gpj;jk; \agpj;je;jhd; 
 jpwikahe; jpkph;gpj;jk; typgpj;jNkhL 
  rPjgpj;jq; fpUkpgpj;jk rhj;a gpj;jk; 
 kwikahk; khHf;f gpj;jkUj;jPL gpj;jk; 
  tifaJ ehw;gj;jpuz;L kfpo;e;J ghNu. 
     - Yugi Vaidhya Cinthamani 
 
According to this verse pitha diseases are classified into 42 type 
1. Aavuru pitham    
2. Amalaga pitham    
3. Unmadha pitham   
4. Thamadha Pitham 
5. Vatha pitham 
6. Vanni pitham 
7. Silathma pitham 
8. Suronitha pitham 
9. VIGARA PITHAM 
10. Virana pitham 
11. Uraththa pitham 
12. Raththa pitham 
13. Kaasa pitham 
14. Swasa pitham 
15. Sempitham 
16. Karum pitham 
17. Karappan pitham 
18. Aseerana pitham 
19. Aroosi pitham 
20. Eri pitham 
21.  Azhal pitham 
22.   Thudi Pitham 
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23.  Athisaara Pitham 
24.   Moola  Pitham 
25.   Vida pitham 
26.  Muthir pitham 
27.   Kanda pitham 
28.   Oodu Pitham 
29.  Moodu Pitham 
30.   Naddukku  Pitham 
31.   Kabaala  Pitham 
32.  Sarthi Pitham 
33.   Thaga Pitham 
34.   Vikkal  Pitham 
35.   Shaya Pitham  (Kaya pitham) 
36.   Thimir Pitham 
37.   Vali  Pitham 
38.   Seetha Pitham 
39.  Kirumi Pitham 
40.  Asathiya Pitham 
41.   Markkap  Pitham 
42.   Marumdheedu  Pitham 
 
According to Pararasa sekaram 
The pitha diseases are classified into 40 types in Pararasasekaram 
 
The following types can be correlated with Vigara pitham 
1. Paithiya Pitham 
2. Urangu Pitham 
3. Matha Pitham 
4. Mayakku Pitham 
  
 
  According to the theraiyar  pitha diseases are classified into 21 types in 
“Therayar Vaagadam”.   
The following types can be correlated with Vigara pitham 
1. Mayakkum Pitham 
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2. Sitha Vippiramai Pitham 
3. Madha Pitham 
4. Arivazhindha Pitham 
 
According to Dhanvandhiri in the book Dhanvandhiri Vaidhyam  pitha 
diseases are classified into 40 types. 
The following types can be correlated with Vigara pitham 
1. Praana payithiya Pitham 
2. Payithiya Pitham 
3. Veerana payithiya Pitham 
4. Unmatha Pitham 
 
Classification of Agathiyar 
According to Agathiyar,  in his book  ^Agathiyar Aayul Vedham' the types of 
pitha disease is quoted as 
 “thje;jh ndz;gJTk; td; gpj;j ehw;gjTQ;; ; ; ; ; ; ;; ; ; ; ; ; ;; ; ; ; ; ; ; 
 Nrje;jhd; nra;AQ; rpNyj;JkKk; ; ; ; ; ; ;; ; ; ; ; ;; ; ; ; ; ; - Ntje;jhd;; ;; ;; ; 
 fz;L nrhd;d rh];jpuq;fs; fhuzj;jpYs;sgb; ; ; ; ; ; ;; ; ; ; ; ; ;; ; ; ; ; ; ;  
 gz;bjNu ghHj;J kpf;$H; ; ;; ; ;; ; ; ” 
    - Agathiyar Aayul Vedham 
According to this poem 
Vatha diseases  -  80  
Pitha diseases   - 40 
 
According to Agasthiyar Vaithiya Chinthamani -4000, are classified as,  
1. nsQv{!hqk<kl<!
2. uqui<{!hqk<kl<!
3. $iqbui<{!hqk<kl<!
4. gilijz!hqk<kl<!
5. klhig<]hqk<kl<!
6. lv{!hqk<kl<!
7. Nlqz!hqk<kl<!
8. Sgif<k!hqk<kl<!
9. SOuk!hqk<kl<!
10. Hsr<g!hqk<kl<!
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11. vg<k!hqk<kl<!
12. Osk<l!hqk<kl<!
13. &Ig<g!hqk<kl<!
14. GSl!hqk<kl<!
15. GOvik!hqk<kl<!
16. hqvjl!hqk<kl<!
17. sqOvi!hqk<kl<!
18. Skig!hqk<kl<!
19. gqVm<c{!hqk<kl<!
20. sQk!hqk<kl<!
21. sVl!hqk<kl<!
22. KIgf<k!hqk<kl<!
23. gilqz!hqk<kl<!
24. -f<kqv!hqk<kl< 
According to Roga nirnaya saram, are classified by, 
1. njz!hqk<kl<!
2. Nlqzhqk<kl<!
3. de<lik!hqk<kl<!
4. klf<k!hqk<kl<!
5. uik!hqk<kl<!
6. ue<eq!hqk<kl<!
7. $jz!hqk<kl<!!
8. SOvi{qk!hqk<kl<!
9. uqgiv!hqk<kl<< << << <!
10. dvk<k!hqk<kl<!
11. uqv{!hqk<kl<!
12. -vk<k!hqk<kl<!
13. gis!hqk<kl<!
14. Suis!hqk<kl<!
15. osl<!hqk<kl<!
16. gVl<!hqk<kl<!
17. gvh<hie<!hqk<kl<!!
18. nsQv{!hqk<kl<!
19. nVsq!hqk<kl<!
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20. wiq!hqk<kl<!
21. npz<!hqk<kl<!!
22. Kc!hqk<kl<!
23. uqm!hqk<kl<!
24. nkqsiv!hqk<kl<!
25. &z!hqk<kl<!
26. Lkqi<!hqk<kl<!
27. g{<mhqk<kl<!
28. YM!hqk<kl<!
29. &M!hqk<kl<!
30. fMg<G!hqk<kl<!
31. ghiz!hqk<kl<!
32. si<k<kq!hqk<kl<!
33. kig!hqk<kl<!
34. uqg<gz<hqk<kl<!
35. gb!hqk<kl<!
36. kqlqi<!hqk<kl<!
37. uzq!hqk<kl<!
38. sQk!hqk<kl<!
39. gqVlq!hqk<kl<!
40. uqs<lqVk!hqk<kl<!
!
VIGARA PITHAM 
Definition 
 It is one of the fourty two  pitha diseases as mentioned in yoogi vaidhya 
chindhamani.  This diseases is caused by pitham having the symptoms like 
sleeplessness, bitter taste, no desire to speak, reducess of the eyes, pallorness of the 
body, mood swings/low moodss, hypersalivation,.poor appetite. 
 
Aetiology 
According to Yugi Vaidhya Chinthamani 
 kfpo;e;JNk gpj;je;jhd; tUFk; thW 
  krNjth; jikg;gzpa khl;lh jhHf;Fk; 
 kfpo;e;JNk FUtbia tzq;fh jhHf;Fk; 
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  khjhtpd; kdkfpo; khHf;fj; jhHf;Fk; 
 kfpo;e;JNk je;ijia te;rpj;j Ngh;f;Fk; 
  kjhyaq;fs; njhOjplh khHf;fj; jhHf;Fk; 
 kfpo;e;J rpt jputpaj;ij agfhpj; NjhHf;Fk; 
  khgh jfh;f;F te;J kUTk; ghNu 
 
kUTNk Gspg;G ciug; Gyg;G kpQ;ry; 
  kdjpNy Jf;fq;fsilj yhY 
 neUTNk neUg;G nta;apy; Nfhge; jd;dpy; 
  epj;jpiu jhdpy;yhdhy; tpUj;jp Uf;fpy; 
 
 mUTNk mf;fpdpapw; nghrpf;fh tpl;ghy; 
  mjpfkha;g; ngz;Nghf kDgtpj;j 
 eUTNk ehbf;F NkNy epd;W 
  ehbNa fz;lkl;lh apUf;Fk; ghNu 
. Yugimuni 
 
From this verse the Aetiological factors which cause pitha diseases including   
VIGARAPITHAM   are 
1. persons do not pay respect to god 
2. Persons who do not give due respect to guru 
3. Persons who do not make their mother happy 
4. persons who cheated their father 
5. persons who do not go to temple 
6. Persons who  steal  "Siva diraviyam" 
The persons mentioned above are all can get pitha diseases again. 
1. High in take of sour and salt foods 
2. Having feelings  in  mind 
3. Walking in sunlight and  heat 
4. Loss of sleep 
5. Excessive indulgence in Sex 
These habits lead to pitha diseases. 
According   to  Pararasasekaram 
nta;apyp ilf;if ahYk; ntk;grp kpFj;jyhYk; 
Ja;aNjhH eWnra; ahd; ghy; Ja;j;jiy tpLj;jyhYk; 
ieaNt tUq;Nfhgj;ij ez;zyhw;frg;ig ehSk; 
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ifAw Tz;z yhYq; fjpj;jpLk; kpj;j Njh\k; 
gpj;jj;ij tpistpf;F nkd;W Ngrpa czit ehSk; 
nkj;jNt apUe;jyhY kpFe;jpL Jauj;jhYk; 
epj;jpiu apyhik ahY epidT fz;kpFj;jyhYk; 
kw;Ws NtJyhYk; th;j;jpf;Fk; gpj;j Njh\k; 
      .!hvvisOsgvl<<<< 
This verse says the aetiological factors that, lead to pitha diseases. 
These are 
1. Walking in sunlight 
2. Excessive  appetite 
3. Avoiding in take of milk and  Ghee 
4. Controlling  anger 
5. Excessive intake of sour foods 
6. High intake  of food  which increase pitham 
7. Increased sorrow 
8. Loss of    sleep 
9. Vedhu - Excessive use of steam bath 
These all lead to pitha diseases 
According to Danvandhiri, the aetiology of pitha disease can be quoted as 
follows. 
mfhy epj;jpiuapdhYk; mjprq;f Nkhfj;jhYf; 
jfhj ntk; grpapdhYe; jUtpl Nkw;ifahYk; 
gfhjtd; fpNyrj;jhYk; gapj;jpa gjhHj;jj;jhYk; 
rpfu jhq; fhy;ifahYe; Nrh;e;jpLk; gpj;je;jhNd. 
,Uky klf; ifahYk; nkhUky kpiof;ifahYk; 
tUk; ntapy; ngUf;ifahY kdKW Nfhgj;jhYQ; 
RukJ jhpf;ifahYQ; RLgpz ehw;wj;jhYe; 
jputpaq; nfLifahYe; Nrh;e;jpLk; gpj;jj; jhNd 
     - Dhanvandhiri vaidhyam 
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This verse says 
1. Irregular sleeping  habit 
2. Increased  appetite 
3. Lust on women 
4. Excessive in take of foods that increase pitham. 
5. Improper disposal of waste by the body. 
6. By the ill effects of sun’ s rays 
7. Angry 
8. Fever 
9. Smell of the decaying dead  body 
10. Spoil   of Diraviyam 
 
These all can cause pitha diseases. 
 epj;jpiu jtph;jyhYk; neLNeuk; epw;ifahYk; 
 Fj;jpu tpjj;jpdhYq; nfhk;gdhH kUe;jPl;lhYk; 
 Rj;jpapy; yhNj nfhz;l mTtpj Njhtpj;jhYk; 
 gpj;jNk gpuNfhgpj;Jg; ngUe;Jah; nra;Aq;fhNz 
      - Dhanvandhiri vaidhyam 
 
According to this verse the aetiological factors which cause pitha diseases are 
sleeplessness standing, for a long time in a place, and consuming drugs which 
contain unpurified  raw drugs. 
 
Iymporigal or Gnanendriyam – 5 organs of senses 
1. Sevi (Ears): It is composed of Aakayam (Space) and feel the sound 
2. Mei (Skin): It is composed of vayu (air) and feel the touch. 
3. Kann (Eyes): It is composed of Theyu (fire ) and have power to see objects. 
4. Naakku (Tongue): It is composed of Appu (Water) and feel the taste. 
5. Mookku (Nose): It is composed of Prithvi (Earth) and feel the smell. 
 
Kanmendriyas (Functions of Five organs 
1. Vaai (Mouth): It is composed of Aakayam (Space) (Speech) 
2. Kaal (Legs) : It is composed of Vayu (Air) and helps to work. 
3. Kai (Hands): It is composed ofTheyu (Fire) and helps to take and give. 
4. Eruvaai: It is composed of Appu (Water) and helps in (Rectum) excretion. 
5. Karuvaai (Genitals) : It is composed of Prithvi (Earth) helps in genitals 
ejaculation of semen, and pushing down the baby. 
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Antha Karanangal - 4 
1. Manam - that which thinks - Mind 
2. Buddhi - that which enquires - Knowledge 
3. Aganthai - Agangaram, Munaippu - Pride – Achievement thinking of one 
thing, enquiring it and then stick to it. 
4. Siddham - to complete what has been thought and enquired - Determination.  
5. Arivu - One - Intellect (or) Wisdom - the Soul's consciousness and enjoyment.  
 
ASAYAM - 5 (The five receptacles) 
1. Irai kudal : {Amarvasayam- receptacles) The seat of the food 
ingested - Stomach. 
2. Serikudal : (Pakirvasayam) 
After digestion of food, the essence of food and the excreta are separated in 
this place - liver and small intestine. 
3. Neer kudal : (Salavasayam) 
The urinary bladder and the place where urine begins to pass. 
4. Malak kudal : (Malavasayam) 
The large intestines and the rectum where the excreta of food is collected. 
5. Venneer kudal (Sukkilavasayam) 
The place where semen or ovum is secreted - Seminal vesciles (or) Ovary. 
 
KOSAM -5 
1. Unavudambu - Pamvudambu : (Annamaya Kosam) The physical body made 
up of Seven Thathus. 
2. Valiyudambu : (Pranamaya Kosam) 
3. The conjunction of Pranan and the Kanmendrivas. 
4. Manavudambu : (Manomaya Kosam) 
5. The conjunction of mind and the five Gnanendriyas. 4.Arivudambu : 
(Vignanamaya Kosam) 
6. The conjunction of the Puththi (intellect) and the Gnanendriyas. 
7. Inbavudambu : (Anandamaya Kosam) 
8. The Conjunction of Prana Vayu and Suzhuthi (entire sensibility) 
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AATHARAM - 6 
1. Moolatharam : 
It is a secret spot in between the anus and the genitalia. Its shape is round and 
inside the round there will be a triangle where dwells the Kundali. Its colour is like 
Manickam (Dark red). Pranan arises from here. 
 
2. Swathittanam : 
It is situated two inches above the Moolatharam (probably near umbilicus). 
It is rectangular with golden colour. It is the place of Earth. 
 
3. Manipooragam (Epigastric region) : 
It is eight inches above Manipooragam. It is oval in shape with 1008 nerves 
and vessels and is considered as the root. It is otherwise called Unthi Kamalam. It is 
the place of Appu and its colour is green. 
 
4. Anagatham (Chest) : 
It is ten inches above Mani Pooragam. It is also called Iruthaya Kamalam. It is 
the place of Theyu Bootham, and is triangular in shape with the colour of fire. 
 
5. Visuththi (Throat) : 
It is situated ten inches above Anagatham. It is the place of Vayu. It is hexagon 
in shape and its colour is black. 
 
6. Aakkinai (in the centre of the eye brows) : 
It is situated twelve inches above Visuththi. It is in Lalada Peedam (centre of 
forehead). It is the place of Space which lies in between the eye brows. It will be 
like a frame. It's colour is like a crystal. 
 
GUNAM – 3 (MUKKUNAM) 
Sathuvam : (Goodness (or) Virtue) 
 Grace, Control of Five Senses, Wisdom, Penance, Perseverance, Truthfulness, 
Concentration with silence are the virtues attributed to Sathuva gunam. 
Rajasam : (Manifestation of Passion, Pride, Courage and Zeal etc.) 
 Promptitude, Wisdom, Bravery, Benevolence,, Penance, Liberality, Education 
and Experience are the eight virtues attributed to Rajasa gunam. 
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 Thamasam : (Subtle quality of Darkness or Ignorance manifested in torpor, 
Sleep) 
Bad behaviour, undue lust, anger, laziness, evading justice, guilt of butchery, 
long sleep, telling lies, excess of eating foregetfulness and Fradulence are the virtues 
attributed to Thamasa gunam.  
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ENNVAGAI THERVUGAL 
“ngk<KX!Ofijb!gvk<kil!zgl<Ohiz<!
! hGk<kxquQI!fich<!hiqsl<!.!okiGk<k!fqxl<!
! gm<Mujgs<!osiz<olipqg{<!g{<m!lz!&k<kqvl<!fi!
! wm<Mujg!biZ!lxquQI”!
. ngk<kqbi<!juk<kqb!sqf<kil{q!ou{<hi!< < < < << < < < << < < < < .5111!
 
According to Agathiyar Vaithiya Sinthaamani Venba-4000, the Envagaithervu 
includes Naadi (Pulse), Spasrisam (Touch & palpation), Naa (Tongue), Niram (color), 
Mozhi (voice), Vizhi (Eyes), Malam (Faeces) and Neer (Urine). 
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“fic!hiqsl<!fifqxl<!olipquqpq!
lzl<!&k<kqvl<!lVk<KuviBkl<”!
. Okjvbi<<<<!
“olb<Gxq!fqxf<okieq!uqpqfiuqVlzl<!jgg<Gxq”!
. Okjvbi<<<<!
  As per Saint Therayar, the eight methods of diagnosis are Sparisam (Touch & 
palpation), Niram (Color), Mozhi (Voice), Vizhi (Eyes), Naa (Tongue), Malam 
(Faeces), Neer (Urine) and Naadi (Pulse). 
 
“hiiQIfic!bxqf<K!d{i<f<K!hvle<!osbZl<!hq{qLjxBl<!
fQOvObiM!lzszLl<!fqxLr<!G{L!Lgg<GxqBl<!
siOv!bq{r<Gr<Gpz<!lmuQIgize<!Oxgl<!hbkqtjl!
OkOvbxqBLgfic!ofxqr<GxqBR<!osxqBR<!osiz<OuiOl”!
. hkqo{e<!sqk<ki<!fic!sik<kqvl<< < < < << < < < << < < < <!
!
As per sage,  Naadi (pulse), Malam (stools), Salam (urine), Niram 
(complexion), Gunam (character), Mugakuri (facies), Thegam (constitution),Vayadhu 
(age), Elamai are the diagonostic tools. 
 
“okiGg<gZx<x!nm<muqkh<!hiQm<js!ke<je!
! Kzg<gLVl<!h{<ckOv!oktqukigh<!!
hGg<giqb!ficjb!fQ!hqck<Kh<!hiV!
! hgi<gqei<!uiIjkjbh<hiI!fijuh<hiV!
uGg<giqb!Okgljkk<!okim<Mh<hiV!
! utlie!siQvk<kqe<!fqxk<jkh<!hiV!
sgqg<giqb!lzk<jkh<hiI!szk<jkh<!hiV!
! siIf<kuqpq!kjeh<hiIk<Kk<!oktquib<g<!giOe”!
. g{<[silq!hvl<hjv!juk<kqbl<< < < << < < << < < <!
. !
According to literature Kannusaami Parampari Vaithiayam, Naadi, Naa, 
Thegam, Thodu unarvu, Niram, Malam, Salam and vizhi are the diagnostic tools. 
“ficbiz<!Le<OeiI!osie<e!fx<GxqG{r<gtiGl<!
fQcb!uqpqbqeiZl<!fqe<x!fim<Gxqh<hqeiZl<!
uicb!OleqbiZl<!lzOliM!fQiqeiZR<!
$cb!uqbikq!ke<jes<!Sl<!ohx!uxqf<K!osiz<Oz”!
. ngk<kqbi<!juk<kqb!vk<kqe!SVg<gl<< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < <!
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According to Agathiyar Vaithiya Rathina Surukkam, the diagnostic tools are 
Naadi (Pulse), Vizhi (Eyes), Kurigunam (Signs), Nalkurippu (Chronology), Maeni 
(Constitution), Malam (Stools) And Neer (Urine). 
“nm<mlir<gqiqgme<je!bxqf<K!fQB{vOu{<cz<!
um<mliLgr<gt<hz<Zl<!uibkqz<fig<Gr<gibr<!
gm<mVlzr<gt<!jgkeqz<fickiEf<!
kqm<mlibxqf<Kosb<Bf<!kqxLt<tubqk<kqbviOl”!
.hiqH,v{!fic!
!
  According to the Paripoorana Naadi, the diagnostic parameters ar Mugam 
(Facies), Pal (Teeth), Vai(Mouth), Naakku (Tongue), Kaayam,Irumalam, Naadi 
(Pulse). 
“kqVljx!Leque<!%Xl<!uigms<!osb<jgke<eqz<!
uVhz!uqbikqbie!ujgbxq!GuOk!oke<eqz<!
dVUX!fic!biZ!oli{<Lg!lzfQ!viZl<!
okiquqpq!fiuqeiZf<!kf<kzg<!g{k<kq!eiZl<”!
. ke<uf<kqiq!)h/sq/fic/sik<kqvl<*< < < << < < << < < < !
. !
According to Dhanvantri Vaithiyam, the diagnostic parameters are Naadi 
(Pulse), Mugam (Facies), Malam (Stools), Neer (Urine), Udal (Constitution), Vizhi 
(Eyes), Naa (Tongue), Pal (Teeth). 
 
 “kqv{qbOkiI!ficg{<gt<!sk<kk<OkiM!
! ! Okgk<kqe<!Khiqsl<!uiel<!fig<G!
-v{lzl<!-jugotm<Ml<!-kl<hmOu!
! ! kie<hiIk<Kg<!Gxqh<Hr<!g{<M!
hveVtix<!ohiqObiIgm<hikl<!Ohix<xqh<!!
! ! h{<Hkuxilx<!h{<ck{<R<!obb<uQOv”!
. hkqoe{<!sqk<<< <ki<!fic!sik<kqvl<< < < << < < << < < <!
!
  According to the above literature, the diagnostic tools are Naadi (Pulse), Kan 
(Eyes), Sattham (Voice), Thegam (Constitution), Sparisam (Touch) and Naa 
(Tongue). 
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TONGUE EXAMINATION (fik<Oki<U*< << << < ! !
“Lt<tib<!ouck<K!gVk<kie<!Le<hqe<!ouTk<K!
kt<tifQ!V{<Omi!Osi<f<kiz<!hsf<kiz<!.!wz<zil<!
fMuil<!hzhzuil<!fx<se<eq!Le<Oeib<!
YMfQiqz<!fiuqe<OfiK” 
! ! ! ! .ngk<kqbi<!juk<kqb!sqf<kil{q!ou{<hi< < < < << < < < << < < < < .5111!
As per Agathiyar Vaithiya Chinthamani Venba – 4000, fissured and black 
tongue represent vitiated Vatha humor, pallor represents kabam, green colour 
represents Pitha humor and mixed appearance of these features resembles Sanni noi. 
“hzlie!VsqbxqBl<!fiuqe<!%x<jxh<!
! ! hgi<gqe<Oxe<!uikOvigq!bqe<xe<!fiU!
gzlig!ouck<K!gXk<kqVg<G!Lm<Ohiz<!
! ! g{<M!ogit<uib<!hqk<kOvigqbqe<xe<!fiU!
fzLx!squf<K!hs<ose<xqVg<Gl<!fm<hqzi!
! ! sqOzk<KlOvigq!bqe<xe<!fiU!
kzlkeqZx<xLkq!ObiIgt<!osie<e!
! ! ke<jlbc!kck<K!ouTk<kqVg<Gl<hiOv”!
. g{<[silq!hvl<hjv!juk<kqbl<< < < << < < << < < <!
  In vali derangement, tongue will be cold, rough, furrowed and tastes pungent.  
In Azhal, it will be red or yellow and kaippu taste will be sensed. In Iyyam, it is pale, 
sticky and sweet taste will be lingering.  In depletion of Thontham, tongue will be 
dark with raised papillae and dryness.  Examination of tongue also includes the 
salivary examination.  The following stanza describes salivary examination. 
“ws<sqx<!hiquibqtfQIhiz<!ou{<o{bje!
obs<sqx<!hiqui!bqzGFjv!–!obs<sqx<!
gtqbjmli!fe<XLkx<!f{<{ie<G!Le<eqg<!!
gtqbjmli!OlUhqm!gi{<”!
. sqgqs<sivk<e!kQhl<< < Q << < Q << < Q <!
!
EXAMINATION OF COMPLEXION (dmz<!fqxk<!Oki<U*< < << < << < < !
“djvk<kgx<h<!hie<uik!Ovigqhqk<k!Ovigq!
njvk<klR<s!jtg<Gtqk<Okie<!Nuie<!.!-vk<kl<!
Gtqk<kuE!liuie<!ogiMl<sqOzk<Kl!Ovigq!
ouTk<kqMuie<!okif<kOvigqOb”!
.!!ngk<kqbi<!juk<kqb!sqf<kil{q!ou{<hi< < < < << < < < << < < < < .5111!
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“&e<xiGl<!uikhqk<k!sqOzk<K!lk<kiz<!
! lqGf<kLxk<!okif<kqk<k!Ovigq!Okgl<!
Okie<xik!sQkb!U]<{r<!giz&e<Xf<!
! okiGk<Oke<bie<!kqOvgk<kq!eqxk<jkg<!OgT!
De<xik!uikUmz<!gXk<Kg<!gi[l<!
! Diqbhqk<k!Lmz<!squh<Hh<!hSjlgi[l<!
Ohie<xik!jubUmz<!ou{<jl!Okie<Xl<!
! ohiVf<Kf<okif<k!OvigUmx<!gqux<jx!obig<Gl<”!
. g{<[silq!hvl<hjv!juk<kqbl<< < < << < < << < < <!
!
“hjeuik!Okgfqxr<!gXk<K!fqx<Gl<!
jhk<kqbOkg!fqxlR<st<!squh<hkiOl!
kiOl!sqOzm<M!lOkgfqxl<!ouTh<H!kie<!
okif<Okgl<!-f<fiz<!uqklibfqx<Gl<”!
. ke<uf<kqiq!)hkqoe{<!sqk<ki<!fic!sik<kqvl<*< < < < < < << < < < < < << < < < < < < !
  In vali, azal and Iyyam vitiations, the colour of the body will be dark, yellow 
or red and fair respectively. 
 
VOICE EXAMINATION (yzqk<Oki<U*< << << < !
“hzOvigq!uiIk<jk!hzuqklil<!uikk<!
kjzOvigq!uiIk<jks<!slliGl<!fqjzgmf<k!
hqk<kOvi!gqg<Gbi<f<k!Ohs<S{<mil<!sqOzm<Mlf<kie<!
sk<klQes<!Svlil<!kie<”!
! ! ! .!ngk<kqbi<!juk<kqb!sqf<kil{q!ou{<hi!< < < < << < < < << < < < < .!5111!
!
“hiIh<hkie<!uikOvigq!bqe<xe<!uiIk<jk!
! hg<Gulib<s<!slsk<k!libqVg<Gl<!
Osi<h<hKkie<!hqk<kOvigqbqe<xe<!uiIk<jk!
! osh<hg<Ogit!ohzk<KOl!Bxk<kqVg<Gl<!
Wx<hKkie<!JbOvigq!bqe<xe<!uiIk<jk!
! obtqkigs<!sqXk<kqVg<Glqbz<hqkiGl<!
Ogsx<gOu!bql<&e<Xf<!okif<kligqz<!
! %silx<!hzuqklib<!OhSuiOv”!
. g{<[silq<<< !hvl<hjv!juk<kqbl<< < << < << < <!
!
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“lilbqOz!sk<klK!nxqb!Ou{<cz<!
! uikOvigqsl!okieqbib<!uiIk<jk!OhSl<!
=lLt<t!hqk<kf<kie<!-jxf<k!%Xl<!
! -bl<hqMl<!sqOzk<Kl!Ovigqg<gQesk<kl<!
fiLjvk<Okil<!okif<k!Ovigqg<Gk<!kieqf<k!
! fiz<uqklib<!olipqf<k!sk<kl<!fbf<K!giO{”!
. hkqoe{<!sqk<ki<!fic!sik< < << < << < < <kqvl<< << << <!
  In vitiation of Vali, Azhal and Iyyam, the voice would be normal, high pitched 
and shrill or low pitched respectively.  By the ovice, the strength of the body can be 
assessed. 
 
THE EYE EXAMINATION (g{<!Oki<U*< << << < !
“g{<gXk<K!fQOvicz<!gizil<!fMuigqz<!
g{<hsg<Gl<!osig<Gl<!gjmbigqz<!.!g{<hQjt!
sic!ouTg<GOl!se<equikl<!hqk<kLole<!
Oxicbgi!lijz!hsg<Gl</”!
. ngk<kqbi<!juk<kqb!sqf<kil{q!ou{<hi< < < < << < < < << < < < < .5111!
  As per Agathiyar Vaithiya Chinthaamani Venba-4000, in vititated Vali eyes 
turn black and tears shed.  In vitiated Azhal humour, mukkutram and in jaundice 
yellowish discoloration occurs, In vitiated Iyyam, the eyes turn white. 
 
“d{<jlbib<!g{<gt<Gxqh<!hjkg<Ogt<!uikl<!
! dx<xuqpq!gXk<Kofif<K!fQVr<!gi[l<!
ke<jlbqzih<!hqk<kOvigq!bqe<xe<!g{<gt<!
! siIhigh<!hSjlsquh<!OhXr<!gi[l<!
u{<jlbqzi!jubOvigq!uqpqgt<!kiEl<!
! utlie!ou{<jlfqx!Olki!fikl<!
kq{<jlbqzik<!okif<kOvigq!bqe<xe<!g{<gt<!
! kQm<Muib<!hzfqxole<!xjxb!ziOl”!
.!g{<[silq!hvl<hjv!juk<kqbl<< < < << < < << < < <!
“gi[gqe<x!uik!Ovigqg<G!g{<gt<!
gVfqxlib<!ofif<Klqgk<!k{<{QIhiBl<!
H,[gqe<x!hqk<kOvigqgc!lR<st<!OhizqVg<gl<!
squh<H!fqxh<ohizqU!Okie<Xl<”!
.!hkqoe{<!sqk<ki<!fic!sik<kqvl<< < < < << < < < << < < < <!
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  In vali disease, the tears is darkened, in Azhal disease they are yellow, in Iyya 
disease they are whitish in colour and in thontha disease the tears are multi coloured.  
In Vasli disease there will be excessive tears (epiphora).  In disturbance of all the 
three humuors, eyes would be inflammed an reddish. 
“gXk<klz!hf<klzr<!giziGl<!hqk<kl<!
sqXk<kLm<!c{l<osl<jl!OsVl<!.!ohiXk<okiVg<giz<!
sQklzf<!kqz<jzblil<!Osi<f<khz!Ovigqbil<!
lQklzl<!w{<{qxLOl”/!
. ngk<kqbi<!juk<kqb!sqf<kil{q!ou{<hi< < < < << < < < << < < < < .5111!
!
As per Agathiyar Vaithiya Chinthaamani Venba -4000, in vitiated Vali, the 
stool is hard and black.  In vitiated Azhal, it is hot and red.  In vitiated Iyyam it is cool 
and watery. 
“uikOfib<!lzk<jkh<!hiIg<gqz<!
! ! dgf<klzl<!gXgqOb!gXk<kqVg<Gl<!
lqg<ghqk<k!Ofib<lzk<jk!Bx<Xh<!hiIg<gqz<!
! ! lqGf<ksquh<Hme<!hSjl!kiEf<!Okix<Xl<!
jlg<Gujt!lOeOg!jtb!Ovigl<!
! ! lzlKkie<!ou{<jleqx!libqVg<Gl<!
hg<Guli!bql<&e<Xf<!!okif<kqh<!higqz<!
! ! hgVlqe<!fqxr<gt<ujg!hiqf<K!gi[l<”!
. g{<[silq!hvl<hjv< << << < !juk<kqbl<< << << <!
!
In excacerbated vali, faeces is hard, dry and black in colour.  In Azhal 
vitiation, it is yellow, In Iyyam, disturbance it is pale. 
 
URINE EXAMINATION (fQI!Oki<U*Q <Q <Q < !
! “uikOvi!gl<oktqf<kie<!lR<stqk<kie<!lx<jxbK!
sQkEjvk<!kiIhzuil<!Oswi<k<kOfib<!.!Ogikgzi!
&k<kqvk<kqe<!d{<jl!olipqf<Okil<!-eqs<!osiz<uil<!
fik<kqvk<kqe<!dt<tujg!fil<”/!
. ngk<kqbi<!juk<kqb!sqf<kil{q!ou{<hi!< < < < << < < < << < < < < .5111!
 
“Yr<gqb!uikk<OkiIg<G!fQIuqPr<!G{f<ki!Fjvg<gqx!
! H,r<ogic!gXk<Kofif<K!sqXk<Kme<!ohiVlq!uQPl<!
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hir<Gme<!hqk<kk<OkiIg<Gl<!hsqbfQI!squf<K!gim<c!
! Wr<gOu!gXg<gkig!wiqk<Kme<!gMk<K!uQPl<!
uQPOl!sqOzx<hek<OkiI!fQIIg<G{l<!uqtl<hg<!Ogtib<!
! fiTOl!outk<Kjxf<K!fzl<ohx!uQPr<!g{<mib<!
uit<uqpq!liOeokif<k!Ovigli!eqmi<g<Gk<!kiOe!
! kiTfQI!hzfqxf<ki!oeeOu!six<xq!OeiOl”!
. g{<[silq!hvl<hjv!juk<kqbl<< < < << < < << < < <!
  ‘Neerkkuri’ refers to Urine sign one of the renowned authors of Siddha 
medicine described urine examination and stages of health.  he had explained about 
the colour and consistency of the urine in vitiated humor and disease.  he also 
emphasized the spreading nature of a single drop of oil on the surface of the urine 
indicating the imbalance of specific dosha and prognosis of disease.  Normal urine is 
straw coloured and odourless.  The time of the day and food taken will have an impact 
on the colour of the urine. 
 
COLOUR OF URINE 
 Yellow colour – similar to straw soaked water-indigestion 
 Lemon colour – good digestion 
 Reddish yellow – heat in body 
 Colour similar to flame of forest red or flame coloured excessive heat 
 Colour of saffron – extreme heat 
 
“li{qg<gl<!hiz<hqvs!lR<s!tq0Kbqv!
li{qg<gl<!hiz<uiqjs!lixifQI!–!li{qg<g!
Lk<kl<!likq!obiVfiZ!lf<kLOe!
Bk<kl<!likqlkq!Be</”!
. sqgqs<sivk<ekQhl<< < Q << < Q << < Q <!
!
COLOUR OF URINE – PROGNOSIS 
 Ruby red or milky white - Poor 
 Honey    -  Slow and take long time 
 Golden yellow  - Good 
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NEIKKURI (ofb<g<Gx< << << < q*!
!
“nVf<K!lixqvkLl<!nuqOviklib<!
n0gz<!nzi<kz<!ngizU,e<kuqi<f<kpx<!
Gx<xt!uVf<kq!dxr<gq!jugjx!
Ncgzsk<!kiuqOb!giKohb<!
okiV!L%Ik<kgjzg<Gm<hM!fQiqe<!
fqxg<Gxq!ofb<g<Gxq!fqVlqk<kz<!gmOe”!
!
“nvoue!fQ{<ce0Og!uikl<!
NpqOhiz<!hvuqe<!n0Ok!hqk<kl<!
Lk<okik<K!fqx<gqe<!olipquke<!ghOl”!
. ngk<kqbi<!juk<kqb!vk<kqe!SVg<gl<< < < < < << < < < < << < < < < <!
!
  The spreading pattern of oil drop is the indicative of Vali, Azhal and Iyyam 
diseases e.g 
1. Aravu (Snake Pattern of spread) indicates vali disease 
2. Aazhi (Ring pattern of spread) indicates Azhal disease 
3. Muthu (pearl Pattern of spread) indicates Iyya disease 
 
  In Neikkuri, the rapid spread of oil drop; Pearl beaded and Sieve type of 
spreading pattern indicates state (Vatha, Pitham, Kabham) of the disease.  From this, 
we can assess the prognosis by the Neikkuri. 
 
“-zGli!&k<kq!vk<kq!oz{<o{jb!uqm<Mh<!hiIg<gqz<!
gzg<gR<!osb<!uikk<!OkiIg<Gg<!gi{Ou!fQt!lib<h<Ohil<!
hqzEX!olb<jb!uim<Ml<!hqk<kOl!sqkxqg<!gim<Ml</!
!
six<xqb!ghf<!keg<Gs<!sz<zjmg<!g{<Ohiz<!gi[l<!
Okx<xqb!kqiqOki!mf<kie<!osiz<&e<X!G{Lr<!gim<Ml<!
Okx<oxiV!Ktqbib<!fqe<xiz<!ouGkil<!sik<kqbf<kie<!
Nx<xqolt<!th<h!mi<f<ki!uKSg!sik<b!liOl!
!
&k<kqiqeq!zPf<kqh<!Ohieiz<!fqgp<f<kqM!lsik<kqbf<kie<!
uiiqM!Ljtbib<!Ogtib<!ujtb!hik<kqvk<kq!OzEl<!
hiiqeqz<!Gbue<!osb<l{<!hik<kqvf<!keqzi!eiZl<!
sivOu!hqck<K!oub<bqx<!xeqz<juk<Kh<!hiIh<hib<kiOe/” 
. Okjvbi<!uqVk<kl<!< < << < << < < .!sqgqs<sivk<e!kQhl<< < Q << < Q << < Q <!
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SPREADING PATTERN OF OIL INTERPERTATION 
Lengthening Vali 
Splits Azhal 
Sieve Iyyam 
Stands as a drop Poor prognosis 
Slowly spreads Good prognosis 
Drop immerses into the urine Incurable disease 
 
TOUCH (^<hiq<<< sl<*<<< !
“oul<jl!Gjxf<kiZ!lqGf<kiZl<!uikhqk<kl<!
kl<jl!fqjvfqjvbib<s<!six<XuiI!–!oul<jlbe<xq!
sQkLl<nu<!uixigqz<!sqOzm<Ml!olie<Xokif<k!
lQkLl<nu<!uixiG!Olz<”/!
.!ngk<kqbi<!juk<kqb!sqf<kil{q!ou{<hi< < < < << < < < << < < < < .5111!
!
“OfbLmOe!uikk<kqe<!Oksf<ki[l<!
! Ofi<jlbib<g<!Gtqi<f<K!sqz!uqmk<kqOz!kie<!
libLm!Em<mLf<!KcKch<H!
! lVUkzil<!hqk<kk<kqe<!Okgf<!kiEl<!
OkibOu!Um<{lki!bqVg<Gf<!oktquib<!
! Osk<Klk<kqe<!OkglK!Gtqi<f<kqVg<Gl<!
hib!okif<k!OkglK!hzuixiGl<!
! hiqf<K!okim<Mg<!Okgk<jkh<!hiIk<Kh<!OhOs”!
. g{<[silq!hvl<hjv!juk<kqbl< < << < << < < <!
  In vali disease, some regions of the body felt chill and in some areas they are 
hot.  In Azhal disease, we can feel heat.  In Iyya disease, chillness can be felt.  In 
Thontham diseases, we can feel altered sensations. 
 
NAADI (fic*!
! The ‘Pulse Diagnosis’ is a unique method in siddha medicine.  The pulse 
should be examined in the Right hand for male and the left hand for female.  The 
pulse can be recorded at the radial artery.  By keenly observing the pulsation, the 
diagnosis of disease as well as its prognosis can be assessed clearly. 
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 Naadi is nothing but the manifestation of the vital energy that sustains the life 
within our body.  Naadi plays an most important rold in Envagai thervu and it has 
been considered as foremost thing in assessing the prognosis and diagnosis of various 
diseases.  Any variation that occurs in the three humors is reflexed in the Naddi.These 
three humors organize, regularize and integrate basic functions of the human body.  
So, Naadi serves as agood indicator of all ailments. 
!
fichiIg<Gl<!ujg< << << < !
! ! “-Mole<x!ficgt<hiIg<Gl<!ujgjbg<!OgT!
! ! ! we<eoue<xiz<!fMuqvz<!fQuqh<hqe<Oe 
  nMole<x!nMk<kuqvz<!Olikqvlil<!uqvjz!
! ! ! nh<hOe!-Tk<khqe<H!S{<MuqvzqTk<K!
! ! dMole<x!K~{<Muqv!zqTk<K!nh<hiz<!
! ! ! dk<kokiV!nr<Gm<m!uqvjzfQ!uqg<gvk<kqz<!
! ! hMole<x!sQObikq!nr<GzOli!kt<tq!
! ! ! hiIkmuq!&e<Xkvl<!Svl<hiIg<Gl<!ujgOb!
! ! ujg!we<e!uiklK!y{<{jvbil<!hqk<kl<!
! ! ! utjlobie<X!nb<br<giz<!utlib<fqx<gqz<!
! ! hjgbqz<jz!ficgTf<!okif<k!lqz<jz!
! ! ! h{<hie<!SgovisV'hg<!%Xosie<Oee<”!
.!ngk<kqbi<!gegl{q!211< << << < !
Naadi is felt by 
 Vali - Tip of index finger 
 Azal - Tip of middle finger 
 Iyyam - Tip fo ring finger 
 
! “upr<gqb!uikl<!lik<kqjv!ye<xigqz<!
! upr<gqb!hqk<kl<!ke<eqz<!njvuisq!
! npr<Gl<!ghf<kie<!nmr<gqOb!giOzicz<!
! hqpr<gqb!sQux<Gh<!hqsogie<X!lqz<jzOb”!
 G{uigml<<<<!
  The pulse is measured in wheat/grain expasnile heights.  The normal unit of 
pulse diagnosis is 1 for Vali (Vatham), ½ for Azhal (Pitham) and ¼ for Iyyam 
(Kapham). 
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THE PULSE PLAY 
Compared to the gait of various animals, reptiles and birs, 
“uigqze<er<!Ogipq!lbqoze!fmg<Gl<!uikl<!
Wgqb!uibjlbm<jm!bqjuobe!fmg<Gl<!hqk<kl<!
Ohigqb!kujt!hil<H!Ohizuil<!Osk<Klf<kie<”!
. sqgqs<si!vk<e!kQhl<< < Q << < Q << < Q <!
Vali - Movement of Swan and peacock 
Azhal - Movement of Tortoise and Leech 
Iyyam - Movement of Frog and Serpent. 
“hiIg<jgbqz<!jguqgivl<!hiIk<ki!zimui<g<G!
wx<Gl<!uzg<jg!-mg<jg!–!lmuiIg<!giG”!
. ngk<kqbi<!juk<kqb!sqf<kil{q!ou{<hi!< < < < << < < < << < < < < .5111!
Naadi is examined in right side for men and on the left side for women. 
manikadai nool (Wrist circumetric sign) 
“glzg<jg!l{qg<jgbqz<!gbX!$k<kqvl<!
uqlzOe!Ofig<gqob!OumliLeq!
kqlqzil<!hq{qbK!Osvs<!osh<hqOb!
nlzeiLeqg<G!Le<eVtqs<!osb<kOk”!
! ! ! ! .!hkqoe{<!sqk<ki<!ficF~z< < << < << < < <!
 According to the Pathinen Siddhar Naadinool, Manikadainool is also helpful 
in diagnosis.  This manikkadai nool is a parameter to diagnose the disease by 
measuring the circumference of the wrist by means of a thread and then expressing it 
in terms of patients fingers breadh, By this measurement the disease can be 
diagnosed. 
!
Iympull iyakka vithi (Pancha- Patchi Saastram) 
Pancha patchi sasthram was used as a diagnostic method, it was mention in 
ancient tamil literature it is related to resembles the pancha pootham theory (Five 
elements theory) 
 Pancha patchi sasthram is also mentioned in tamil siddhar’s like  
Kaaga pusundar  (gigHS{<mi<*?!Macha muni (ls<sLeq*?!Bogar (Ohigi<*/!
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It is believed that the Five Elements represented by five birds, influence and 
control all the actions of human beings. These five birds take their turns in a special 
sequence and radiate their powers during day and night. The power that takes effect 
first on a day or night and the sequence that follows depends on the day of the week 
and the Patcham (waxing half or waning half cycles) of the Moon.  
  
The five birds in the Pancha-Patchi Saastram are: 
 1- Vulture 
 2- Owl 
 3- Crow 
 4- Cock 
 5- Peacock 
These birds engage in any one of the following five activities at any given time: 
 1- Rule 
 2- Eat 
 3- Walk 
 4- Sleep 
 5- Die 
 The birds are considered most powerful when they rule and least powerful when 
they die. 
 To find out your Birth Patchi (Natchatra Patchi) you have to know your birth star 
according to Vedic Astrology and the Patcham of the Moon at the time of your 
birth. The half of the Lunar Cycle when the Moon increases in size and reaches 
the Full Moon (Pournami) is called Sukla-Patcham and the other half of the cycle 
when the size decreases until the New Moon is called the Krishna-Patcham. Birth 
Stars are based on the longitude of Moon and are 27 in number from Aswini to 
Revati 
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THEORATICAL VIEW OF DISSERTATION TOPIC  
SIDDHA ANATOMY 
 
&jt!
&jtobe<hK! OgiIk<k! gOsV! lk<kqbk<kqz<! ghizujxg<! Gt<tqVg<Gl<!
hr<G! &jt! OgiIk<kl<?! OgiIk<kgl<! uOxizq?! Ke<el<! LGtl<! we! fiZ!
hqiqUgTt<tK/!
!
&jtbqe<!gel<< << << <!
! &jtbqe<!svisiq!fqjx!uti<f<k!HVmiqz<!5:!nUe<S?!uti<f<k!oh{<gtqz<!
54!nUe<S?!uqk<kqbisl<! 6!nUe<Sg<Gl<! 7!nUe<Sg<Gl<!-Vg<Gl</! !N{<gtqz<!
ohVl<hiZl<! 57!nUe<Sg<Gl<! 64!nUe<Sg<Gl<!dm<hmuqVg<Gl</!!oh{<gtqz<! 52!
nUe<Sg<Gl<!58!nUe<Sg<Gl<!dm<hmuqVg<Gl</!
!!!!!&jtbqe<! hVjl!NTjmb!lOei!uqOugk<Kg<Gk<! kg<gkig!-Vg<Gl</!
OhjkbVjmb!&jt!34!nUe<Sg<Gg<!gkqh<hK!niqK/!!
!
&jtbqe<!SVt<gt<< < << < << < <!
! &jtbqe<! SVt<gt<! &jtjb! &Ml<! sizus<! su<juh<! hqiqk<okMk<kiz<!
&jtbqe<! Olx<hg<gl<! nmr<gZl<! SVtie! lqkh<HgTl<! njugTg<gqjmbqz<!
hkqUgTl<! Okix<Xl</! ! SVt<gtqe<! outqh<hg<gLl<! -jmh<hkqUgtqeK!
hg<gr<gTl<!fjvh<!hkiIk<kk<kiz<!&mh<hm<cVg<Gl</!!&jtjb!&Ml<!-h<hr<jgs<!
sz<g! higl<! we<hiI/! Fm<hlig! Nvib<f<kiz<! szg! higk<jk! -v{<M! fjvh<!
hjmBl<!-v{<M!ou{<hjmBligh<! hqiqg<gzil</! !lgiBgk<Kg<Gg<! gqm<muqVg<Gl<!
sqz! SVt<gtqz<! NX! hjmbigUl<! hqiqg<gzil</! ! SVt<gtqEm<! hGkq!
ou{<hkiIk<kl</!!!!!
!
!!!!hkqUgt<! ohVl<hiZl<! yV! nr<Gzl<! NplibqVg<Gl</! njugTl<!
hzVjmb!&jtbqZl<! yOv!&jtbqe<! hz! hGkqgtqZl<!uqk<kqbislibqVg<Gl</!!
Gpf<jkgtqZl<! LkqObiiqZl<! SVt<gtqe<! lmg<GgTl<! -jmh<! hkqUgtqe<!
NpLr<!GjxU/!
OgiIk<kk<kqe<!gQp<utl<< < < Q < << < < Q < << < < Q < <!
! OgiIk<k!hikq!yu<ouie<xqe<!gQp<h<hg<gl<!Le<!fM!hqe<!nl<sl<!we!&e<X!
%xigh<! hiqBl</! OgiIk<kk<kqe<! gQp<utk<kqz<! Le<Eg<gqVf<K! hqe<Eg<Gh<! Ohig!
nke<!fMh<hGkq!ofMgk<!Okix<Xl<!ujggtiue/!
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! ofMl<hr<gl<?! lgiBgLl<! nke<! gil<HgTl<?! fjvh<hjm?! Olih<H! fvl<H?!
sqz<uqbi<! hr<gl<?! sz<zjmk<! ktl<?! hiIju! Bgl<?! fjvg<G{<ml<?! hqv{itq?!
Sux<gl<?!ou{<ui<k<Kzl<?!kiqe<ktl<?!OgiIk<k!hisl</!
!
• ofMl<hr<gl<!
• lgiBgl<!
• sqz<uqbi<!hr<gl<!
• sz<zjmk<ktl<!
! !
OgiIk<kk<kqe<!hz!hGkqgTR<!Osi<f<kqVg<Gl<!uqkl<< < < < < < < < << < < < < < < < << < < < < < < < <!
! OgiIk<k! hisr<gt<! &jth<! hikqgjt! Ofig<gqh<! hqiqf<K! osz<gqe<xe/!
Nkziz<! njugTg<gqjmbqz<! yV! outqB{<miGl</! -u<outq! hisuqjmoutq!
weh<hMl</!!lgiBgk<kqe<!gQp<h<!hg<gk<Kg<Gl<!hiIjuk<!ktl?<!ujv!Ge<XgtqeK!
Olx<!hg<gk<Kg<Gl<?!hisuqjm!outqjb!njmg<Gl<!hGkqgTg<Gl<!-jmObBt<t!
outq?!&jtg<Gt<OtbqVg<Gl<!ohiKuie!njxbiGl</!!-u<ujxbqe<!Olx<hr<G!
ytq! lk<kq! weh<hMl</! olz<zqb! hmzk<kiz<! uz! -m! njxgtig! fMuqx<!
hqiqg<gh<hMl</! ! -jugOt! &jtbqe<! hg<gujxgt</! ! ohiKuie! njxbqe<!
gQp<h<hr<G!&jtbqe<! &e<xil<! njx/! -K! OlOz! hg<g! njxgOtiMl<! hqe<Oe!
fizil<! njxObiMl<! okiMk<kqVg<Gl<! ytq! lk<kqbqe<! hm<Mgt<! -v{<Mg<Gl<!
-jmbqZt<t!outq!&jtbqe<!Jf<kil<!njx/!
!
OgiIk<kk<kqe<!dt<!utl<< < < < << < < < << < < < <!
! &jth<!hikqobie<xqe<!Olx<hGkqjb!lgiBg!lm<mk<kqx<G!njv!nr<Gzl<!
lqkg<gs<!sQuqobMk<kiz<?!dt<OtbqVg<Gl<!ou{<!hkiIk<kl<!Okix<Xl</!!-K!hz!
lch<H! uqPf<k! fjvh<hkiIk<k! Ouivk<jkBjmb! ofM! um<mligg<! gim<Ml</!
-u<um<ml<! &jtbqe<! sqX! n{<mul<! weh<hMl</! &jtbqkPg<Gl<! lgiBgk<kqe<!
Olx<hg<gk<Kg<Gl<!-jmbqz<!dt<t!outq!lgiBg!njx!weh<hMl</!
! hikqgtqv{<jmBl<! lgiBg! lm<mk<kqx<! sQuqobMk<kiz<?! lgiBgk<kqe<!
ou{<hkiIk<kl<! njugjt! -j{g<gqxkigUl<! fjvh<! hkiIk<kl<! Sx<Oxivk<kqz<!
lch<Hgt<! uqPf<kqVg<gqxkigUl<! gi{zil</! -u<oum<cx<! gi[l<! ofMum<mlie!
ou{<!hvh<H!&jtbqe<!Ohv{<mul<!weh<hMl</!
!
• lgiBgl<!
• hg<g!njxgt<!
• jlboutq!
• Le<OgiM!
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• hqe<OgiM!
• ujv!Ge<X!
• zuqk<kqvl<!
• ${l<!
• hm<mgl<!
• fMg<OgiM!
! !
ohVR<OsK<<< !
! ohVR<OsK! we<hK! hg<gujxbqe<! fMg<Ogim<ceK! ktk<kqe<! LP!
fQm<cZr<gqmg<gqe<x! ujtf<k! fQ{<m! ou{<Hjmh<Oh/! ! -kqe<! gQpf<kl<! hVk<Kk<!
kqmz<gTl<!ht<tr<gTLt<tkibqVg<Gl</!!-kx<Gs<!Osikl<!we<X!ohbi</!!ohVR<!
OSKju! oum<ch<! hqtf<kiz<?! lgiBgk<kqe<! SVtigqb! lch<hqe<! Ke<ezie!
dt<utOl! -Koue<X! okiqBl</! ! -kqe<! fjvh<hGkq! &jtbqe<! outqh<h!
hg<gk<kqx<! gi[l</! ! osix<h! gVg<Gt<tkie! -h<hGkqbqe<! uqtql<H! si{ul<!
weh<hMl</!!ohVR<!OsKuqe<!ou{<hkiIk<kl<!hm<mgk<kqe<!upqbib<!fkqgk<OkiMl<?!
liBgk<OkiMl<!okimi<hiGl</!
!
dhOsikl<<<<!
! dhOsikl<! ohVR<! OsKUg<Gl<! sqXs<! OsKUg<Gl<! -jmbqx<! hqe<OgiM!
fMg<OgiM! -v{<MR<! sf<kqg<Glqmk<kqZt<t! ou{<! kqmzil</! ! dhOsikLl<!
OsKgTl<!&jtbqe<!outqh<hg<gk<kqZt<t!SVt<gTg<gqjmbqz<!uqPf<k!lch<hqe<!
dt<utOlbiGl</!
!
• hm<mgl<!
• si{ul<!
• GXg<Gh<!hr<gl<!
• ytqlk<kq!!
• fkqgl<!
• fkqgk<kqe<!gi{<ml<!
• Le<!giz<gt<!
• hqe<giz<gt<!
• uqc!
• hiIjuk<ktr<gt<!
! !
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&e<xil<!njx< << << < !
! &e<xil<! njx! we<hK! hiIjuk<! ktr<gTg<G! -jmbqz<! &jtbqe<!
ncujvg<Gl<! fQck<kqVg<gqx! yMr<gqeKl<! fQ{<mKlie! sqXoutq! uqcs<! su<uqe<!
gQp<h<hg<gl<! -kx<G! Olozz<jzbibqVg<g?! nkqzqVf<K! &e<xil<! njxbqe<!
${r<gt<! K~r<Gl</! ! hiZgk<kqe<! gil<Hgtigqb! ou{<! ogicgt<! -kx<Gh<!
hg<gouz<jz/!&e<xil<!njxg<Gg<!GXg<Og!Le<?!fM?!hqe<!wEl<!&e<X!Bgr<gt<!
osz<Zl</!
hiZgl<<<<!
! hiZgl<! we<hK! hqe<Bgr<gTg<G! nMk<kih<Ohiz<! hqe<eigUl<?! kie<!
ohiXk<kqVg<gqx! Le<! gf<Kgr<gTg<G! -jmbqOzBr<gqmg<gqx! ohiVm<M!
ucuieKl<!osf<fjv!fqxLt<tKlie!sqXk<k!kqvjtbiGl</!!-ke<!fQtl<!&e<X!
fiZ! ofx<gjm! ngzl<! ncbqz<! -v{<M! &e<X! ofx<gjm/! -ke<!
nch<hGkqg<Gt<Ot! sqX! njx! d{<M/! nK! &e<xil<! njxObiM!
okiMk<kqVg<gqxoke<X! sqzi<! osiz<ZuiI/! ! -u<ujxg<Gt<! dVouitqBt<t!
hqShqSh<hie!ogiR<s!fQVl<!sqziqz<!l{z<!Ohie<x!u^<KUlqVg<Gl</!!-l<l{zqz<!
S{<{hi^<uS! S{<{giheS! lg<eQsq! hi^<uS! nOliel<! wEr<! %XgTl<!
osix<hlie!hqvi{qb!hkiIk<kLR<!Osi<f<kqVg<Gl</!!-K!wz<OziiqZl<!wu<ubkqZl<!
gi{h<hMl</!!!hiZgk<jkBl<! nkqe<! nbzqZt<t! gR<Sgqs<! su<juBl<! wMg<gs<!
sKgf<Kgr<gt<!outqh<hMl</!
!
&jtbqe<!uqB,gel<< << << <!
! &jtbqe<! uqb,gel<! &jth<! hikqgt<! yu<ouie<xqZLt<t! ou{<!
hkiIk<kl<!&e<X!ujgbie!-jpgtizigl</!
2/ uqiqf<K! ose<X! &jth<! hikqjbh<! gOsVg<! ogicObiMl<! LGtk<OkiMl<!
-j{g<gqx!hisk<kqjpgt<!
3/ hikqgtqv{<jmBl<!ye<xig!-j{g<gqx!Bgr<gTg<Giqb!GXg<!gqjpgt</!
4/ hikqgt<!yu<ouie<xqeKl<!hr<Ggjt!-j{g<gqx!ofMl<!him<cjpgt<!
!
!
!
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SIDDHA PHYSIOLOGY 
 
w{<si!{tuiz<!wMk<k!Uml<Hg<Gm<!
g{<giz<!dmzqx<!gvg<gqe<x!jggtqx<!
H{<giz<!nXhk<okm<mig<jg!H{i<g<gqe<x!
f{<hiz<!dml<Hke<!eiZm<hiOl/!
!.!kqVlf<kqvl<!< << << < .3199!
wXl<Hl<!ke<!jgbiz<!w{<si{<!we<X!%Xl<!Ljxh<hc!nuvui<!dml<H!
nuvui<! jgbtUg<G! w{<siO{! NGl</! ! nk<kjgb! dml<hqz<! nxqkx<gVuq!
ob<kx<gVuqbigqb! g{<?! giz<! Lkzqb! dXh<HgTl<?! -u<UXh<Hgtqe<! DOm!
gzf<K! fqe<X! okipqx<! hMgqe<x! Hze<gtigqb! -f<kqiqbr<gTl<?! OlOzikqb!
Hxh<Hxg<! gVuq! nXhKl<?! ngg<! gVuq! wm<Ml<! Ngqb! nXhk<okm<Ml<! %cbOk!
big<jgbiGl</!
! !
H,kr<gt<!Jf<Kl<!ohixqbju!Jf<KTl<!
Wkl<!hmR<!osb<!kqVf<k!Hxfqjz!
YK!lzr<G{!liGli!kivOli!
mikqbuk<jkg<!gVuq!okie<E~x<xiOx!
.!kqVlf<kqvl<!< << << < .!3218!
Olx<osie<e! fie<G! dml<Hgt<! dbqVg<G! djxgt<! Ohie<x!
gusr<gtigqe<xe/! ! nu<Ujxgt<! oki{<[~x<xiX! kk<Kur<gTt<! nmr<Gl</!!
nu<Ujxgtqz<! -KgiXl<! ne<elbg<Ogisl<?! lOei! lbg<Ogisl<?! hqvi{lbg<!
Ogisl<!Ngqbux<jxg<!%xqb!hqe<ei<!F{<[mz<!okipqz<!HiqBl<!kk<Kur<gjth<!
hx<xq!%Xl<!nkqgivl<!uqR<Rie!lbg<!Ogisoleh<hMl</!F{<[mz<!okipqz<!Hiqb!
dVuh<! ohiVt<! Okju/! ! njuOb! fvl<H! l{<mzLl<! fvl<HgTlil</!!!
dbqvieK!fvl<H!l{<mzk<jk!jlbligg<!ogi{<M!fvl<H!l{<mzUjxbqE~mig!
-br<GgqxK/! ! nu<uiX! -br<Gl<! gqiqjbg<! Ogx<h! ohbi<gt<! ohx<X!
kk<Kur<gtigh<!hiqltqg<gqe<xe/!
nxqU!
nxqU!ucoue<!xxqbik!we<je!
nxqU!ucoue<!xVt<!osb<kie<!ff<kq!
nxqU!ucoue<!xVtiz<!nxqf<Ok!
nxqU!ucoue<!xxqf<kqVf<OkOe/!
! ! ! ! ! .!kqVlf<kqvl<!< << << < .3428!
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dbqi<!ke<jes<!osxqBl<!nxqU!ucoue<X!nxqbikqVf<kK/!!nu<UbqVg<G!
dbqvieK!nu<Ubqi<!lim<Mh<!Ohif<K!nkjeOb!nxqU!uculig!dtK!we<X!
nxqUXk<KgqxK/!
! !
nf<kg<gv{l<< < << < << < <!
! hvisg<kq!lisg<kq!hz<ujgbiZf<!
! kvisg<kq!bib<!fqe<x!ke<jl!B{vi!
! dvisg<kq!Dpqgt<!OkiXl<!dmOe!
! Hvisg<kq!H{<{qb!ligqb!OhigOl!!
.!kqVlf<kqvl<!< << << < .2143!
sg<kqbieK!wr<Gl<!uqbihqk<Kt<tjkh<!hvisg<kq!weUl<?!ohiqbkigqb!
Nx<xZt<t!OhiK!lisg<kq!weUl<!hz!ujgbiZl<!dzG!dmz<!dbqi<gjtk<!
kir<Gl<!Nkiv!Nx<xZjmbjk!kvisg<kq!weUl<!ke<jeOb!d{vikOhiK!
d{viUVsg<kq!weUl</!!wz<zi!U,pqgtqZl<!NXbqi<gjth<!Hvg<Gl<!Nx<xz<!
djmbkiz<!Hvisg<kq!weUl<!Wx<hm<Mt<te/!!NgOu?!olb<B{i<U!uculig!
dt<tK/!
! juk<k!ohiVTl<!lVUbqi<h<!he<jlBl<!
! hk<KLgUl<!hjvBl<!hvihjvs<!
! sqk<kg<!gv{s<!osbz<gTR<!osb<kqMR<!
! sk<kqBl<!uqk<jkk<!kjzb!utiOl!
.!kqVlf<kqvl<!< << << < .2146!
dzGmz<!d{<!ohiVt<gTl<!nh<ohiVt<gTme<!-j{k<K!jug<gh<!
ohx<x!npquqz<zik!hzUbqi<gTl<?!hk<Kk<!kqjsbqZl<?!fqjxf<K!fqe<xqbg<Gl<!
hie<jlbiz<!hk<K!LgLjmbKl<?!fmh<hix<xzigqb!hjvBl<!ueh<hix<xzigqb!
hvihjvBl<!w{<{l<?!lel<?!wPs<sq?!-Xh<H!we<x!nf<kg<gv{l<!fie<gqjeBl<!
osbz<hMk<Kl</!
!
Lg<G{l<< << << <!
! sik<kqg!olb<K!feoues<!sx<Xr<giz<!
! uib<k<k!-visk!l{<[r<!geoue<h!
! Yb<f<kqMf<!kilkl<!dx<x!SPk<kqbil<!
! lib<f<kqM!fqi<g<G{!lisqz<!KiqbOl!
.!kqVlf<kqvl<!< << << < .3368!
&zh<!hGkqbqz<!outqh<hMl<!Lg<G{!-bz<hqjes<!osiz<Zlqmk<K!njlkq!
G{ligqb!sik<Kuqgl<!feuiGl</!!Nm<sqg<!G{ligqb!
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!! -vissfqjz! geuiGl</! =m<Mkz<! okipqzqeqe<Xl<! yb<f<K!
Dm<Mkx<oxipqzqz<!Okib<f<K!fqx<Gl</!!nPf<kx<!G{ligqb!kilkl<!dxg<gliGl</!
-l<&e<X! G{r<gjtBl<! liBliX! osb<K! nVm<! G{l<! OlOzir<gq! fqx<Gl<!
fqjz! fqIg<G{liGl</! ! -f<fqjz! OhVxg<gligqb! Kiqb! fqjzbiGl<!
OhVxg<gliuK! dzgqje! lxf<K! dmzqjek<! Kxf<K! nmOzx<X! nPf<Kl<!
fqjz!we<h/!
!
Nxikivl<<<<!
fvZl<!-V&e<Xl<!=jvf<Kl<!=viXr<!
Ogizq!Olz<!fqe<x!Gxqgt<!hkqeiXl<!
&zr<g{<!mir<Og!Lcf<K!Lkz<-v{<Mr<!!
izr<g{<!miec!gi{VliOl/!
! ! ! ! .!kqVlf<kqvl<!< << << < .!2787!
ngfqjzgt<! NXl<! uVliX?! fie<gqkPt<t! )&zikivl<*! &zLl<!
NxqkPt<t! )Suikqm<miel<*! ogih<H,Pl<?! hk<K! -kPt<t! )l{q! H,vgl<*! Olz<!
ubqXl<?!he<eqv{<ckPt<t!)neigkl<*!ofR<sLl<!.!hkqeiX!-kPt<t!)uqSk<kq*!
lqmXl<?!-v{<M!-kp<!dt<t!)NR<jR*!HVu!fMUl<!Ngqb!Nxqmr<gTl<!NX!
Nkivr<gt<!weh<hMl</!
! Nxf<kLr<%c!biGl<!dml<hqeqx<!
! %xqb!uikiv!lx<Xr<!Gxqg<ogi{<lqe<!
! Nxqb!ng<gvl<!Jl<hkqe<!Olzig!
! Dxqb!uikivk<!OkiovPk<kiOl/!
! ! ! ! .!kqVlf<kqvl<!< << << < .2791!
! ! NGl<!dml<Hl<!npqgqe<!nu<Umz<!
! ! OhiGl<!dml<Hl<!ohiVf<kqb!uiXkie<!
! ! Ngqb!ng<gvl<!Jl<hK!kk<Kul<!
! ! NGl<!dml<Hg<Gl<!Nxf<kliOl/!
! ! ! ! ! .!kqVlf<kqvl<!< << << < .2792!
! dml<hqe<g{<! &zLkz<! NX! fqjzg<gtr<gtqZl<! upqhMl<!
Ljxjlgjtg<! Gxqg<ogi{<M! Ohix<Xlqe<?! Okix<Xl<! hVUml<H! npqgqe<x!
dmziGl</!!Okie<xi!F{<[mz<!-ke<!g{<{qe<X!dbqVme<!WGl<!dml<hiGl</!!
-ux<xqx<Giqb!wPk<Kg<gt<!Jl<hkiGl</!!kk<Kuligqb!dml<Hg<G!upqgt<!NXl<!
dXh<HgtiGl</!
!
!
!
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hkqeie<G!Ougr<gt<< < << < << < <!
! Ougr<gjts<!sqzi<!hkqoem<migUl<!uGk<Kt<tei</!!njugTl<!
ohVl<hiZl<!hkqeie<gqOzOb!nmr<gquqMl</!
! hkqeie<G!Ough<!Ohi<gt<!
! ! hgi<f<kqm!nux<jxg<!Ogtib<!
! uqkqk<kqMl<!uikf<!Kl<lz<! !
! ! OlUfQI!lzr<!ogim<miuq!
! gkqk<kqM!hsqfQI!Oum<jg!
! ! gisOli!cjth<H!fqk<kqjv!
! lkqk<kqM!uif<kq!g{<{QI!
! ! uti<Sg<zR<!SuisliOl/!
njubiue!
uikl<?!Kl<lz<?! fQI?! lzl<?! ogim<miuq?! hsq?! fQIOum<jg?!gisl<?!-jth<H?!
fqk<kqjv?!uif<kq?!g{<{QI?!Sg<gqzl<?Suisl<!we<heuil</!
uqR<Rie!lbg<Ogisl<!w{<{x<x!ouu<OuX!fvl<H!uqzr<gtiz<!NeK/!!
yu<ouiV! fvl<H! uqzr<gTl<! yV! fQ{<m! -jpBl<! hz! sqxqb! -jpgTl<!
ogi{<Mt<te/! ! -u<uqjpgOtiM! Osi<f<k! fvl<H! uqzk<jk! fvl<hzG! we<hi</!!
fQ{<m!-jpjb!outqs<osz<!fvl<H!)ns<S!-jp*!-jp!we<Xl<!sqxqb!-jpgjt!
dm<osz<! fvl<H! -jp! we<Xl<! %Xui</! ! fvl<hqe<! outqs<! osz<! -jpgTl<!
dm<osz<! -jpgTl<! olz<zqb! fvl<Hs<! su<Ujxbiz<! &mh<hm<Mt<te/! fvl<H!
uqzr<gt<!K~{<mZg<Gg<!gqti<s<sqjb!d{<mig<Ggqe<xe/!!! !
!!!!!!yV! K~{<mZg<G! fvl<H! uqzr<gt<! KVukLx<X! uqjvuqz<! gqti<s<sq!
lqe<Oeim<ml<! Okie<xq!nOk!sQvig!ljxf<K!uqMuK!lz<zilz<!uzl<!LPuKl<!
gqti<s<sqbjmf<Kl<! sm! -visbe! G{r<gtqz<! liXkzjmf<Kl<!
lqe<Oeim<mr<ogi{<M!njz!njzbig!fvl<hqE~Om!hib<ujk!fvl<H!lqe<Oeim<m!
-bg<gl<!we<hi</!
!
hGk<kxqU<<< !
! &jtbqZt<t! lel<! lx<oxiV! Oujz! K~{<Mkz<gjth<! hqiqk<okxqkz</!!
yV!yzqjb!yzqobe<X!lm<Ml<!nxqbilz<!nke<!hz!ujggjtBl<!hqiqk<kxqkz</!!
nK! OhizOu! yV! fqxk<jk! fqxole<X! lm<Mlxqbilz<! nkqZt<t! hz! OuX!
Ohkr<gjth<!hqiqk<kxqkz</!!-u<uib<Ugjt!ofich<ohiPkqz<!lel<?!Hk<kq?!sqk<kl<?!
Nr<givl<! we<El<! fiz<ujg!G{r<gtiz<! hiGhiM! osb<gqxK! we<X! sqk<ki<gt<!
%xqBt<tei</!-kjeh<!hGk<kxqU!we<hI!
!
!
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ge<Olf<kqiqbl<!< < << < << < < !
ge<Olf<kqiqbl<! fvl<H! l{<mzk<kqzqVf<K! ogi{<M!dmzqZt<t! Ohsqgjt!
-bg<GgqxK/! ! nl<likqiqbigOu! d{i<UgTl<! nEsiqh<hig! -Vf<K!
ge<Olf<kqiqbr<gTg<G! dkUgqxK/! ! -k<okipqz<gjt! uik! -bg<gl<! nz<zK!
utq-bg<gl<! we<hi</! ! sQuvisqgtqz<! kiuv! -bg<gr<gjth<! OhiZt<tjkh<! hqk<k!
-bg<gl<! weh<hm<mK/! ! dmzqe<g{<! wz<zi! uqzr<gt<OkiXl<! uqtr<gi! fqe<x!
uqzsl<! gh! -bg<gl<! weh<hm<mK/! ! hqk<k! gh! -bg<gr<gTg<G! lqgUl<!
hqvkieligUl<! sqxh<higULt<tK! uikOlbiGl</! ! uikl<! Lg<gqbligg<!
giiqbr<gjth<!Hiqgqe<xjlbiz<!ge<Olf<kqiqbl<!we<xibqx<X/!
!
ge<Olf<kqiqbLl<!ge<Olf<kqiqbk<!okipqz<gTl< < < < < < << < < < < < << < < < < < < <!
! ge<Olf<kqiqbr<gtqz<! lqgUl<! sqxh<hieKl<! Lg<gqblieKl<! uig<giGl</!
nkjeg<! Gvz<! we<Xl<! usel<! we<Xl<! %Xui</! ! -g<ge<Olf<kqiqbk<! okipqjz!
uib<! we<El<!ge<Olf<kqiqbl<! osbz<hMk<KgqxK/!-r<G!uib<! we<xiz<!uig<Ggt<!
Okie<Xkx<Giqb!dXh<Hg<gt<!nmr<Gl</! ! outqk<! Okix<xk<kqx<G!useqg<Gl<OhiK!
uib<! njsgqxK/! ! nkeiz<! uig<Gg<! ge<Olf<kqiqbl<! uib<! we<X! upg<gqz<!
ogit<th<hm<Mt<tK/! ! Neiz<! yzqg<Gxqh<H! wEl<! wPk<K?! njs?! osiz<!
Ngqbjugtig!useqg<g!GvZXh<Hgtigqb!fi?! hz<?!dkM?! Olze<el<! Ohie<x!
dXh<Hgt<! kr<gt<! njsuqe<! uibqzib<! dkuqHiqgqe<xe/! ! NgOu?! uig<jg!
useqg<g! uibieK! ge<Olf<kqiqbole<xiz<! Olx<osie<e! okiGkq! dXh<Hgjtg<!
Gxqg<gqe<xe!we!gueqg<gUl</!
! !
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SIDDHA PATHOLOGY 
 
  According to Siddha System, human body sustains the state of healthy living 
via keeping the Three Humours Vatham, Pitham and Kabam in equilibrium, 
influenced by dietary habits, daily activities and the environment around. The three 
humours represent the five basic elements or Bhuthas. In case this equilibrium is 
disturbed, it leads to a condition known as disease. It is basically the derangement of 
five elements, which in turn alters the Three Humors. There can either be a decrease 
or increase in the balance.  
 
DISEASE  
  Disease is also known by other names viz sickness, distemper, suffering and 
ailment, distress of mind, chronic disease and dreadful illness.  
 
1. THE CHARACTRISTICS FEATURE OF DISEASE  
Diseases are of two kinds:  
 Pertaining to the body  
 Pertaining to the mind according to the variation of the three humors.  
Causes of Disease  
Excepting the disease caused by our previous births, the disease is normally 
caused by the disparities in our food habits and actions. This has been rightly quoted 
in the following verses by Sage Thiruvalluvar,  
 “lqgqEl<!GjxbqEl<!ofib<osb<Bl<!F~Ozii<!
! utqLkzi!ou{<{qb!&e<X” 
      .!kqVut<Tui<< << << <!
  The food and actions of a person should be in harmony with the nature of his 
body. Any increase or decrease in a humor viz. Vatham, Pitham, Kabam leads to the 
derangement of the three humors. The acceptance of food means the taste and qu ality 
of the food eaten and a person‘s ability to digest. ‗Action‘ mean his good words, 
deeds or bad actions. According to Thiruvalluvar, the disease is caused due to the 
increase or decrease of three humors causing the upset of equilibrium.  
  So disease is a condition in which there is derangement in the five elements, 
which alters the three humors, reflected in turn in the seven physical constituents.   
The 23  
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change could be an increase or decrease in the humours. This shows the following 
signs as per vitiation of the individual humour.  
“ h q{qbqEx<!hk<kqjbh<!OhSoue<!hq{qLkz<!
uikhqk<!kr<gh!le<lf<kqiq!kf<kqiq!
uQkli!Bmzv{<!olb<h<Hv!uvSsosb<!
LjxosB!likzi{<!Lkx<Hv!ole<Xm!
gjxGu!viiqb!vke<hiq!uivli!
Ofib<g<g{!lqGkqbqe[GFm<!hklib<h<!
Ohb<g<g{!lilju!ohVl<hsq!kiG&i<!
upqfjm!oubqe<ljp!lzqk{Qi<!fjeUme<!!
lf<klir<!givlib<!uik<jkbi!Mkx<xbqz<!
uf<kju!uqzg<Gke<!likjvg<!%Mkz<!
ouf<kX!gm<gkl<!uQvlib<s<!Slk<kZl<!
lzsz!hf<kje!uVlqk!eelqgh<!
ohzLX!Ofib<gTl<!hqxh<hKl<!fqs<sbl<”!
! ! ! ! .!!Okjvbi<!gih<hqbl<< < << < << < <!
  As per Theraiyar, the cause of disease is vitiated Vatha, Pitha and Kaba, 
increased appetite, increased thirst, excessive hot, anger, constipation, dysuria 
polluted water. 24  
 
Causes for disease: 
 Changes in “Thri-gunams” 
 Seasonal changes 
 Environmental changes 
 Alteratine in udal thathukkal 
 Alteration in “Tri-Humours” 
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2. QUANTITATIVE CHANGES OF UYIR THATHUKKAL  
TABLE : 1 – 
CHANGES OF UYIR 
THATHUKKAL 
HUMOUR 
INCREASED DECREASED 
VALI (Vatham)  
Wasting, blackish 
discoloration, affinity to hot 
foods, tremors, distended 
abdomen, constipation, 
weakness, insomnia, 
weakness in sense organs, 
Giddiness and laziness.  
Body pain, feeble voice, 
and diminished capability 
of the brain, decreased 
intellectual quotient, 
syncope and increased 
kaba Condition.  
AZHAL  
(Pitham)  
Yellowish discoloration of 
conjunctiva, skin, urine and 
faeces, polyphagia, 
polydypsia, dyspepsia, 
burning sensation all over the 
body and decreased sleep.  
Loss of appetite, cold, 
pallor and features of 
increased kabam.  
IYYAM  
(Kabham)  
Loss of appetite, excessive 
salivation,  
diminished activity, 
heaviness, pallor,  
cold, decreased physical 
constituents,  
dyspnoea, flatulence, cough 
and  
excessive sleep.  
Giddiness, dryness of the 
joints and Prominence of 
bones. Profuse sweating in  
the hair follicles and  
palpitation.  
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Vatham  
Alterations in vali  
Affected  
Vatham affected Symptoms 
Praanan Mood swings, Bitter taste 
Abaanan Constipation 
Uthaanan Nausea, Vomitting 
Viyaanan Body tiredness 
Samaanan Bitter taste, Hyper salivation 
Koorman Burning sensation in eyes 
Kirukaran 
Poor appetite, Bitter taste, 
Hypersalivation 
 
Pitham 
 Pitham affected Symptoms 
Anarpitham Poor appetite  
Ranjagam Decreased haemoglobin level 
Saathagam Mood swings 
Aalosagam Diminished vision, Redness of the eye 
 
Kabam 
   
Kabam affected Symptoms 
Avalambagam Other ayyam (kabam) affected 
Pothagam Bitter taste 
Tharpagam 
Redness of the eyes, Burning sensation in 
the eyes 
Santhigam Regular activities was affected. 
 
Changes of Udal Thathukkal 
1. Saaram 
Increased features 
 Poor appetite 
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 Hyper salivation 
 Pallorness 
Decreased features 
 Tiredness of the body 
2. Senneer 
Increased features 
 Poor appetite 
 Redness of the eye 
 Mood disturbance 
Decreased features 
 Pallorness  
3. Oon 
 Decreased features 
 Lethargic sense organs 
 Pain all over the body 
4. Kozhuppu 
Increased features 
 Tiredness 
5. Enbu 
Decreased features 
 Joint pain 
 Splitting of nails & hairs 
6. Moolai 
Increased features 
 Heaviness of body & eyes 
 Swollen Interphalangeal joints 
Decreased features 
 Diminished vision 
7. Sukkilam/Suronitham 
Increased features 
 Increased sexual activity 
Decreased features 
 Dribbling of sukkilam/suronitham  
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NEURO ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY – MODERN ASPECT 
 
Limbic System :  
Introduction 
 The term limbic system is derived from the Latin word limbus, meaning a 
border, and was introduced by the neuroanatomist Pierre Paul Broca to 
describe the ring of gyri that surround the brain stem. 
 In 1937, James Papez described a circuit that he suggested formed the 
anatomical site for emotion. His circuit consisted of the hypothalamus, 
mamillary bodies, anterior thalamic nuclei, cingulated gyrus, and 
hippocampal formation.                                                                                                
 His basic proposal still stands, although the circuitry has been extended to 
include other structures. His circuit has been enlarged to include the septal 
area, the nucleus accumbens, and neocortical areas including the 
amygdala, and orbitofrontal cortex.                                                                                                        
 .The limbic system includes the following areas of gray matter: the limbic 
lobe, the hippocampal formation, the amygdaloid nucleus, and the anterior 
nucleus of the thalamus.                                                                                                                     
 The connecting pathways of the system are the alveus, fimbria, fornix, 
mamillothalamic tract, and the stria terminalis.                                                         
 Papez originally suggested that emotion is appreciated by higher cognitive 
centers, and that there must therefore be reciprocal communication between 
the hypothalamus, an area that generates emotions such as rage, and the higher 
centers.                                                                                                                   
 According to his hypothesis, the hypothalamus feeds emotional information to 
the cingulate gyrus  
 The cortex in turn modulates hypothalamic function through the hippocampal 
formation, which processes information and communicates it to the 
hypothalamus via the fornix. This essentially correct hypothesis has been 
extended to include pathways from the association cortex to the cingulate 
gyrus and the entorhinal cortex.                                                                                              
 The hippocampus receives major inputs from the entorhinal cortex through the 
perforant path, which passes through the subiculum. 
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 The hypothalamus has been found to be profoundly associated with emotional 
responses (as distinct from emotional sensations).                                            
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The Cingulate Gyrus 
 The cingulate gyrus is continuous with the parahippocampal gyrus, and 
runs 
 around the splenium of the corpus callosum. 
 The cingulate gyrus lies below the cingulate sulcus. The cingulate gyrus and 
the parahippocampal gyrus are linked by the fibers of the cingulum.  
 The cingulate gyrus has connections with the other members of the limbic 
system,and is intimately involved in the functions of the system. The main 
efferent outputs of the anterior thalamic nuclei are to the cingulate gyrus.  
 The responses were autonomic, somatic,or behavioral, depending on the site 
of stimulation. 
 Stimulation of the anterior cingulate cortex resulted in both depression and 
elevation of blood pressure; the electrodes needed to be shifted only a few mm 
to change from depression to elevation of blood pressure 
 Stimulation of the anterior cingulate gyrus often produces aggressive 
behavior, and bilateral removal of the cingulate gyrus makes monkeys docile. 
They sometimes become socially indifferent in that they apparently lose 
interest in members of the social group of which they are a part. 
 Stimulation of  the posterior cingulated gyrus appears to produce pleasurable 
emotions, in contrast to the aversive behaviour observed after stimulation of 
the amygdala.  
 In humans, the cingulate gyrus has been removed in operations to treat 
chronic, chemically untreatable pain. Results were inconclusive, although 
some patients reported partial relief from the pain. In some cases, patients 
reported alleviation of clinical depression. These operations have not generally 
found favor for the treatment of chronic pain, or for clinical depression.                                                                                                                           
 Somatic effects reported after stimulation of the anterior cingulated gyrus 
include inhibition of spontaneous 
 activity, swallowing, licking and chewing movements, and inhibition or 
facilitation of reflex responses. 
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Limbic System and Stress 
 Stress is a physiologic phenomenon that occurs in response to a perception of 
apparently threatening physical or environmental change. The response is 
presumably adaptive to the organism, and is designed as a relatively short-
lived change. 
 In experimental animals and in humans, conditions that produce prolonged 
stressful responses also produce pathological changes.  
 The release of cortisol in humans is controlled by the activity of a part of the 
neuroendocrine system, the hypothalamoanterior pituitary-adrenal cortex 
(HPA) axis The hypothalamus releases corticotropin-releasing hormone 
(CRH), previously known as corticotropinreleasing factor (CRF), into the 
blood portal system. 
 The portal system carries CRH to the anterior pituitary corticotroph cell, 
which responds by releasing adrenocorticotropic hormone ACTH. ACTH 
releases cortisol from the adrenal cortex, and the cortisol in turn limits its own 
release by means of feedback effects at the level of the hypothalamus, the 
anterior pituitary, and possibly also through its actions on the hippocampus. 
 Release of ACTH during stress is controlled by both ascending and 
descending pathways. Hypertension, hemorrhage, and respiratory distress 
activate centers in the brain stem, which results in the discharge of 
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catecholaminergic fibers projecting to          the hypothalamic paraventricular 
nucleus, which expresses CRH.  
 The amygdala, too, activates the axis, by projecting a GABAergic inhibitory 
pathway to neurons in the preoptic area, which themselves inhibit CRH release 
from the paraventricular nucleus. 
 The limbic system acts also to limit the stress response, perhaps through the 
hippocampus and prefrontal cortex. The hippocampus is an important brain 
target for glucocorticoids, since it has high concentrations of glucocorticoid 
receptors. 
 Electrical stimulation of hippocampal nuclei has been shown to cause a 
reduction in HPA activity in humans and other species, while lesions of the 
hippocampus result in the potentiation of stress-induced ACTH and 
glucocorticoid secretion in primates and rats. 
 The  hippocampal and prefrontal cortex responses, like others in the brain, are 
specific for stresses. For example, the hippocampus does not respond to 
hypoxia-induced stress.  
 The Limbic System in Health and Disease:  The limbic system is important 
in the mediation of affective behavior in health and disease. Affective 
behavior is behaviour usually dominated by a single emotion, or a set of 
emotions, that defines the behaviour of an individual.                                                                                          
Ever since the proposal of the circuit of Papez ,evidence has grown 
implicating components 
 of the limbic system in the mediation of fear, aggression, sexual behavior, and 
pleasurable   responses.The limbic system is also involved in the etiology of 
several disease states of central origin. 
 The limbic cortex has been implicated in autism. Autism presents in children, 
usually before   age 3, and presents as difficulties in relating to others and 
communicating with them. Autistic children have enlarged temporal lobes and 
abnormal EEG patterns. Autistic behavior can be induced experimentally in 
monkeys by lesioning the temporal lobes when they are very young.                                                                                                          
 Emotional disturbances of behaviour generally appear to be due to 
dysfunction of anterior limbic structures such as the amygdala and anterior 
portions of the cingulated gyrus. But dysfunction associated with memory 
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and learning loss appears to be associated more with caudal structures such 
as the hippocampus and posterior part of the cingulate gyrus.                                                                                     
 Memory has been classified as declarative i.e.memory of facts that can be 
recalled into conscious awareness, and procedural memory, which is memory 
of learned motor skills. It is likely that the limbic system is important in the 
conversion of declarative memory from short-term to long term. Mention has 
already been made of the importance of the temporal lobe in the reception 
and retention of declarative memory. 
 Certain forms of epilepsy are associated with the limbic system. In temporal 
lobe epilepsy post-mortem examination often shows damage to area CA1 of 
the hippocampus, which is presumably the epileptogenic focus. In some cases, 
surgical ablation of the damaged area abolishes seizures, but can adversely 
affect memory.            
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Prefrontal Association Cortex: 
 The prefrontal association cortex lies in front of Brodmann areas 6 and 8, 
the premotor area and frontal eye field, respectively.This area occupies a far 
higher proportion of cortical area than in any other species, and is the largest 
single cortical   subdivision in humans.            
 The prefrontal association cortex receives a vast input from the occipital, 
parietal and temporal lobes, and from the cingulate gyrus. It also receives 
subcortical inputs from the medial dorsal (dorsomedial) nucleus of the 
thalamus.                                                                 
 The prefrontal cortex is thus continuously aware of all sensory inputs to the 
brain, and about the emotional and motivational condition of the brain.                                                 
 Lesions of the prefrontal cortexmay cause motor disturbances, but most 
commonly produces changes in mood and personality. 
 The experimental ablation of the prefrontal cortex in monkeys, which 
attenuated anxiety in these animals. That observation led to the use in 
depressed or anxious patients of prefrontal ablation, prefrontal leucotomy, 
from about 1935 onwards. 
                                                                 
Temporal Association Cortex 
 The temporal association cortex consists mainly of Brodmann areas 20, 21, 
and 22. There are three main functions known to be associated with the 
temporal association cortex: memory, auditory learning, and the learning of 
visual tasks. 
 Lesions of the inferior temporal area result in a dramatic reduction in the rate 
of learning of complex visual tasks 
 Damage to the inferotemporal region typically produces visual agnosia 
(‘psychic blindness’), when patients cannot recognize people or objects 
previously well known to them.                                                                                   
 The inferotemporal cortex appears to be important in the processing of 
complex visual inputs, for example the features of the face. 
 Lesions of the superior temporal gyrus, on the other hand, interfere with 
normal processing of auditory inputs. The superior temporal gyrus has strong 
reciprocal connections with the primary auditory cortex.                                        
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 The temporal lobes are also concerned with memory. Unilateral lesions may 
produce relatively mild memory deficits, particularly long-term memories.  
 Much of the information about the known effects of temporal lobe 
stimulation in humans comes from the results of surgical removal of damaged 
temporal lobe tissues in patients suffering from epilepsy.                                                                     
 Stimulation of the primary auditory cortex produced illdefined noises, while 
stimulation of the superior temporal gyrus produced distortions of sound 
perception and hallucinations. 
 Cells have been found in monkey temporal cortex that will respond only to 
one particular face, while others will respond to any face presented to the 
animal. Damage to temporal parts of the limbic cortex may render patients 
more susceptible to emotional arousal. 
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MODERN PATHOLOGY 
DEPRESSIVE DISORDERS 
INTRODUCTION  
Mood critically affects perception and appraisal of the self and the 
environment. Changes in mood occur as part of everyday experience, in response to 
multiple factors. In a proportion of people, mood states can become distressing, and 
psychopathology ensues. Depressive disorders afflict one out of five women and one 
out of ten men at some time during their lives 
 
PHENOMENOLOGY OF DEPRESSIVE DISORDERS 
  The signs, symptoms, and subjective experiences associated with depression 
have long suggested dysfunction of basic central nervous system (CNS) processes. 
With respect to cortical function, depression involves multiple disturbances of 
information processing.  
  In more severe depressive states, cognition and problem-solving skills are 
further compromised by poor concentration and decreased ability to use abstract 
thought. In more extreme cases, delusions or hallucinations, or both, grossly distort 
reality testing. These neurocognitive changes point to dysfunction involving the 
hippocampus, prefrontal cortex (PFC), and other limbic structures of the central 
nervous system. 
  Even basic appetitive functions, such as appetite and libido, are diminished in 
severe depression. Anhedonia and decreased consummatory behavior point to 
dysfunction of the neural circuits involved in the anticipation and consummation of 
rewards, which involve the thalamus, hypothalamus, nucleus accumbens, and PFC.    
The diagnosis and classification of mood disorders have long been central concerns of 
psychiatry. Mood problems present in multiple ways, with variation across age, 
gender, culture, and medical setting. We summarize the current approaches to the 
phenomenology of depressive disorders. 
 
CLASSIFICATION OF DEPRESSIVE DISORDERS 
      The two major classification systems—DSM-IV-TR (American Psychiatric 
Association 2000a) and ICD-10 (World Health Organization 1992)—emphasize the 
importance of having reliable and valid diagnostic criteria for each of the major mood 
disorders.  
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  These classifications also reflect accumulated knowledge about distinctions 
between different mood disorders (e.g., unipolar vs. bipolar) and subtypes (e.g., 
typical vs. atypical). 
 
MAJOR CLASSIFICATION 
DSM-IV-TR ICD-10 
    The DSM-IV-TR diagnosis of major depressive episode requires the presence 
of 5 out of a possible 9 symptoms. Further subtypes of major depression are possible, 
on the basis of the quality of depression, nature of vegetative symptoms, and presence 
of certain associated features such as the duration of mood symptoms and whether 
they occur in relation to certain events (e.g., childbirth or seasonal change). 
 
 ICD-10 
ICD-10 requires the presence of 4 from a list of 10 symptoms for a diagnosis 
of major depression. Subtle but important differences between DSM-IV-TR and ICD-
10 exist: ICD-10 includes "a loss of confidence and self-esteem." In addition, ICD-10 
includes somatic symptoms as a defining symptom cluster, whereas DSM-IV-TR does 
not. 
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CLINICAL FEATURES OF DEPRESSION 
Cognitive, neurovegetative, and behavioral symptoms 
   Cognitive impairment in depression includes the errors in information 
processing and distortions described by a cognitive-behavioral model. These include 
negative thoughts about the self, the world, and the future. These negative thoughts 
may begin with vague negative thoughts about the self and the future but ultimately 
lead to the emergence and expression of suicidal thoughts. Neuropsychological 
disturbances in depression include poor performance on tests of memory, 
concentration, and executive functions. In the elderly, this may lead to inappropriate 
diagnosis of cognitive disorders such as dementia (a condition known as 
"pseudodementia"). 
  Disturbances of sleep, appetite, and sexual behavior are sometimes referred to 
as "neurovegetative." Patients describe different sleep patterns in depression, but the 
presence of terminal insomnia, or early-morning awakening, may be a particularly 
severe symptom. Appetite is often diminished and, if persistent, will be followed by a 
significant loss of weight. Sexual interest and activity are also reduced. A small 
proportion of individuals sleep and eat excessively (hypersomnia and hyperphagia); 
these symptoms are part of the syndrome of atypical depression. 
 
Mental State Examination 
  Certain features of depression may be present on the mental state examination. 
These include a downcast appearance, poor eye contact, and diminished or increased 
psychomotor activity. Speech may be slow and monotonous, with delays in the 
production of speech (so-called speech latency or speech pause time).  
The patient with depression may describe a low mood or may represent it by using 
particular cultural idioms. Affective expression in depression varies from bland and 
restricted to anxious, dysphoric, and agitated. Thought may be altered in depression—
ranging from slowed flow to poverty of ideation.  
In psychotic depression, the patient may have loosening of associations, delusions of 
nihilism ("I am worthless"; "I will be dying shortly"), perceptual disturbances 
(defamatory and command-type auditory hallucinations are commonest), and visual 
hallucinations. Cognitive impairment can occur, with disturbed memory, attention, 
and executive functions. 
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Depressed Mood and Anhedonia 
  Together with low mood, a loss of pleasure—anhedonia—is the other essential 
feature of a DSM-IV-TR diagnosis of depression. Factor analytic studies have 
established that low mood and anhedonia are consistently present in individuals with 
depression and, as such, are critical to its diagnosis. In addition to the presence of 
depression, factors such as the duration, severity, and intensity of the depression must 
be considered. Qualitative differences in mood are seen in depressive disorders: an 
inability to experience a lifting of mood in the presence of typically rewarding events 
is a key feature of melancholia (lack of "mood reactivity"). This subtype of depression 
includes the problems of early-morning awakening and diurnal variation in mood. 
 
Duration, Intensity, and Specifiers 
     Assessment of the depressive episode includes evaluation of the duration of 
the current episode, the intensity of the episode, and any episode specifiers. The 
diagnosis of major depression requires depressive symptoms to be present for most 
days over a 2-week period. When symptoms have been present for a shorter period, a 
diagnosis of depressive disorder not otherwise specified or recurrent brief depression 
may be considered. When depression lasts 2 years or more, the diagnosis of 
dysthymic disorder is possible. 
    Although the characterization of an episode as mild, moderate, or severe may 
seem overly broad, it potentially helps inform management by suggesting which 
episode may require intensive, combined, or inpatient treatments. In addition, more 
severe depressive episodes have a tendency to recur more frequently and may require 
a longer duration of treatment.  
                DSM-IV-TR includes several episode specifiers. Some, which have been 
mentioned earlier, include subtype specifiers, such as depression with melancholia, 
atypical features, or catatonic features. Other specifiers indicate when depression 
occurs: postpartum onset (occurring within 4 weeks of childbirth) or seasonal onset 
(occurring during a particular season, usually winter). The presence of psychotic 
symptoms should also be specified. 
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RISK FACTORS 
Genetic Influences 
  Mood disorders and suicide clearly run in families, yet the contributions of 
nature and nurture have provoked intense debates for decades. Thus, identical twins 
have greater heritable risk than fraternal twins, who are at approximately the same 
risk of other first-degree relatives (i.e., siblings and parents). First-degree relatives, in 
turn, have greater shared risk than half-siblings, grandparents, or cousins. 
 
ETIOLOGY OF EMOTIONS 
                 Some consider depression to be an extreme expression of sadness, a normal 
mood, with elation to be the healthier counterpart of the euphoria of mania. Such 
continuity between normal and pathological mood states is illustrated by 
bereavement. Homo sapiens is distinguished by a greater capacity to modify 
expression of basic emotional states via integration, abstraction, and synthesis of 
complex symbolic representations, communication of experiences to others in direct 
or elaborated forms, and development of self-concepts that guide behavior in relation 
to others and an anticipated future. 
’ 
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EMOTIONAL PROCESSING AND THE BRAIN 
                 There is evidence of some hemispherical specialization in PFC function. 
For example, left-sided activation of regions of the PFC is more involved in goal-
directed or appetitive behaviors, whereas regions of the right PFC are implicated in 
avoidance behaviors and inhibition of appetitive pursuits. Subregions in the PFC 
appear to localize representations of behaviors related to reward and punishment. 
                The anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) is thought to serve as the point of 
integration of attentional and emotional inputs. Two subdivisions have been 
identified: an affective subdivision in the rostral and ventral regions of the ACC and a 
cognitive subdivision involving the dorsal ACC. The former subdivision shares 
extensive connections with other limbic regions, and the latter interacts more with the 
PFC and other cortical regions 
   The hippocampus is most clearly involved in various forms of learning and 
memory, including fear conditioning, as well as inhibitory regulation of the 
hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis activity. Emotional or contextual learning 
appears to involve a direct connection between the hippocampus and the amygdala. 
   The amygdala appears to be a crucial way station for processing novel stimuli 
of emotional significance and coordinating or organizing cortical responses. Located 
just above the hippocampi bilaterally, the amygdala has long been viewed as the heart 
of the limbic system.  
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MONOAMINE SYSTEMS: 
Function And Dysfunction 
  It was possible to measure the metabolites of the catecholamine NE in various 
body fluids and 5-HIAA, the principal metabolite of 5-HT, in cerebrospinal fluid 
(CSF). Visualization of the functional brain, by contrast, was essentially limited by 
the low sensitivity of recording neuronal activity from the surface electrodes used for 
electroencephalograms (EEGs).  
 
Noradrenergic Systems 
             The cell bodies of almost all noradrenergic neurons in the brain are located in 
the locus ceruleus of the brainstem and project rostrally to the hypothalamus, basal 
ganglia, limbic system, and cerebral cortex                   
       Noradrenergic projections to the amygdala and hippocampus are implicated in 
emotional memory and behavioral sensitization to stress, and prolonged activation of 
the locus ceruleus contributes to the state of learned helplessness. 
        Sustained stress eventually results in decreased MFB neurotransmission, which 
may account for anergia, anhedonia, and diminished libido in depression.  
 
Serotoninergic Systems 
                Serotoninergic neurons project from the brainstem dorsal raphe nuclei to the 
cerebral cortex, hypothalamus, thalamus, basal ganglia, septum, and hippocampus. 5-
HT pathways have inhibitory and facilitatory functions in the brain. For example, 
much evidence suggests that 5-HT is an important regulator of sleep, appetite, body 
temperature, metabolism, and libido.  
                Serotoninergic neurons projecting to the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) of 
the hypothalamus help regulate circadian rhythms (e.g., sleep–wake cycles, body 
temperature, and HPA axis function).  
               Elevated glucocorticoid levels tend to enhance 5-HT functioning and thus 
may have significant compensatory effects in chronic stress. 
 
Dopaminergic Systems 
  There are four relatively discrete DA pathways in the brain. The 
tuberoinfundibular system projects from cell bodies in the hypothalamus to the 
pituitary stalk. 
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   The nigrostriatal system originates from cell bodies in the substantia nigra and 
projects to the basal ganglia, regulating involuntary motor activity. The cell bodies of 
the mesolimbic pathway are located in the ventral tegmentum and project diffusely to 
the nucleus accumbens, amygdala, hippocampus, medial dorsal nucleus of the 
thalamus, and cingulate gyrus. This pathway modulates emotional expression, 
learning and reinforcement, and hedonic capacity. 
   The fourth DA pathway, also originating in the ventral tegmentum, is the 
mesocortical pathway, which projects to the orbitofrontal and the prefrontal cortical 
regions. The mesocortical pathway helps regulate motivation, concentration, and 
initiation of goal-directed and complex executive cognitive tasks.  
Decreased mesocortical and mesolimbic DA activity has obvious implications in the 
cognitive, motor, and hedonic disturbances associated with depression. 
Other Neuro transmitter Disturbances 
  Cholinergic neurons have reciprocal or interactive relationships with all three 
monoamine systems. Abnormal levels of choline, which is a precursor to ACh, have 
been found at autopsy in the brains of some depressed patients, perhaps reflecting 
abnormalities in cell phospholipid composition. Cholinergic agonists can induce 
changes in HPA activity and sleep that mimic those associated with severe 
depression. 
  GABA has an inhibitory effect on ascending monoamine pathways, 
particularly the mesocortical and mesolimbic systems. Reductions of GABA have 
been observed in plasma, CSF, and brain GABA levels in depression. 
   The amino acids glutamate and glycine are the major excitatory and inhibitory 
neurotransmitters in the CNS. Glutamate and glycine bind to sites associated with the 
N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor. Importantly, there is a high concentration of 
NMDA receptors in the hippocampus. Glutamate may thus work in conjunction with 
hypercortisolemia to mediate the deleterious neurocognitive effects of severe 
recurrent depression 
 
 ALTERATIONS OF HORMONAL REGULATION  
HPA Activity 
  Elevated HPA activity is a hallmark of mammalian stress responses and one of 
the clearest links between depression and the biology of chronic stress 
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hypercortisolism is one of the best-replicated biological correlates of melancholia or 
endogenous depression. 
   Elevated HPA activity in depression has been documented via excretion of 
urinary free cortisol (UFC), 24-hour (or shorter time segments) intravenous (IV) 
collections of plasma cortisol levels, salivary cortisol levels, and tests of the integrity 
of feedback inhibition  
  Elevated HPA activity in depression is typically not associated with the 
physical stigmata of Cushing's syndrome but is sufficient to be implicated in the 
genesis of neurocognitive and neuroimmunological disturbances. 
Thyroid Axis Activity 
  Approximately 5 to 10 percent of people evaluated for depression have 
previously undetected thyroid dysfunction, as reflected by an elevated basal thyroid-
stimulating hormone (TSH) level or an increased TSH response to a 500-mg infusion 
of the hypothalamic neuropeptide thyroid-releasing hormone (TRH). 
 
Growth Hormone 
  Growth hormone (GH) is secreted from the anterior pituitary after stimulation 
by NE and DA. Secretion is inhibited by somatostatin, a hypothalamic neuropeptide, 
and CRH. The most consistent finding in depression is a blunted GH response to 
clonidine, an α2-receptor agonist. Secretory responses after the onset of sleep or the 
administration of nonselective adrenergic agonists, such as desipramine, are also 
blunted in depression. 
 
Immunological disturbance 
  Depressive disorders are associated with several immunological abnormalities, 
including decreased lymphocyte proliferation in response to mitogens and other forms 
of impaired cellular immunity. These lymphocytes produce neuromodulators, such as 
corticotropin-releasing factor (CRF), and cytokines, peptides known as interleukins. 
There appears to be an association with clinical severity, hypercortisolism, and 
immune dysfunction, and the cytokine interleukin-1 may induce gene activity for 
glucocorticoid synthesis 
 
DIAGNOSTIC CRITERIA 
The DSM-IV-TR diagnostic criteria for major depressive episode  
DSM-IV-TR diagnostic criteria for major depressive episode 
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 Five (or more) of the following symptoms have been present during the same 
2-week period and represent a change from previous functioning; at least one 
of the symptoms is either (1) depressed mood or (2) loss of interest or 
pleasure. 
 Note: Do not include symptoms that are clearly due to a general medical 
condition, or mood-incongruent delusions or hallucinations. 
 depressed mood most of the day, nearly every day, as indicated by either 
subjective report (e.g., feels sad or empty) or observation made by others (e.g., 
appears tearful). Note: In children and adolescents, can be irritable mood. 
 markedly diminished interest or pleasure in all, or almost all, activities most of 
the day, nearly every day (as indicated by either subjective account or 
observation made by others) 
 significant weight loss when not dieting or weight gain (e.g., a change of more 
than 5% of body weight in a month), or decrease or increase in appetite nearly 
every day. Note: In children, consider failure to make expected weight gains. 
 insomnia or hypersomnia nearly every day 
 psychomotor agitation or retardation nearly every day (observable by others, 
not merely subjective feelings of restlessness or being slowed down) 
 fatigue or loss of energy nearly every day 
 feelings of worthlessness or excessive or inappropriate guilt (which may be 
delusional) nearly every day (not merely self-reproach or guilt about being 
sick) 
 diminished ability to think or concentrate, or indecisiveness, nearly every day 
(either by subjective account or as observed by others) 
 recurrent thoughts of death (not just fear of dying), recurrent suicidal ideation 
without a specific plan, or a suicide attempt or a specific plan for committing 
suicide 
 The symptoms do not meet criteria for a mixed episode. 
 The symptoms cause clinically significant distress or impairment in social, 
occupational, or other important areas of functioning. 
 The symptoms are not due to the direct physiological effects of a substance 
(e.g., a drug of abuse, a medication) or a general medical condition (e.g., 
hypothyroidism). 
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 The symptoms are not better accounted for by bereavement; i.e., after the loss 
of a loved one, the symptoms persist for longer than 2 months or are 
characterized by marked functional impairment, morbid preoccupation with 
worthlessness, suicidal ideation, psychotic symptoms, or psychomotor 
retardation. 
 
Single-Episode Versus Recurrent Major Depression 
    Recurrence only follows a previously remitted episode and should not be 
diagnosed in the presence of residual symptoms of an inadequately treated episode. 
DSM-IV-TR allows for the addition of interepisode specifiers: with or without full 
interepisode recovery. This distinction usually depends on the degree of symptom 
remission assessed by the clinician. The use of rating scales such as the Hamilton 
Rating Scale for Depression may be useful. Symptom scores of less than 75% of 
baseline, for example, are considered remitted. 
 
Other Depressive Disorders 
Dysthymia 
  Dysthymic disorder is a common depressive condition, with a lifetime 
prevalence of up to 6% of the population It is characterized by milder depressive 
symptoms than in major depression that persist for at least 2 years, with a symptom-
free period of only 2 months in each year. A major depressive episode may occur after 
onset of dysthymia (so-called double depression) 
 
Psychotic Depression 
  The presence of psychotic symptoms in depression is an indication of severity 
and a tendency to recurrence. Inpatient treatment is usually required because of 
associated risk. Nihilistic or somatic delusions, together with auditory hallucinations, 
constitute the commonest psychotic symptoms in major depression. Significant 
impairment, distress, and sometimes suicide accompany this syndrome. The 
differential diagnosis includes schizophrenia and schizoaffective disorder. 
 
Seasonal Affective Disorder 
  Seasonal affective disorder (SAD) is a recent entry to the diagnostic system. It 
is now classified as a mood disorder specifier—with seasonal pattern. In major 
depressive disorder, a seasonal pattern may occur in up to one-third of cases. 
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Research into the pathophysiology of SAD has focused on the effect of light. Possible 
derangements include melatonin dysregulation, disrupted circadian rhythm, 
neurotransmitter dysfunction, and visual sensitivity. In addition to the usual 
treatments for depression, light therapy has been shown to be effective. 
 
DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS OF DEPRESSIVE DISORDERS 
Medical Disorders 
  Many medical conditions may be associated with depression. The mechanism 
of association may be a result of the condition itself (such as hypothyroidism), a 
reaction to having a medical condition, a result of the medical treatment of the 
condition, or a combination of these factors. In some instances, the medical disorder 
creates the appearance of depression with or without actually causing it. Examples 
include Parkinson's disease and cerebrovascular disease. 
Some medical conditions that may cause depression 
 
Neurological disorders 
 Epilepsies 
 Parkinson's disease 
 Multiple sclerosis 
 Alzheimer's disease 
 Cerebrovascular disease 
Infectious disorders 
 Neurosyphilis 
 HIV/AIDS 
Cardiac disorders 
 Ischemic heart disease 
 Cardiac failure 
 Cardiomyopathies 
Endocrine and metabolic disorders 
 Hypothyroidism 
 Diabetes mellitus 
 Vitamin deficiencies 
 Parathyroid disorders 
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Inflammatory disorders 
 Collagen-vascular diseases 
 Irritable bowel syndrome 
 Chronic liver disorders 
Neoplastic disorders 
 Central nervous system tumors 
 Paraneoplastic syndromes 
 
Depression Secondary to Substance Use 
  The most widespread substance of abuse, alcohol, is a common and 
independent cause of depressive illness. Patients whose alcohol abuse leads to 
depression will commonly experience a remission of depressive symptoms after 
cessation of alcohol use without antidepressant treatment. The association between 
substance use and mood disorders has been established in several population 
surveys—in the Epidemiologic Catchment Area (ECA) study, the use of alcohol 
increased the likelihood of having major depression twofold and the likelihood of 
having bipolar disorder nearly fivefold . 
 
 Some substances and medications that may cause depression 
 
Central nervous system depressants 
 Alcohol 
 Barbiturates 
 Benzodiazepines 
 Clonidine 
Central nervous system medications 
 Amantadine 
 Bromocriptine 
 Levodopa 
 Phenothiazines 
 Phenytoin 
Psychostimulants 
 Amphetamines 
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Depression and Other Psychiatric Disorders 
  A broad range of psychiatric disorders should be considered in the differential 
diagnosis of major depression. These include the prodrome of schizophrenia, schizoid 
personality disorder, pervasive developmental disorders, intellectual disability and 
dementia, and anxiety disorders. 
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DETAILED VIEW OF DISSERTATION TOPIC 
                                                           AETIOLOGY 
DIETARY FACTOR 
   Intake of contaminated water , stagnant water , excess carbohydrates and 
foods which increases Pitham are the etiological factors of the disease. 
  Excessive fasting causes increase of Pitham. 
  Excessive intake of 
 Bitter - Vaayu +Aagayam - Vatham 
 Salt - Appu +Theyu – Pitham 
   Excessive intake of bitterguard , salted foods it is bitter & salt in taste causes 
increasing of Pitham. 
  All together the dietary cause of the Pitham disease increasing Pitham humor 
and along with the Vatham humor. 
 
HABITS AND OBJECTIVES 
 Day time sleep causes incrasing of Vatham 
 Sleeplessness in night causes increasing of Pitham 
 Constant thinking about sexual activity causes increasing of Pitham 
 Excessive sexual activity increases Pitha along with Vatham 
 All these factor causes increasing of Pitha along with Vatham 
 Suppressing the sukkila urge causes increased Pitham 
 
d{U?!osbz<gtqe<!liXhiMgtqeiz<!uikl<!nkqgiqg<gqxK!
 nkjek<!okimi<f<K!uikLl<!hqk<kLl<!ke<!ntuqz<!nkqgiqk<K?!ghl<!
 ke<!ntuqz<!Gjxf<K!-f<Ofib<!d{<migqxK/!
 uiB!kiKuqz<!nhiee<?!dkiee<?!uqbiee<?!sliee<?!gqVgve<!
 Ohie<xjugTl<?!
 hqk<k!kiKuqz<!sikg!hqk<kLl<?!hqvisg!hqk<kLl<?!-viR<s!hqk<kLl<!
 ghkiKuqz<!kx<hgl<?!sf<kqgLl<!hikqh<hjmgqxK/!
 -kjek<!okimi<f<K!dmz<!kiKg<gtqz<!sivl<?!osf<fQi<?<!De<!ogiPh<H!
 Ohie<xju!hikqh<hjmgqe<xe/!-ju!hikqh<hjmukiZl<!<!Ofib<!
d{<migqxK/!
!
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ETIOPATHOGENESIS 
 
 Dietary changes 
Seasonal changes 
Environmental 
changes 
Genetic factors 
Immunological causes 
Immoral activitties 
Social factors 
Reflected 
[Soul – Mind- Body] 
Patho - Physiology Anatomical Pathology Patho - Psychology 
Alterations of 7 Udal 
Thathukal 
1. Saaram↑↑ 
2. Senneer↑↑ 
3. Oon↓ 
4. Kozhuppu↑ 
5. Enbu↓ 
6. Moolai↓ 
7. Sukkilam↓ 
/ Suronitham 
Alteration of Uyir 
Thathukkal 
 
Vatha↑↑ 
Pitham↑↑ 
Kapham↓↓ 
Alteration   of Gunam 
 
Sathuvam 
Rasotham↑↑ 
Thamo↑↑ 
VIGARA PITHAM 
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PATHOLOGY  
                Mukkutra verupadugal, that is three humours changes play a major role in 
the development of disease. When mukkudram of the human body or the functional 
units are being affected by various factors, they immediately disturb the functions of 
the affected organ. 
 
Alterations in vali  
Affected  
Vatham affected Symptoms 
Praanan Mood swings, Bitter taste 
Abaanan Constipation 
Uthaanan Nausea, Vomitting 
Viyaanan Body tiredness 
Samaanan Bitter taste, Hyper salivation 
Koorman 
Burning sensation in eyes 
 
Kirukaran 
Poor appetite, Bitter taste, 
Hypersalivation 
 
Pitham 
Pitham affected Symptoms 
Anarpitham Poor appetite  
Ranjagam Decreased haemoglobin level 
Saathagam Mood swings 
Aalosagam Diminished vision, Redness of the eye 
 
Kabam 
Kabam affected Symptoms 
Avalambagam Other ayyam (kabam) affected 
Pothagam Bitter taste 
Tharpagam 
Redness of the eyes, Burning sensation in 
the eyes 
Santhigam Regular activities was affected. 
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                                  EVALUATION OF DISSERTATION TOPIC 
                                               MATERIALS AND METHODS 
MATERIALS 
  The clinical study on VIGARA PITHAM was carried out at the Post 
Graduate Noi Naadal outpatient Department of Government Siddha Medical College, 
& Hospital Palayamkottai and OPD & IPD ,Department of Psychiatry , Govt 
Thoothukudi medical college, Thoothukudi.  
 
CASE SELECTION AND SUPERVISION : 
  Author has selected 70 cases of Similar Symptoms of VIGARA PITHAM  
from the post Graduate outpatient department of OPD & IPD ,Department of 
Psychiatry , Govt Thoothukudi medical college, Thoothukudi Government Siddha 
Medical college and hospital Palayamkottai and . From which 60 typical cases of 
VIGARA PITHAM were selected and were followed by the author whose work 
under the close supervision of the faculties of the PostGraduate Noi Naadal 
Department, Palayamkottai and OPD & IPD ,Department of Psychiatry, Govt 
Thoothukudi medical college, Thoothukudi 
 
EVALUATION OF CLINICAL PARAMETRES : 
Criteria for Inclusion: 
 Age above 18 
 Both male & female      
 Sleeplessness  
 Bitter taste 
 No desire to speak 
 Redness of the eyes 
 Pallorness of the body 
 Mood swings/Altered consciousness 
 Dizziness 
 Hypersalivation  
 Poor appetite 
 Vomiting  
  Patients who are willing to undergo radiological investigation and give blood 
for laboratory investigation 
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Criteria for Exclusion  
              Patient having symptoms associated with 
 Epilepsy 
 Organic Psychosis 
 Alcoholic Dependence (Severe) 
 Cannabis Addiction 
 
The Clinical Parameters : 
  For further detailed study, modern investigation parameters were used. The 
following laboratory investigations were done in these cases. 
 
Hematology : 
1. Total count of W.B.C 
2. Differential Count of W.B.C 
3. Hemoglobin 
4. Erythrocyte Sedimentation Rate. 
Bio Chemistry : 
1. Blood Sugar 
2. Blood Urea 
3. Serum Creatinine 
4. Cholesterol 
Urine Analysis 
1. Albumin 
2. Sugar 
3. Deposits     
                 Special investigation 
 EEG 
 CT Brain 
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METHODOLOGY 
STUDY DESIGN 
Observational Type of Study. 
 
STUDY ENROLLMENT : 
  In the study patients reporting at the OPD & IPD of Govt Siddha Medical 
College Hospital and  OPD & IPD ,Department of Psychiatry , Govt Thoothukudi 
medical college, Thoothukudi with the clinical symptoms of “ will be referred to the 
Research group. Those patients will be screened using the screening proforma (Form 
–I) and examined clinically VIGARA PITHAM  for enrolling in the study based on 
the inclusion and exclusion criteria. 
  Based on the inclusion criteria the patients will be included first and excluded 
from the study on the same day if they hit the exclusion criteria. 
 The patients who are to be entrolled would informed (Form IV-A) about the 
 study, and the objectives of the study in the language and terms 
understandable for them. 
 After ascertaining the patients willingness, a written informed consent would 
be obtained from them in the consent from (Form – IV) 
 All these patients will be given unique registration card in which patients’ 
Registration number of the study, Address, Phone Number and Doctors 
 phone number etc. will be given, so as to research group easily, if any 
 complication arises. 
 Complete clinical history, complaints and duration, examination findings all 
 would be recorded in the prescribed proforma in the history and clinical 
 assessment forms separately. Screening Form –I will be filled up; Form I-A, 
 Form II and Form –III will be used for recording the patient’s history, clinical 
examinations of symptoms and signs and lab investigationsrespectively. 
 
INVESTIGATIONS DURING THE STUDY 
  The patients will be subjected to basic laboratory parameters during the 
study. 
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TREATMENT DURING THE STUDY: 
 
Normal treatment procedure followed in GSMCH & TKMCH was prescribed 
to the study patients and the treatment will be provided at free of cost. 
 
STUDY PERIOD : 
 Total period 24 months 
 Recruitment for the study - Upto 22 months 
 Data entry analysis - 1 Month 
 Report preparation and submission – 1 Month. 
 
DATA MANAGEMENT : 
  After Entrolling the patient in the study. A separate File for each patients was 
opened and all forms was filed. In the file, Study No and Patient No. was entered, on 
the top of the file for easy identifications and arranged in a separate rack at the 
concerned OPD unit. Whenever study patient visits OPD during the study period, the 
respective patient file was taken and necessary recordings will be 
made at the assessment form or other suitable form. 
   The screening forms was filed separately 
The Data recordings was monitored for completion and adverse event by HOD 
and Faculty of the department. Any missed data found in during the study, it was 
collected from the patient, but the time related data will not be recorded 
retrospectively. 
  All collected data was entered using MS Access / Excel software onto 
computer. 
  Investigations was trained to enter the patient data and cross checked by 
department staffs. 
 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS : 
  All collected data was entered into computer using  Ms Excel software by the 
investigators. The level of significance was 0.05 Descriptive analysis was made and 
necessary tables/ graphs generated to understand the profile of patients included in the 
study. Then statistical analysis for significance of different diagnostic characteristics 
was done. Student ‘t’ test and chi-square test are proposed to be performed for 
quantitative and qualitative data. 
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OUTCOME OF STUDY :  
1.Cost effective diagnosis.  
2. Evaluating the significance of siddha parameters. 
3. To establish the line of treatment and Dietary Regimen.  
           4. To frame the nature therapy like Yoga, Basic Breathing  ( Pranayamam),   
Meditation for Insomnia.     
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DIAGNOSITC METHODOLOGY 
                               DIAGNOSTIC TOOLS IN SIDDHA SYSTEM 
 
  Siddha system has a unique diagnostic methodology to identify the diseases 
and their causes 
 
Ennvagai Thervu : 
“nka;f;Fwp epwk; njhdp tpopeh ,Ukyk; iff;Fwp “ 
- Njiuah;;;; 
1.MEI KURI : 
  By Mei kuri the following symptoms are observed. The temperature of the 
skin (heat or cold), sweating, numbness, fissures, thickening of hairs, hair falling, 
hair erection, ulcers, swelling, weight loss and weight gain. 
 
2. NAA : 
  Tongue colour (black, red, yellow, white) coating of tongue, excessive 
salivation, dryness, ulcers, nature of gums, teeth, taste mouth deviation, speech are 
noted. 
 
3.NIRAM : 
  Body colour (black, yellow, white, red, blue) flush, pallor, yellow colour in 
eyes and teeth are observed. 
 
4.MOZHI : 
  Pitch of voice (high, low, normal) hoarseness of voice, fluency, intelligence 
articulation, character, breathlessness are observed. 
 
5.VIZHI : 
  Eyes easily reflect the pathological changes of the body. Size and shape, 
colour (red, yellow, pallor blue, muddy), lacrimation, dryness swelling of eyelids, 
94 ulceration, visual filed, sharpness of vision, colour of vision, inflammation (ulcer 
in conjunctiva, cornea, pupil) are keenly observed. 96 Eye diseases are noted. 
 
6.MALAM : 
  Colour (Yellow, red, black, white, green), froth, solid or semisolid or liquid, 
quantity, odour are noted. 
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7. MOOTHIRAM : 
 Urine is observed under 2 headings 
   1. Neerkuri 
2. Nei kuri 
7.1 NEERKURI 
Collection of Urine for Testing : 
  Before the collection of urine for testing, one should take supper consisting of 
all the six tastes at the regular time passed on one’s digestive fire. After a sound 
overnight sleep, urine should be collected in a closed glass were and the test should be 
done before 90 minutes from dawn. This rule is relaxable in severe 
cases. 
 
GENERAL FEATURES OF URINE : 
 Niram (Colour) 
 Manam( Odour) 
 Nurai (Froth) 
 Edai (Specific gravity) 
 Enjal (Quantity and deposit) 
 
7.2 NEI KURI : 
  A drop of oil is dropped at the center of upper surface of urine bowl without 
any shaking. It should be ensured that the direct sunlight does not fall on it, but 95 
bright light is necessary for observation. And it is not disturbed by the wind. The 
changes of the oil drop in urine suggest the diagnosis and condition of the patient. 
 
GENERAL NATURE OF URINE IN OIL EXAMINATION: 
  If the oil drop takes the shape of a snake (Aravu), it indicates Vali disease. 
If it spreads like a ring (Ahzal) it indicates Azhal disease. It if stands like a 
pearl (Muthu) it indicates Iya disease. If the oil drop sinks in the urine, indicates Iya 
disease. If any two factors of the three humours are seen together in the urine it 
suggests derangement of particular two humours. If the oil drop spreads fast, it will 
indicate Asaathiyam. Eg. Aravil Aazhi indicates Vali azhal. 
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8. NAADI : 
 
 Naadi is very important tool. Diagnosis of the disease by assessing naadi 
gives a best way to treat the diseases. Vali Naadi is felt in tip of the index finger. 
Ahzal naadi is felt in tip of the middle finger. Iya naadi is felt in tip of the ring 
finger. 
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OBSERVATION AND RESULTS 
 
Results was observed with respect of the following aspect 
 Age Distribution 
 Sex distribution 
 Occupational Status 
 Socio Economic Status 
 Etiological Factor 
 Aayul kaalam 
 Seasonal changes 
 Thinai 
 Gnanaindhiram  
 Kanmendhiram 
 Anthakaranangal 
 Asayam  
 Kosangal 
 Mukktram 
 Thegi 
 Spreading of neikuri 
 Duration of illness 
 Pancha patchi  
a. Mukkutram 
b. Aatharam
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RESULTS AND OBSERVATIONS  
TABLE -1 
Age 
 
S.No Age No. of cases Percentage (%)  
 1. 20-29 20 33 
2. 30-39 18 30 
3. 40-49 12 20 
4. 50-59 7 11.6 
5. 60-69 3 5 
                        
33
30
20
11.6
5
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69
 
Inference : 
Out of 60 cases 33% of the cases belongs, to 20-29 age group30% of cases 
belongs to 30-39 years, 20% of the cases belongs to 40-49 years and 11.6% of the 
cases belongs to 50-59 and 5% of the cases belongs to 60-69 years. 
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TABLE 2  
SEX 
 
S.No Sex No of cases Percentage (%)  
1. Male 20 33 
2. Female 40 66 
 
33
66
 
Inference : 
Among 60 cases 33% were male and 66% were female. 
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TABLE 3  
OCCUPATIONAL STATUS 
 
S.No Occupation No of cases Percentage (%)  
1. House wife 2 3 
2. Sedentary work 20 33 
3. Manual labour 25 42 
4. Field work with Excuetive 13 22 
 
3
33
42
22
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
House wife Sedentary 
work
Manual labour Field work 
with Excuetive
 
Inference : 
Out of 60 cases3% were house wife, 33% were sedentary, 42% were manual 
labour, 22% were field work with excuetive. 
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TABLE 4 SOCIO ECONOMIC STATUS 
 
S.No Socio economic status No of cases Percentage (%) 
1. High class 2 3 
2. Middle class 13 22 
3. Lower class 45 75 
 
3
22
75
0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
High class Middle class Lower class
 
Inference : 
Out of 60 cases3% cases belongs to high class, 22% of cases belongs to 
middle class and75% of cases belongs to lower class. 
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Table 5 Etiological Factors 
 
S.No Aetiology No of cases Percentage (%)  
1. Death of loved one 27 45 
2. Finance loss 13 21.7 
3. Family stress 8 13.3 
4. Sexual abuse 4 6.7 
5. Serious illness 8 13.3 
 
45
21.7
13.3
6.7
13.3
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
Death of 
loved one
Finance 
loss
Family 
stress
Sexual 
abuse
Serious 
illness
Death of loved one
Finance loss
Family stress
Sexual abuse
Serious illness
 
Inference : 
It was observed 45% of the disease was due to death of loved  21.7 % due to 
finance loss13.3% due to family stress 6.7% due to sex abuse 13.3% due to serious 
illness.. 
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AYUL KAALAM 
TABLE -7 
S.No Ayul kaalam No.of cases Percentage (%) 
1  Vatha kaalam                    
(0-33 years) 
28 46 
2 Pitha kaalam                   
(34-66 years) 
32 53 
3.  Kaba kaalam                          
(67-100 years) 
- - 
 
42
58
 
Inference : 
Among these 40 cases  
 42% of the cases were in the pitha kaalam 
 58% of the cases were in the Vatha kaalam 
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TABLE -8 
SEASONAL CHANGES 
S.No Seasons No.of cases Percentage (%) 
1 Kaarkaalam 0 0 
2 Koothirkaalam 0 0 
3.  Munpanikaalam 12 20 
4. Pinpani kaalam 27 45 
5. Elavenil 21 35 
6. Muthuvenil 0 0 
 
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
1.2
 
 
Inference : 
  Among these 40 cases 25% of the cases were affected during Kaar Kaalam 
50% of the cases were affected during Muthuvenil Kaalam
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TABLE 8 
 THINAI (GEOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION) 
 
S.No Thinai No of cases Percentage (%) 
1. Kurini - - 
2. Mulai 2 3% 
3. Marutham 7 12% 
4. Neithal 51 85% 
5. Paalai - - 
 
0
3%
12%
85%
0
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
Kurini Mulai Marutham Neithal Paalai
 
 
Inference : 
  ut of the 60 cases were reported3% of cases mullai nilam 12% in marutha 
nilam and 85% of the cases in neithal nilam. 
. 
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TABLE 9 GNANAINDHIRAM 
 
S.No Gnanaindhiram No of cases Percentage (%) 
1. Mei 60 100% 
2. Vai 41 68% 
3. Kan 60 100% 
4. Mooku — — 
5. Sevi 2 3% 
 
100%
68%
100%
0 3%
0%
20%
40%
60%
80%
100%
120%
Mei Vai Kan Mooku Sevi
 
Inference : 
It was observed that all the cases Mei100%, vai 68%and Kan100% sevi 3% 
were affected. 
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TABLE 10 Kanmendhiram 
S.No Kanmendhiram No of cases Percentage (%) 
1. Vaai 60 100 
2. Kaal 24 40 
3. Kai 24 40 
4. Eruvai 7 11.6 
5. Karuvai - - 
 
100
40 40
11.6
0
0
20
40
60
80
100
120
Vaai Kaal Kai Eruvai Karuvai
 
 
Inference : 
It was observed that all the cases Vaai 100%, Kaal 40% and Kai  40%  
Eruvai 11.6% were affected. 
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TABLE 11 Anthakaranangal 
 
S.No Kanmendhiram No of cases Percentage (%) 
1. Manam 60 100 
2. Buddhi  60 100 
3. Siddham - - 
4. Aganthai 60 100 
 
100 100
0
100
0
0
20
40
60
80
100
120
Manam Buddhi Sid Siddham Aganthai
 
 
 
Inference : 
It was observed that all the cases Manam 100%, Buddhi 100% and Aganthai 
100% were affected. 
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TABLE: 12  ASAYAM 
 
S.No Asayam No of cases Percentage (%) 
1. Amarvaasayam - - 
2. Pakrivaasayam 60 100 
3. Salavaasayam - - 
4. Malavaasyam 7 12 
5. Sukilavaasayam - - 
 
0
100
0
12
0
0
20
40
60
80
100
120
 
Inference : 
It was observed that in all the cases Pakrivaasayam   were affected 100% and 
Malavaasyam 12% affected. 
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TABLE 13 
KOSANGAL 
S.No Kosangal No of cases Percentage (%) 
1. Annamayakosam 60 100 
2. Pranmayakosam 2 3 
3. Manomayakosam 60 100 
4 Vignamayako sam 60 100 
5. Aandhamayakosam - - 
 
100
3
100 100
0
0
20
40
60
80
100
120
 
Inference : 
It was noted that in all are 100%  Annamayakosam, Manomayakosam, 
Vignamayako sam affected. 
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TABLE 14 
MUKKUTTRAM 
A.VATHAM 
S.No Vatham No of cases Percentange 
1. Piraanan 60 100 
2. Abaanan 7 11 
3. Uthaanan 37 61 
4. Viyaanan 60 
44174 
100 
5. Samaanan 41 68.3 
6. Naagan 0 0 
7. Koorman 34 56.6 
8. Kirukaran 59 98.3 
9. Devathathan 0 0 
10. Thanjeyann 0 0 
 
100
11
61
100
68.3
0
56.6
98.3
0 0
0
20
40
60
80
100
120
 
Inference : 
Out of 60 cases Piraanan 100%, abanan 11%, Uthaanan 61%, Viyaanan 100%, 
Samaanan 68.3%, koorman 56.6%,kirukaran 98.3% were affected in of cases. 
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TABLE 14 B. PITHAM 
 
S.No Pitham No of cases Percentage (%) 
1. Anarpitham 37 61 
2. Ranjagapitham 23 38 
3. Saathagapitham 60 100 
4. Prasagapitham - - 
5. Aalosagapitham 34 56 
 
61
38
100
0
56
0
20
40
60
80
100
120
 
 
Inference : 
Out of 60 cases Anarpitham 61%,  ranjagapitham 38%, saathagapitham 100%, 
Aalosagapitham 34% were affected 
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TABLE 14 C. KABAM 
 
S.No Kabam No of cases Percentage (%) 
1. Avalambagam 41 68 
2. Kiltham - - 
3. Pothagam 41 68 
4. Tharpagam 34 56 
5. Sandhigam 12 20 
 
68
0
68
56
20
0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
Avalambagam Kiltham Pothagam Tharpagam Sandhigam
 
 
Inference : 
Avalambagam was affected in 68% Pothagam was affected in 68% of the 
cases. 
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TABLE 15 THEGI 
 
S.No Thegi No of cases Percentage 
(%) 1. Vatha  thegi 17 28.3 
2.  Pitha  thegi 43 71 
3.  Kaba thegi - - 
 
28.3
71
0
 
Inference : 
              Out of 60 cases majority were 71%  Pitha thegi and 28.3% were  Vatha thegi.  
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TABLE 16 SPREADING OF NEIKURI 
 
S.No Spreading of neikuri No of cases Percentage (%) 
1. Viraindhi paraval 30 50% 
2. Mella paraval 30 50% 
 
50% 50%
0%
10%
20%
30%
40%
50%
60%
Viraindhi paraval Mella paraval
 
 
Inference : 
While observing the neikuri in patients it was observed that in 30% of them 
the neikuri spreaded quickly while in others it spreaded slowly. 
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TABLE 17 
 DURATION OF ILLNESS 
 
S.No Duration of illness No of cases affected Percentage (%) 
1. 0-1 year 44 73% 
2 2 – 3 years 10 16.6% 
3. More than 3 years 6 10% 
 
 
73%
16.60%
10%
0%
10%
20%
30%
40%
50%
60%
70%
80%
0-1 year 2 – 3 years More than 3 
years
0-1 year
2 – 3 years
More than 3 years
 
 
Inference : 
                   From the above data is vivid that the disease had manifested the 
symptoms in majoity 44 of the cases during 0-1 year, while 10% of the cases during 2 
– 3 years. 
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TABLE 18 
 PANCHA PATCHI- a). MUKKUTRAM 
 
S.No Mukkutram No of cases affected Percentage (%) 
1. Vatham 34 56.6 
2 Pitham 11 18.3 
3. Kabhm 15 25 
 
56.6
18.3
25
Vatham
Pit ham
Kabhm
 
Inference : 
              Out of 60 cases majority were 56.6% Vatham, Pitham 18.3% and kabham 
25% were affected. 
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TABLE 18 
 PANCHA PATCHI- b). Aatharam 
 
S.No Aatharam No of cases affected Percentage (%) 
1. Moolatharam 8 13.3 
2 Swathitaanam 7 11.6 
3. Manipooragam 16 21 
4. Anagatham 11 18.3 
5. Vishuthi 7 11.6 
6. Aakinai 11 18.3 
 
Inference : 
              Out of 60 cases Moolatharam 13.3% , Swathitaanam 11.6%, Manipooragam 
21%, Anagatham 18.3%, Vishuthi 11.6%, Aakinai 18.3% were affected. 
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Table.19  Interpretation of Iympull Iyakka vidhi 
Patchi 
 S.No Reg. No Age/sex Date Time Moon Saavu Thuyi 
Pancha pootham Mukkutram Aatharam 
1.   26/M 05.01.16 10.30am CM Kozhi Kaagam Neer+ Mann Kapham Manipooragam 
2.   35/F 28.01.16 10.48am WM Kaagam Mayil Thaeyu+Aagayam Pitham Anagatham 
3.   26/F 28.01.16 10.50am  WM Kaagam Mayil Thaeyu+Aagayam Pitham Anagatham 
 
4.   33/F 02.02.16 9.50 am WM Kaagam Mayil Thaeyu+Aagayam Pitham Anagatham 
 
5.   48/M 02.02.16 10.50 am WM Mayil Aanthai 
 
Aagayam + Neer Vatham Aakkinai 
6.   34/M 02.02.16 11.50 am WM Mayil Aanthai 
 
Aagayam + Neer Vatham Aakkinai 
7.   26/F 03.02.16 10.11 am WM Aanthai Kozhi 
 
Neer+Kaatru Kapham 
 
Manipooragam 
 
8.   57/F 09.02.16 11.15 am CM Kaagam Aanthai 
 
Mann+ Kaatru Vatham Swathittanam 
9.   40/F 10.02.16 10.50 am CM Kozhi 
 
Kaagam Neer+ Mann Kapham 
 
Manipooragam 
 
10.   42/F 10.02.16 11.30 am CM Kozhi 
 
Kaagam Neer+ Mann Kapham 
 
Manipooragam 
 
11.   60/M 11.02.16 12.30 pm CM Mayil Kozhi 
 
Aagayam + Neer Vatham Aakkinai 
12.   54/M 11.02.16 10.52 am CM Vallooru Mayil Thaeyu+Aagayam Pitham 
 
Anagatham 
 
13.   32/M 15.02.16 11.00 am CM Kozhi 
 
Kaagam Neer+ Mann Kapham 
 
Manipooragam 
 
14.   45/M 15.02.16 12.20 pm CM Kozhi Kaagam Neer+ Mann Kapham Manipooragam 
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15.   32/F 16.02.16 11.00 am CM Kaagam Aanthai 
 
Mann+ Kaatru Vatham Moolatharam 
16.   56/F 16.02.16 12.35 pm CM Kaagam Aanthai 
 
Mann+ Kaatru Vatham Moolatharam 
17.   25/F 18.02.16 2.45 pm CM Kozhi 
 
Kaagam Neer+ Mann Kapham 
 
Manipooragam 
 
18.   26/F 22.02.16 10.50 am FM Mayil Kozhi 
 
Aagayam + Neer Vatham Aakkinai 
19.   63/F 22.02.16 3.25 pm FM Kaagam Aanthai 
 
Mann+ Kaatru Vatham Swathittanam 
20.   26/M 23.02.16 12.00 pm WM Mayil Aanthai 
 
Aagayam + Neer Vatham Aakkinai 
21.   31/F 23.02.16 2.35 pm WM Aanthai 
 
Kozhi 
 
Neer+Kaatru 
 
Kapham 
 
Manipooragam 
 
22.   50/F 23.02.16 2.25 pm WM Aanthai 
 
Kozhi 
 
Neer+Kaatru 
 
Kapham 
 
Manipooragam 
 
23.   34/F 29.02.16 12.40 pm WM Vallooru Kaagam Mann+Thaeyu Vatham Moolatharam 
24.   35/M 29.02.16 12.45 pm WM Vallooru Kaagam Mann+Thaeyu Vatham Moolatharam 
25.   25/M 29.02.16 1.00 pm WM Vallooru Kaagam Mann+Thaeyu Vatham Moolatharam 
26.   55/F 02.03.16 9.25 am WM Aanthai 
 
Kozhi 
 
Neer+Kaatru 
 
Kapham 
 
Manipooragam 
 
27.   57/F 02.03.16 9.50 am WM Aanthai 
 
Kozhi 
 
Neer+Kaatru 
 
Kapham 
 
Manipooragam 
 
28.   21/F 02.03.16 10.50 am WM Kozhi 
 
Vallooru Kaatru+ Mann Vatham Vishuththi 
29.   33/M 02.03.16 11.20 am WM Kozhi 
 
Vallooru Kaatru+ Mann Vatham Vishuththi 
30.   20/F 02.03.16 12.00 am WM Kozhi Vallooru Kaatru+ Mann Vatham Vishuththi 
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31.   34/M 02.03.16 12.20 pm WM Kozhi 
 
Vallooru Kaatru+ Mann Vatham Vishuththi 
32.   17/F 03.03.16 11.00 am WM Kaagam Mayil Thaeyu+Aagayam Pitham 
 
Anagatham 
 
33.   36/F 03.03.16 11.35 am WM Kaagam Mayil Thaeyu+Aagayam Pitham 
 
Anagatham 
34.   30/M 03.03.16 12.21 pm WM Kaagam Mayil Thaeyu+Aagayam Pitham 
 
Anagatham 
35.   45/F 04.03.16 9.15 am WM Mayil Aanthai 
 
Aagayam + Neer Vatham Aakkinai 
36.   28/F 04.03.16 11.15 am WM Aanthai 
 
Kozhi 
 
Neer+Kaatru 
 
Kapham 
 
Manipooragam 
 
37.   25/F 05.03.16 10.30 am WM Kozhi 
 
Vallooru Kaatru+ Mann Vatham Vishuththi 
38.   44/M 05.03.16 11.30 am WM Vallooru Kaagam Mann+Thaeyu Vatham Moolatharam 
39.   27/F 05.03.16 12.35 pm WM Vallooru Kaagam Mann+Thaeyu Vatham Moolatharam 
40.   31/M 14.03.16 10.30 am CM Mayil Kozhi 
 
Aagayam + Neer Vatham Aakkinai 
41.   18/M 14.03.16 11.30 am CM Kozhi 
 
Kaagam Neer+ Mann Kapham 
 
Manipooragam 
 
42.   22/M 14.03.16 1.15 pm CM Kaagam Aanthai 
 
Mann+ Kaatru Vatham Swathittanam 
43.   24/F 14.03.16 2.00 pm CM Kaagam Aanthai 
 
Mann+ Kaatru Vatham Swathittanam 
44.   44/F 15.03.16 10.15 am CM Kozhi 
 
Kaagam Neer+ Mann Vatham Manipooragam 
 
45.   26/F 15.03.16 12.15 pm CM Kaagam Aanthai 
 
Mann+ Kaatru Vatham Swathittanam 
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46.   25/F 16.03.16 10.30 am CM Kaagam Kozhi 
 
Aagayam + Neer Vatham Aakkinai 
47.   42/M 16.03.16 11.45 am CM Kozhi 
 
Kaagam Neer+ Mann Kapham 
 
Manipooragam 
 
48.   40/M 21.03.16 9.45 am CM Mayil Kozhi 
 
Aagayam + Neer Vatham Aakkinai 
49.   29/M 21.03.16 11.30 am CM Kozhi 
 
Kaagam Neer+ Mann Kapham 
 
Manipooragam 
 
50.   42/F 22.03.16 11.20 am FM Kaagam Aanthai 
 
Mann+ Kaatru Vatham Moolatharam 
51.   23/F 24.03.16 9.45 am WM Vallooru Kaagam Mann+Thaeyu Vatham Swathittanam 
52.   38/F 24.03.16 10.45 am WM Kaagam Mayil Thaeyu+Aagayam Pitham Anagatham 
53.   35/F 24.03.16 11.50 am WM Kaagam Mayil Thaeyu+Aagayam Pitham 
 
Anagatham 
 
54.   40/F 28.03.16 10.00 am WM Kozhi 
 
Vallooru Kaatru+ Mann Vatham Vishuththi 
55.   51/F 05.04.16 11.00 am WM Mayil Aanthai 
 
Aagayam + Neer Vatham Aakkinai 
56.   30/F 06.04.16 11.30 am WM Kozhi 
 
Vallooru Kaatru+ Mann Vatham Vishuththi 
57.   45/F 08.04.16 11.00 am CM Vallooru Mayil Thaeyu+Aagayam Pitham 
 
Anagatham 
 
58.   48/F 26.04.16 10.45 am WM Mayil Aanthai 
 
Aagayam + Neer Vatham Aakkinai 
59.   36/F 26.04.16 9.45 am WM Kaagam Mayil Thaeyu+Aagayam Pitham 
 
Anagatham 
 
60.   60/F 03.05.16 11.15 am WM Mayil Aanthai 
 
Aagayam + Neer Vatham Aakkinai 
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Table No 36 Interpretation Of Ennvagai Theruvugal 
 
Reg No Age Sex Naa Niram Mozhi Vizhi Sparisam Malam Moothiram Naadi 
No 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Neerkuri Neikuri  
 
01 21 M MA/FA Maa Niram L Re/N MV YBr Pale Yellow PN VP 
02 35 F PA/FP Maa Niram L PA/N V YBr Dark Yellow PV PV 
03 26 F BL/FA Maa Niram L Re/D MV Br Dark Yellow PV VP 
04 33 F PA/MA Maa Niram L Re/N MV BL (c) Pale Yellow PV VP 
05 49 M MA/BL Maa Niram L Re/N MV YBr Pale Yellow KN VP 
06 34 M BL/MA Maa Niram M Re/N MV YBr Dark Yellow KN VP 
07 26 F PA/FA Maa Niram L Re/N V YBr Dark Yellow PV VP 
08 57 F BL/FA Maa Niram L Re/D V BL(c) Dark Yellow SK VP 
09 40 F MA/FP Maa Niram M Re/N MV YBr White KN VP 
10 42 F PA/FA Maa Niram L PA/D MV YBr Pale Yellow KN PV 
11 60 M MA/FP Maa Niram L Re/D V BL(c) Pale Yellow VN PV 
12 54 M PA/FA Maa Niram L Re/N MV YBr Pale Yellow VN PV 
13 32 M MA/FA Maa Niram L Re/N V YBr Pale Yellow VN VP 
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14 45 M PA/FA Maa Niram L PA/N MV YBr Pale Yellow KN KV 
15 32 F MA/BL Maa Niram L PA/N V YBr Dark Yellow KN KV 
16 56 F MA/FP Maa Niram M Re/D V YBr Dark Yellow PN PV 
17 25 F MA/BL Maa Niram L PA/N MV YBr White SK KV 
18 26 F PA/FA Maa Niram L Re/N MV YBr Pale Yellow VN VP 
19 63 F PI/FA Maa Niram L PA/N MV YBr Pale Yellow VPN VP 
20 26 M PA/FA Maa Niram M Re/N V YBr Dark Yellow SK VP 
21 31 F PA/FA Maa Niram L Re/N MV YBr Pale Yellow KN VP 
22 50 F MA/FA Maa Niram L PA/N MV BL(c) Dark Yellow VN VP 
23 34 F PA/FA Maa Niram L PA/N MV BL(c) Dark Yellow VN VP 
24 35 M MA/FA Maa Niram L Re/N MV YBr Pale Yellow VN VP 
25 25 M MA/FA Maa Niram M Re/N MV YBr Pale Yellow VN VP 
26 55 F MA/FP Maa Niram M PA/D MV YBr Pale Yellow VN VP 
27 57 F PA/FP Maa Niram M PA/D MV BL(c) Dark Yellow VPN PV 
28 21 F PA/MA Maa Niram L PA/N V BL(c) Dark Yellow VPN VP 
29 33 M MA/FP Maa Niram M Re/N MV YBr Dark Yellow VN VP 
30 20 F MA/FA Maa Niram L PA/N MV YBr Pale Yellow VPN VP 
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31 34 M PA/FA Maa Niram L PA/N MV YBr White KN VP 
32 20 F PA/FP Maa Niram L Re/N MV YBr White KN KV 
33 36 F PA/FA Maa Niram L PA/N MV YBr Pale Yellow VPN PV 
34 30 M PA/FA Maa Niram L Re/N MV YBr Pale Yellow KN VP 
35 45 F PA/FA Maa Niram L PA/D MV BL(c) White SK VP 
36 28 F PA/FA Maa Niram L Re/N MV YBr Pale Yellow KN VP 
37 25 F BL/FA Maa Niram L PA/N MV YBr Pale Yellow VN PV 
38 44 M MA/FA Maa Niram M PA/N MV YBr White KVN PV 
39 27 F PI/FA Maa Niram L PA/N MV YBr White SK PV 
40 31 M BL/FA Maa Niram L Re/N MV YBr Dark Yellow VPN PV 
41 20 M BL/FP Maa Niram L Re/N V YBr Dark Yellow VPN VP 
42 22 M BL/FA Maa Niram M Re/N MV YBr Dark Yellow SK VP 
43 24 F PA/FA Maa Niram L Re/N V YBr Pale Yellow VPN VP 
44 39 F MA/PA Maa Niram L PA/N MV YBr Pale Yellow KVN VP 
45 26 F BL/FA Maa Niram L PA/N V YBr Pale Yellow VPN VP 
46 25 F MA/FA Maa Niram L PA/N MV YBr Pale Yellow VPN VP 
47 42 M PA/FA Maa Niram L Re/D MV YBr Pale Yellow KN VP 
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48 40 M MA/FA Maa Niram L Re/D MV YBr Dark Yellow KN PV 
49 29 M PA/FA Maa Niram L Re/N MV YBr Pale Yellow KN VP 
50 42 F PA/FA Maa Niram L Re/D MV YBr White KN VP 
51 23 F MA/FA Maa Niram M PA/N MV YBr Dark Yellow PVN PV 
52 38 F BL/MA Maa Niram L Re/N V YBr Dark Yellow VPN VP 
53 35 F MA/BL Maa Niram L PA/N MV YBr Pale Yellow KN PV 
54 40 F PA/FA Maa Niram L PA/N MV YBr White KN PV 
55 51 F BL/FA Maa Niram H Re/D MV YBr Dark Yellow VPN VP 
56 30 F BL/FA Maa Niram L Re/N MV YBr Dark Yellow KN PV 
57 45 F MA/FA Maa Niram L Re/D MV YBr Pale Yellow KVN PV 
58 48 F PA/FA Maa Niram L Re/D MV YBr Pale Yellow KN VP 
59 36 F PA/FA Maa Niram L PA/N MV YBr Pale Yellow KN VP 
60 60 F PA/FA Maa Niram L Re/D MV YBr Pale Yellow KN VP 
 
PI - Pink Colour, PA- Pallor, FA-Fissure Absent, FP - Fissure Present, BL -Black colour, BR- Brown Colour, L -Low Pitched, M- Medium 
Pitched, H- High Pitched, N-Normal Vision, D-Diminished Vision, V - Veppam, MV - Mitha Veppam, YBr-Yellowish Brown Colour, VN- 
Vatha neer, PN- Pitha Neer, VP -Vatha Pitha Naadi, PV- Pitha Vatha Naadi. 
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A CLINICAL STUDY ON  STANDARDIZATION OF SIDDHA DIAGNOSTIC 
METHODOLOGY,  LINE OF TREATMENT AND DIETARY REGIMEN FOR 
VIGARA PITHAM (DEPRESSION)  
 
Statistical analysis: 
 The study subjects were described according to their demographic 
characteristics and clinical characteristics in terms of percentage. The demographic 
profiles of the study subjects were associated with etiology to find out the 
significance.  The screening and confirmation tests were studied and compared to find 
out diagnostic capacity and compared them to find the significance. The statistical 
procedures were performed with help of the statistical package namely IBM SPSS 
statistics-20. The P- values less than or equal to 0.05 (P≤0.05) were considered as 
statistically significant. 
 
Results: 
Description of study subjects: 
 The study subjects’ namely depressive subjects have been described according 
to their demographic profiles with etiology of vigarapitham.  
 
Table-1: Description of study subjects and association with etiology in respect of  
              Their age: 
Independent Age 
(20-59 years) 
Geriatrics Age 
(60+ years) 
Total 
Etiology 
Fre* % Fre* % Fre* % 
Results 
Death of loved 23 38.3 4 6.7 27 45.0 
Finance loss 10 16.7 13 5.0 13 21.7 
Family stress 8 13.3 0 0.0 8 13.3 
Sexual abuse 4 6.7 0 0.0 4 6.7 
Serious Illness 6 10.0 2 3.3 8 13.3 
Total 51 85 9 15.0 60 100.0 
χ
2
 =3.411 
df=4 
Sig=P>0.05 
*Frequency 
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The etiology and ages of Vigara Pitham were described and associated in the 
table-1. The major cause of Vigara pitham was death of a loved (45.0%). But it was 
not statistically associated with either of the independent or geriatrics persons 
(P>0.05). 
 
Table-2: Description of  study subjects and association with Etiology in respect of 
Their Gender: 
Male Female Total 
Etiology 
Fre* % Fre* % Fre* % 
Results 
Death of loved 14 23.3 13 21.7 27 45.0 
Finance loss 5 8.3 8 13.3 13 21.7 
Family stress 0 0.0 8 13.3 8 13.3 
Sexual abuse 0 0.0 4 6.7 4 6.7 
Serious Illness 1 1.7 7 11.6 8 13.3 
Total 20 33.3 40 66.7 60 100.0 
χ
2
 =11.883 
df=4 
Sig=P<0.05 
*Frequency 
The etiology and gender of vigara pitham were described and associated in the 
table-2. The major cause of vigarapitham was death of a loved (45.0%). The 
vigarapitham of male (23.3%) was associated with death of loved (P<0.05).   The 
vigarapitham of  female  (13.3%) was associated with finance loss and family stress 
(P<0.05).The total  vigarapitham was statistically associated with females (P>0.05). 
Table-3: Description of study subjects and association with Etiology in respect of  
              Their Occupation: 
HW Sedentary 
Manual 
labour 
Field work 
& Excutive 
Total 
Etiology 
Fre* % Fre* % Fre* % Fre* % Fre* % 
Results 
1.00 6 10.0 1 1.7 10 16.7 10 16.7 27 45.0 
2.00 4 6.7 1 1.7 6 10.0 2 3.3 13 21.7 
3.00 3 5.0 0 0.0 4 6.7 1 1.7 8 13.3 
4.00 3 5.0 0 0.0 1 1.7 0 0.0 4 6.7 
5.00 3 5.0 0 0.0 5 8.3 0 0.0 8 13.3 
Total 19 31.7 2 3.3 26 43.3 13 21.7 60 100.0 
χ
2
 = 
12.159 
df=12 
Sig= 
P>0.05 
*Frequency. 
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The above table-3 states the occupation and vigarapitham etiology. The results 
revealed that there was no significant association between the occupation and etiology 
(P>0.05).   
Table-4:  Description of  study subjects and association with Etiology in respect of  
              Their Marital status: 
Un married Married Divorced  Total Etiology 
Fre* % Fre* % Fre* % Fre* % 
Results 
1.00 9 15.0 16 26.7 2 3.3 27 45.0 
2.00 1 1.7 12 20.0 0 0.0 13 21.7 
3.00 2 3.3 6 10.0 0 0. 8 13.3 
4.00 1 1.7 3 5.0 0 0.0 4 6.7 
5.00 2 3.3 6 10.0 0 0.0 8 13.3 
Total 15 25.0 43 71.7 2 3.3 60 100.0 
χ
2
 = 
6.136 
df=8 
Sig= 
P>0.05 
*Frequency. 
The above table-4 states the marital status and vigarapitham Etiology. The results 
revealed that there was no significant association between the marital status and 
etiology (P>0.05).   
Clinical Manifestations of Depression subjects: 
Table-5: Percentage distribution of Clinical findings of vigarapitham subjects: 
Vigarapitham subjects. n=60 Sl . 
No 
Clinical Findings Type 
Frequency % 
Nil 9 15.0 
Tea/ Coffee 37 61.7 1 Habits 
Smoking 14 23.3 
No 36 60.0 
2 Family History 
Yes 24 40.0 
3 Sleepless Yes 60 100.0 
No 19 31.7 
4 Bitter taste 
Yes 41 68.3 
Absent 6 10.0 
5 No desire to talk 
Present 54 90.0 
Absent 24 40.0 
6 Eye Redness 
Present 34 56.0 
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Absent 16 26.7 
7 Pallorness 
Present 23 38.3 
Absent 0 0.0 
8 Mood Swings 
Present 60 100.0 
Absent 2 3.3 
9 Dizziness 
Present 59 98.3 
Absent 29 48.3 
10 Hyper Salivation 
Present 31 51.7 
Absent 1 1.7 
11 Poor appetite 
Present 59 98.3 
Absent 23 38.3 
12 Vomiting 
Present 37 61.7 
Absent 13 21.7 
13 Negative Thoughts 
Present 47 78.3 
Absent 38 63.3 
14 Harm to Self 
Present 22 36.7 
Absent 44 73.3 
15 Suicide attempts 
Present 16 26.7 
< 1year 44 73.3 
1-3 Years 10 16.7 16 Duration of illness 
3+ years 6 10.0 
 The clinical findings of the study subjects were tabulated in the above  
table-5. In the tea and coffee users were 61.7% as maximum. In respect of family 
history 60% of the subjects had no family history. All (100%) the subjects had 
sleepless. 68.3% of subjects had bitterness. The following symptoms were present as 
maximum. No desire to talk (90%), Eye Redness (60%), Pallarness (73.3%) Mood 
Swings (100%), Dizziness (96.3%) Hyper Salivation (51.7%) Poor appetite (98.3%) 
Negative Thoughts (78.3%) The Harm to Self and suicide attempts 36.7% and 26.7%. 
The maximum (73.3%) subjects had Vigarapitham < 1year. 
Table-6: Envagai thervugal diagnosis of Vigarapitham: 
Sl. No Part of the body Category Frequency % 
Pallorness 24 40.0 1 Naa 
Maa padithal tip 32 53.3 
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Pink 4 6.7 
Vatham 16 26.7 
Pitham 40 66.7 2 Niram 
Kapam 4 6.7 
High 1 1.7 
Moderate 11 18.3 4 Mozhi 
Low 48 80.3 
5 Vizhi Redness 35 58.3 
  Pallornes   
Mitha Veppam 47 78.3 
6 Sparisam 
Veppam 13 21.7 
Pitham 25 41.7 
7 Malam 
Vatham 8 13.3 
Kapam 9 15.0 
Pitham 30 50.0 
 
7A 
Moothiram  
Neerkury 
Vatham 21 35.0 
Pitha Vatham 17 28.3 
Vatha Pitham 33 55.3 
Kapa pitham 6 10.0 
Kapa Vatham 4 8.7 
   
   
 
8 
Naadi 
   
  
  The Envagai tervugal symptoms of Vigarapitham were stated in the table -6.  
Table-7: Diagnosis of Vigarapitham  by Ezhuvagai udal kattu  : 
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Sl. No 
Type of the 
body 
Category Frequency % 
Mild 17 28.3 
Moderate 19 31.7 1 Saaram 
Severe 24 40.0 
Eye Red 32 53.3 
2 Senneer 
Pallorness 28 46.7 
Mild 16 26.7 
Moderate 27 45.0 4 Oon 
Severe 17 28.3 
Mild 45 75.0 
Moderate 11 18.3 5 Kozhuppu 
Severe 4 6.7 
Mild 15 25.0 
Moderate 34 56.7 6 Enbu 
Severe 11 18.3 
Obese 27 45.0 
Heaviness Eye 11 18.3 
Swell finger 4 6.7 
7 Moolai 
Vision dull 18 30.0 
Not Affected 49 81.7 
8 
Sukilam/ 
Suronitham Affected 11 18.3 
 The Ezhuvagai udal kattu symptoms of Vigarapitham were stated in the 
above table -7. 
 
Diagnosis of Vigarapitham: 
 The Vigarapitham was diagnosed by different methods to predict the 
sensitivity and specificity. The udal kattu was taken as screening test and the 
sensitivity and specificity was confirmed by the Envagai thervugal. 
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Table-8: Comparison of prediction by  Envagai thervu and Seven Udal Kattu. 
Envagai Thervugal Seven Udal 
Kattu Positive Negative Total 
Results 
Positive 19 5 24 
 Negative 24 12 36 
Total 43 17 60 
χ
2
paired =10.939 
df=1 
Sig = P<0.001 
 The above table -8 reveals the following diagnosis. 
1. Sensitivity = 44.2% 
2. Specificity = 70.6% 
3. Positive predictive value = 79.2% 
4. Negative predictive value = 33.3% 
The above analysis reveals that both diagnoses were predicting positive and 
negative of Vigarapitham as 44.2% and 33.3% respectively. The positive predictive 
value of 79.2% was significantly more than negative predictive value 33.3%. Any 
diagnosis, which is predicting positive and negative more or less equal in the 
condition of gold standard. In this analysis gold standard is Envagai Thervugal.  There 
was a possibility of false positive prediction by Seven Udal Kattu.  
Table-9: Comparison of prediction by Envagai thervu and Pa-Pachi:  
Envagai Thervugal 
Pa-Pachi 
Positive Negative Total 
Results 
Positive 15 6 21 
Negative 28 11 39 
Total 43 17 60 
χ
2
paired =14.235 
df=1 
Sig = P<0.001 
The above table -9 reveals the following diagnosis. 
1. Sensitivity = 34.9% 
2. Specificity = 64.7% 
3. Positive predictive value = 71.4% 
4. Negative predictive value = 28.2% 
The above analysis reveals that both diagnoses were predicting positive and 
negative of Vigarapitham as 34.9% and 64.7% respectively. The positive 
predictive value of 71.4% was significantly more than negative predictive value 
28.2%. Any diagnosis, which is predicting positive and negative, must be more or 
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less equal in the condition of gold standard comparison. In this analysis gold 
standard is Envagai Thervugal.  There was a possibility of false positive 
prediction by Pa-Pachi.  
 
Table-10: Comparison of prediction by Ezhu vagai udal Kattu and Pa-Pachi: 
Ezhu vagai udal Kattu 
Pa-Pachi 
Positive Negative Total 
Results 
Positive 7 14 21 
Negative 17 22 39 
Total 24 36 60 
χ
2
paired =0.29 
df=1 
Sig = P>0.05 
The above table -9 reveals the following diagnosis. 
1. Sensitivity = 29.1% 
2. Specificity = 61.1% 
3. Positive predictive value = 33.3% 
4. Negative predictive value = 56.4% 
The above analysis reveals that both diagnoses were predicting positive and 
negative of Vigarapitham as 29.1% and 56.4% respectively. The positive 
predictive value of 33.3% was significantly less than negative predictive value 
56.4%. Any diagnosis, which is predicting positive and negative, must be more or 
less equal in the condition of gold standard comparison. In this analysis gold 
standard is Ezhu vagai udal Kattu..  The two tests predictions of negatives were 
not statistically significant (P>0.05). 
 
Sl.  
No 
Part of the 
body 
Category No % 
Results Description of 
Significance 
Pallarness 24 40.0 
Maa padithal 
tip 
32 53.3 1 Naa 
Pink 4 6.7 
χ
2
=20.800 
df=2          
P<0.001 
The Maa padithal 
(53.3%) is 
significantly 
differed with others 
Vatham 16 26.7 
Pitham 40 66.7 
2 Niram 
Kapam 4 6.7 
χ
2
=33.600 
df=2          
P<0.001 
The Pitham 
(66.7%) is 
significantly 
differed with others 
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High 1 1.7 
Moderate 11 18.3 3 Mozhi 
Low 48 80.3 
χ
2
=61.300 
df=2          
P<0.001 
The Low (80.3%) 
is significantly 
differed with others 
Pitham 52 86.7 
4 Malam 
Vatham 8 13.3 
χ
2
=32.267 
df=1          
P<0.001 
The Pitham 
(86.7%) is 
significantly 
differed with 
vatham 
Mitha Veppam 47 78.3 
5 Sparism 
Veppam 13 21.7 
χ
2
=19.267 
df=1          
P<0.001 
The mitha veppam 
(78.3%) is 
significantly 
differed with 
veppam 
Kapam 9 15.0 
Pitham 30 50.0 
6 
Moothiram  
Neerkury 
Vatham 21 35.0 
χ
2
=11.100 
df=2          
P<0.001 
The Pitham 
(50.0%) is 
significantly 
differed with others 
Vatham,Vatha 
pitham 
23 38.3 
Pitham. Pitha 
vatham 
7 11.7 
Kapam, Kapa 
Vatham 
24 40.0 
6A NeiKury 
Salladai 6 10.0 
χ
2
=19.333 
df=3          
P<0.001 
The Kapam, Kapa 
Vatham (40.0%) is 
significantly 
differed with others 
Pitha Vatham 17 28.3 
Vatha Pitham 33 55.3 
Kapa pitham 6 10.0 
7 Naadi 
Kapa Vatham 4 8.7 
χ
2
=35.33 
df=3          
P<0.001 
The Vatha Pitham 
(55.3%) is 
significantly 
differed with others 
Redness 35 58.3 
8 Vizhi 
Pallareness 25 41.7 
χ
2
=1.667 
df=1         
P>0.05 
The Red and 
pallarness are not 
differed 
significantly 
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Conclusion: 
 The diagnostic capacity of the tests namely Envagai Thervugal vs Ezhu Udal 
Kattugal, the Envagai Thervugal was predicting Vigarapitham 71.7% and Ezhu Udal 
Kattugal was predicting only 40%. Similarly, The Envagai Thervugal vs panchpachi, 
the pancha pachi was predicting 35%. Hence it may safely be concluded that Envagai 
Thervugal may be best test than the other two tests in predicting Vigarapitham. 
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Vatha Pitham 
 
Kabham 
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Salladai kan 
 
Vatha pitham 
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DISCUSSION 
 In this study the author studied  Vigara pitham to analyse the demographic and 
clinical profile of patient in relation to Vigara pitham and performed Envagai 
Thervugal, Ezhu udal kattugal and Iympull iyakka vidhi in Vigara pitham for the 
diagnosis.  
The author had used Chi-square Test to compare the variables. 
In statistical analysis 
In table-1 the author compared the age group as well as etiology of Vigara 
pitham and found that death of a loved one (45%) has the higher incidence. 
 In table-2, the author compared the gender as well as etiology of Vigara 
pitham and found that female  (13.3%) was associated with financial loss and family 
stress has the higher incidence. 
In table- 3, 4 and 5  occupation and marital status does not have any impacts 
on Vigara pitham. 
Interpreatiation of siddha Parameters  
Uyir Thathukkal 
A) Vatham 
Praanan, Abanana, Viyaanan, Samaanan,Udhanan, Koorman and Kirukaranan  was 
affected in almost all the cases.  
 (B) Pitham : 
Anarpitham was affected in 61% of cases 
Ranjagapitham was affected in 38% of cases 
Saathagapitham was affected in 100% of cases  
Alosagapitham was affected in 56% of cases   
C) Kabham 
Avalambagam, Pothagam, Tharpagam, Santhigam were affected in almost all the 
cases. 
In the text book “Noi naadal noi mudal naadal” (Part I)it is stated as the 
pitham is the foremost and primary causes of the disease in Vigara pitham. 
“Nkivlie!npz<!d<<< ]<{lis<S< << << < !
! ! n[gquf<k!hzhq{qg<G!lqjxOb!bis<S< < << < << < < ”!
!
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In this study also it was found that in majority of cases all pitham were 
affected.  
Naa  - Maa padithal    - 53.3% 
Niram  - Maa niram    - 100% 
Mozhi  - Low pitch    - 80.3% 
Vizhi  - Redness    - 58.3% 
Sparisam - Mitha vetpam   - 78.3% 
Naadi  - Vatha pitham   - 55.3% 
Malam  - Pitham     - 86.7% 
Neikuri - Kabham / Kabha vatham  - 40.0% 
Signs and symptoms which was narrated in the standared “Sathaga 
Naadi Nool” poems – (Vatha pitham) “ohiVtie!uikk<kqz<!hqk<kR<!< < < << < < << < < <
Osi<f<K< << << < ”!is more less same as the signs and symptoms of the study subject. 
And the “Vatha pitham” Naadi also found in most the study subjects. 
In Ezhu Udal  Thathukkal 
 Most of the udal thathukkal except Sukkilam or Suronitham was affected 
about 60% of cases.   
In Iympull iyakka vidhi    
Out of 60 cases majority were 56.6% Vatham, Pitham 18.3% and 
kabham 25% were affected. 
Out of 60 cases Moolatharam 13.3% , Swathitaanam 11.6%, 
Manipooragam 21%, Anagatham 18.3%, Vishuthi 11.6%, Aakinai 18.3% were 
affected. 
 After studying the siddha diagnostic parameters (Neikuri) the spreading nature 
of oil quickly and slowly has equal incidance. So it is useful easy to diagnose the 
Vigara pitham by these diagnostic methods with higher predictive values.  
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NOI KANNIPU VIVATHAM 
ghiz!hqk<kl<< << << <!
! ds<sqbqz<!gif<kZ{<mi!olitquqpq!lbr<gqg<gi[!
! lqs<jsOsi<!fiUl<!uiBr<!gsf<kqM!lqcg<GR<ose<eq!
! ns<slib<k<!KbqZl<!Ohikqz<!fqk<kqjv!uivikiGr<!
! gs<sqt!&jzbib<s<!osie<Oee<!ghizhqk<!kf<kioee<Oe!!
!
ohiVt<<<<!
! kjzBs<sqbqz<!wiqs<sZ{<miGl<!uqpqgt<!lbr<Gl</!!fig<G!uib<!Lkzie!
-mr<gt<!gsg<Gl</!!kjzuzq!Wx<hMl</!hMk<kiz<!K~g<gl<!uiviK/!!-ju!ghiz!
hqk<kg<!Gxqgt</!
!
-vk<k!hqk<kl<< < << < << < <!
! uib<f<kOkiI!uiIk<jkkh<h!useqg<G!lvOlOhiz!
! Oub<f<kqMR<!siQvle<e!lqxr<Gu!kiqOkbiGf<!
! Okib<f<kqMl<!Hk<kqbQef<!Okie<xqMr<!gi{<!K~r<giK!
! gif<kqM!lqvk<khqk<k!lqKoueg<!gVKuQOv/!
!
ohiVt<<<<!
! uiIk<jkgjtk<!kh<hig!ds<siqh<hie</!!siQvl<!lvl<!OhiziGl</!!Ngivl<!
dm<osz<ziK/!!Hk<kq!kMliXl</!!K~g<gl<!uiviK/!!dmzqz<!wiqs<sZ{<miGl</!
-jugTl<!-vk<khqk<kg<!GxqgtiGl</!
! ! ! ! ! ! ke<uf<kqiq!juk<kqbl<!< < < << < < << < < < .I 
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SUMMARY 
 
 By using siddha diagnostic parameters and tools the Vigara pitham study 
subjects were studied in detail. 
 In this study Literary sayings and the study findings comes closer in all 
aspects. 
 The study results and the literature quoets were interpreted theoretically, 
scientifically and logically. 
 By this study the author has documented the siddha diagnostic technique and 
its values and interpreted with the Ancient texts. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
            The disease VIGARA PITHAM is characterized by Sleeplessness,Bitter 
taste,No desire to speak,Redness of the eye,Pallorness,Mood swings,Dizziness,Hyper 
salivation, Poor appetite and vomiting. 
 
  Death of a loved one  and finance loss is the etiological factor in most of the 
cases. VIGARA PITHAM can be diagnosed via clinical history and 
clinicalsymptoms. 
 
    The study on VIGARA PITHAM was done in this dissertation, which gives 
importance to the changes in Udal thathukkal, Uyir thathukkal etc.  The changes in 
Udal thathukkal Uyir thathkkal were assessed by Siddha Parameters like Ennvagai 
Thervugal, Poriyal therdhal, Pulanal therdhal,Thegyin Ilakkanam and Iympull iyakka 
vidhi. 
 
The Conclusion of this study was made from the following datas. 
 
 Female patients are predominantly affected 
 The age group between 20 to 29 years are mostly affected 
 Maximum numbers of cases were from Neithal nilam 
 The signs and symptoms in all cases were predicted as in Yugi vaithiya 
chinthamani . 
 Among Dhasa Vayukkal Pranan,Abaanan, Udhaanan, Viyaanan, 
Samaanan,Koorman and 
 Kirukaran  were affected in all cases. 
 Anarpitham, Ranjagapitham, Sathagapitham, Aalosagapitham were affected in 
all cases. 
 Majority of cases belong to Pitha Niram, (Brown Colour). 
 Low pitched tone was noted in most of the cases. 
 Pulse Reading in many cases denotes Vatha Pitha Naadi.Pitha vatha Naadi. 130 
 In most of the cases, Sparisam noted were Mitha veppam. 
 Sleeplessness present in 100% of the cases. 
 Mood Swings was noted in majority of cases. 
 Pitha Neer were noted in majority of cases. 
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 In this study almost 28.3% of the cases belongs to Vatha  thegi, 71% belongs 
to Pitha thegi.  
 In the Iympull iyakka vidhi,in Mukkutram  almost Vatham 56.6% affected,in 
Aatharam almost   Manipooragam affected. 
 Out of 70 patients, 60 patients have VIGARA PITHAM, Others donot have 
such symptoms. 
 Vigara Pitham symptoms can be correlated with depression symptoms 
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LINE OF TREATMENT 
Maruthuvam (Treatment)  
  “juk<kqbs<!osbz<!juk<kqbliOl< < < << < < << < < < !
! hzuiX!liXkzjmf<K!ogMg<gqe<x!dmjz!fqjzg<Gl<< < < < << < < < << < < < <!
! liXkz<!n[g[l<!yOv!ke<jlbig< < << < << < < !
! osb<Kl<!nkeizR<!osbqzg<!Gjxuqe<xq< < < < << < < < << < < < < !
! fmg<gs<osb<uK!kKOui!nKOu!juk<kqbl<< < < < << < < < << < < < <”!
! ! ! ! ! ! .!kqV&zi<<<<!
  So the Siddha treatment is not only for removal of disease, but for the 
prevention and improving the body condition. This is said as follows  
1. Kaappu (Prevention)  
2. Neekkam (Treatment)  
3. Niraivu (Restoration)  
  Siddha system has unequivocally stated that even during the time of 
conception, some defects creep into the fertilized embryo.  
  The defects form the basis for the manifestation of certain constitutional 
diseases later on during the existence of the individual.  
  The disease for which no known cause is given are designated as diseases of 
idiopathic origin or hereditary disorders. In siddha system such diseases are described 
as Karma noikal.  
 
1.Kaappu (Prevention)  
  To prevent karma (idiopathic or hereditary diseases) the Siddha science has 
advocated preventive measures to be taken into consideration even while arranging 
for marital alliances the object of which is to be get healthy pregnancy to build a 
robust and healthy nation. The rules affecting healthy alliances have been elaborately 
described in the science of Astrology. They married on the basis of physical, 
emotional, intellectual and social compatibility.  
 
2. Neekkam (Treatment)  
   The Three Uyir Thathus which are responsible for organization, regularization 
and integration of the bodily structures and their physiological functions are always 
kept in a state of equilibrium by word, thought, deed and food of the 76  individual. 
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The general aetiological factors for constitutional discomfort is said to be 
incompatible diet , mental and physical activities.  
When treating for removal of the diseases,the following principles must be noted.  
 “Ofib<fic!Ofib<Lkz<!fic!nK!k{qg<Gl<!!
! uib<fic!uib<h<hs<!osbz<”!
! ! ! ! .!kqVg<Gxt<!
 
  So it is essential to know the disease and the cause for the onset of the disease, 
before treating the patient so also to the nature of the patient , the severity of illness , 
the season and time of the occurrence of the diseases must be observed.  
 
CLINICAL MANAGEMENT FOR DIFFERENT STAGES OF DISEASE 
CONDITION  
 NORMALIZATION OF ALTERED UYIRTHATHUKAL  
 INTERNAL MEDICINES  
 EXTERNAL MEDICINES  
 ASANAS  
 DIET  
NORMALIZATION OF ALTERED UYIRTHATHUKAL  
1. Vamana maruthuvam(purgation)  
“ulek<kiz<!hqk<kl<!kiPl<”!
2. Ennai kuliyal(oil bath)  
3. Internal medicines  
Noikkana chooranam, parpam, chendooram, kudineer, leghiyam..  
4. External medicines  
Pattru  
Otradam  
Vedhu  
Thokkanam  
.Pugai  
Nasiyam  
5. Aasanams  
6. Diet  
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PREVENTIVE ASPECTS TO AVOID  PITHAM  DISEASES 
 Have to take regular oil both once in 4 days  
 Have to take plenty of water and buttermilk  
 Have to take lot of leafy vegetables, fibre content vegetable and fruit  
 Have to take sits bath regularly  
 Don‘t use too much of spices, tamarind.  
 
3. Niraivu (Restoration)  
  Patients needs good discussion and motivation and persuation to accept the 
eventuality of Neuritis and prepare for a lifestyle that provides optimization of 
metabolic status. In suitable effective medicinal preparations have to be administered 
in the beginning itself to neutralize and eliminate this disease.  
  Siddhars aimed at bringing the three doshas in equilibrium in the treatment of 
disease. Towards this end we treat with herbs and mineral preparations are used, 
while treating the Pitham level in the body. Siddhars prescribed a minimum dosage 
initially and then increased the dose gradually.  
  There are thousand preparations for Pitham and for its complications found in 
various Siddha text books Kudineer, Chooranams, Ilahams, Parpam and Chenduram.  
Siddha system lays a great importance on the observation of rules regarding diet in 
everyday life because the Siddha system has rightly realized , that the basic factor of 
the body is food. That is Annamayakosam is the first among the five kosams 
constituting our physical and mental existence. To prevent the occurrence of the 
disease, elaborate inference regarding food item in our daily diet is given in the 
textbook of Siddha,  
“lVf<oke!Ou{<miuil<!big<jgg<!
gVf<kqbkx<xK!Ohix<xq!B{<{qe<”!
! ! ! ! .!kqVg<Gxt<!
“kQbtU!ne<xq!okiqbie<!ohiqKe<eqe<!!
OfibtU!-e<xqh<!hMl<!
. kqVg<Gxt<!
!
liXhicz<zik!U{<c!lXk<!K{<{qe<!
DXhic!!z<jzB!bqi<g<G!
! ! ! ! .!kqVg<Gxt<!
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Generally when a medicine is administrated Siddha physician prescribes diet regimen 
according to the nature of the medicine and severity of the 78 disease. As over intake 
or consuming unbalanced and incompatible diet is considered to be the prime 
causative factor for upsetting the Thirithosha balance leading to the manifestations of 
various ailments. Regarding diet regimen in Pitham there is special instructions found 
in Pathartha guna sinthamani and other books.  
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DIETARY REGIMEN 
hqk<kh<!hq{qjb!fQg<Gl<!ohiVt<gt<< < Q < < < << < Q < < < << < Q < < < <!
“ogil<lm<c!uijph<!he<er<!
! ! ogiTk<kqb!giqb!OeiOm!
uql<lqb!k{<{QI!uqm<mie<!
OuovEr<!gqpr<G!sif<kR<!
osl<jlOsi<!ofz<zq!lt<tq!
OsVlql<!lVf<okz<!ziOl!
gl<lqb!hqk<kk<!kqx<Gg<!
gizoee<!OxiK!uiOv”/!
! ! ! .!hkiIk<k!G{!sqf<kil{q!
we<hkeiz<!ogil<lm<c?!uijp?!k{<{QIuqm<mie<!gqpr<G?!ofz<zq!
Lt<tq!Ohie<xju!hqk<kk<jk!k{qg<Gl</!
“sl<Hfi!uz<hQk<!kiVs<!
! sVlLl<!Lk<kg<!giSR<!
osl<hVk<!!kqBR<os!pqk<k!
! okr<gqtl<!H,Ul<!ge<ez<!
nl<hbk<!kikq!OeiOm!
! nkEX!ujtbl<!ofb<kz<!
oul<hqb!sQjzs<!sil<hz<!
! out<jth<H,!sqeqg<gi!obe<Oe”!
! ! ! .!hkiIk<k!G{!sqf<kil{q!
we<hkeiz<!sl<Hfiuz<?!Lk<kg<!giS?!osl<hVk<kq?!oke<el<!H,?!ofb<kz<!
gqpr<G?!sil<hz<!H,sq{q<g<gib<!Ohie<xju!hqk<kk<jk!k{qg<Gl</!
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hqk<k!dmzqei<g<Gg<!gxq!ujg< < < << < < << < < < !
! “out<tiq!-v{<M!higz<!uqiqHmz<!hQIg<Gs<!sql<jh!
! Lt<tqH,!sqeqgk<!kiiq!LVr<jgli!gtu!vl<jh!
wt<tqzqg<!gib<gt<!ut<tq!=Vtq!gkzqh<!H,k{<!
mt<tqB{<!N{R<osb<ui<!nVl<hqk<k!Okgi<g<!oge<Ox”/!
. hkiIk<k!G{!sqf<kil{q!
we<hkeiz<!out<tiq?!higz<?!Hmz<!hQIg<G?!LVr<jg?!ut<tiqg<gib<!Ohie<xju!
hqk<kk<jk!k{qg<Gl</!
hqk<k!dmzqei<g<Gg<!gQjv!ujg!
! “Htqbijv!Ogiju!LVr<jg!usjzfx<!ohie<LSm<jm!
! lqtgh<jh!Obiiqkp<k<!kiljv!hijz!outqL!Sg<jg!
! uti<K~!K{R<Sjv!uz<zijv!sqz<zq!l{k<kg<!gitqk<!
! ktqiqtr<!gQjvgt<!hqk<k!Okgqgt<!kiL{<!hiOv”/!
! ! ! ! .!hkii<k<k!G{!sqf<kil{q!
! we<hkeiz<!Htqbijv?!Ogiju?!LVr<jg?!usjz?!ohie<LSm<jm?!
Yiqkp<k<!kiljv?!hijz!LSLSg<jg?!K~KtjtgQjv?!uz<zijv?!l{k<kg<gitq!
Ohie<xju!hqk<kk<jk!k{qg<Gl</!
! “H,olib<kqVg<G!LVr<jgbqjzh<!H,Ul<!hqR<Sl<!Hmzr<gib<!
! kQjlbz<z!LSm<muqjz!sqxf<k!gi{qk<!K~Kujtk<!!
! kiOlbqkjek<kie<!%m<M!kh<hi!okipqBl<!hqvOlgl<!
! filil<!uqbikq!nmr<gTg<G!fuqe<xgxq!gtqKuiOl”/!
! ! ! ! ! .!ngk<kqbi<!NBt<!Oukl<!
! we<hkeiz<!LVr<jg!H,?!Hmzr<gib<?!LSm<jmbqjz?!ohie<eigi{q?!
K~Kujt!Ohie<xju!hqk<kk<jk!k{qg<Gl</!
hqk<k!dmzqei<g<G!vs!ujg!
! “ogik<K!usjz!ogicusjz!fz<zgk<kq!
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! kk<K!Hez<!uPg<jg!jkOujt!–!ofb<k<kivs<!
! sigr<!gjtbuqk<Ks<!siXjuk<K{<!hiIhqk<k!
! Okgr<!gjtBjmbiI!OkI.” 
    - hkiIk<k!G{!sqf<kil{q!
we<hkeiz<!usjzgQjv?!ogicusjzgQjv?!ngk<kqgQjv?!jkOujt!Ohie<xju!
hqk<kk<jk!k{qg<Gl</!
hqk<k!dmzqei<g<G!ux<xz<!ujg!
! “Sk<kLt<tq!Ohb<h<Hmz<!K~K{r<gi{<!S{<jmr<!
! gk<kiq!hbx<jxl{k<!kg<gitq!–!fqk<kLX!
! gR<sl<uz<!zijvbqju!gib<k<kfXr<!gib<ux<xz<!
! uqR<Shqk<k!Oksqgm<gil<!uqt</”!
! ! ! ! .!hkiIk<k!G{!sqf<kil{q!
! we<hkeiz<!Ohb<h<Hmz<?!K~Ktr<gib<?!S{<jm?!gk<kiq?!l{k<kg<gitq?!
uz<zijv!Ohie<xju!hqk<kk<jk!k{qg<Gl</!
hqk<k!dmzqei<g<G!DXgib<!ujg!
! “hs<js!lqtgqR<sq!K~Ktr<!gib<Lh<!hzfvk<kr<!
! gs<js!klvk<kl<!He<je!umr<ghqk<!kl<lqzli!
! ogis<jsbq!tl<hqR<S!ligitqg<!gf<kr<!ogiTR<sqobZ!
! lqs<jsBh<!H,xqb!gib<hqk<k!Okgi<g<G!lqg<G!fe<Ox”/!
. hkiIk<k!G{!sqf<kil{q!
we<hkeiz<!lqtG?!-R<sq?!K~Ktr<gib<?!klvk<kr<gib<!hqR<S?!He<je?!ligitqg<!
gqpr<G?!wZlqs<js!H,!Ohie<xju!hqk<kk<jk!k{qg<Gl</!
ADVICE 
• Not tobe take alcohol, coconut, mutton, seafoods and corrosive substances. 
• Advanced to avoid smoking 
• Butter milk, ice cream, lemon juice, cool drinks should be avoided. 
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• Adviced to use tender vegitables of kaththari, murungai, vendai, peerku, 
pudal. 
• Avoid spisy foods, coffee and tea. 
• Green vegetables, egg white, nellikkai should be include infood 
• Double boiled rice should be added. 
Osi<g<g!Ou{<cb!d{Ugt<!
• gk<kiq!hqR<S!
• sQvgl<!
• nujv!hqR<S!
• wtqkqz<!osiqg<Gl<!$h<H!ujggt<!
Osi<g<g!%mik!d{Ugt<!
• Htq!
• OkfQI!
• Hjgbqjz!
• lK!
YOGA THERAPY 
 Yoga is one of the most extraordinary spiritual sciences that mankind has ever 
discovered.  It is like a gem of great proportions, containing many facets whose light 
canillumine the whole of our lives with great meaning. 
 Yoga methods cover the entire field of our existence from the physical, 
sensory, emotional, mental and spiritual to the highest self realization. 
 Yogaasana is a kind of yogic exercise.  There are innumerable type os 
Aasanas.   
According to Thirumoolar, 
 “-bl!eqblOl!w{<{qzi!Nkel<!
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! fbLX!hqvi{bill<!hqvk<bigiv!
! sblqg!kivj{!kqbie!slikq!
! nbLXl<!nm<mir<g!liuK!liOl”!
! ! ! ! .!kqV&zi<!
 Padmaasanam!
 Siddhasanam!
 Vajrasanam!
 Chakkaraasanam!
 Pachimothaasanam!
 Pujangaasanam!
 Sarvaangaasanam!
 Dhanurasana!
All these Asanas should be practiced the patients daily and regularly which can be 
follow and valuable the results to kind of them. 
!
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GOVT. SIDDHA MEDICAL COLLEGE AND HOSPITAL , 
PALAYAMKOTTAI. 
DEPARTMENT OF PG NOI NAADAL 
 
A CLINICAL STUDY ON STANDARDIZATION OF SIDDHA 
DIAGNOSTIC METHODOLOGY, LINE OF TREATMENT AND 
DIETARY REGIMEN  FOR                                                                              
VIGARA PITHAM(DEPRESSION) 
 
FORM I 
 
 SCREENING AND SELECTION PROFORMA 
 
 
       
1. O.P.No   ________      2.  I.P No ________   3.  Bed No: ________  
 
4. S.No: ________    
 
5. Name: ______________6. Age (years):     
 
 7. Gender: M         F  
 
8. Occupation: ____________________   
 
9. Income: ____________________ 
 
10. Address:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
11. Contact No:  ____________________________ 
 
 
12. E-mail          : ____________________________ 
 
____________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________ 
 
____________________________________________ 
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CRITERIA FOR INCLUSION: 
      YES               NO 
1. Age: 18 to 65 years 
2. Sex: Male & female 
                  MAJOR SYMPTOMS 
  
YES  NO   DURATION 
SLEEPLESSNESS 
 
   
POOR APETITE 
   
BITTER TASTE 
   
NO DESIRE TO TALK 
   
REDNESS OF THE EYE 
   
PALLORNESS 
   
HYPER SALIVATION 
   
DIZZINESS 
   
MOOD SWINGS 
   
VOMITTING 
   
                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
 
CRITERIA FOR EXCLUSION 
 
                        DISEASES  YES   NO   DURATION 
EPILEPSY 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ORGANIC PSYCHOSIS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ALCOHOLIC  DEPENDANCE  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CANNABIS ADDICTION 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Date           Signature  
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GOVT SIDDHA MEDICAL COLLEGE AND HOSPITAL , 
PALAYAMKOTTAI. 
DEPARTMENT OF PG NOI NAADAL 
A CLINICAL STUDY ON STANDARDIZATION OF SIDDHA 
DIAGNOSTIC METHODOLOGY, LINE OF TREATMENT AND 
DIETARY REGIMEN  FOR                                                                              
VIGARA PITHAM(DEPRESSION) 
 
     FORM I-A 
 HISTORY PROFORMA 
 
 
1. SI.No of the case:   ________________ 1a.Register No: 
 
2. Name: ___________________________  
 
3. Height: ______ cms Weight: ______ Kg 
 
4. Age (years): _________      DOB 
                                   D   D       M  M       Y    E  A  R 
5. Birth Time : _________________ 
 
6. Zodiac Sign : _________________ 
 
7. Birth Star : ___________________ 
 
8. Moon  
 
   a) Crescent Moon             b) Waning Moon        
 
    c) Full Moon              d) New Moon  
 
9. Patchi : ________________ 
 
10. Educational Status: 
 
    1) Illiterate        2) Literate     3) Student         
 
    4)  Graduate/ Post graduate  
 
11. Nature of work: 
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           1) Sedentary work 
 
 2) Field work with physical labour 
  
 3) Field work Executive 
 
            
12.Complaints and Duration:  
 
    
  
 
 
 
 
13.  History of present illness: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
14. History of Past illness: 
                                         1. Yes                       2.No 
a. Diabetes Mellitus   
 
b. Hypertension  
  
c. Auto immune Disease 
 
d. Allergy 
 
 
15.Habits:  
                                                             1. Yes                                 2.  No  
Smoking 
 
 
 
(A.cigarette/B.BeediNo. of packets/day)          __________________ 
  
Alcohol    (Occasional/Regular/day)     
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Drug Addiction  
 
Betel nut chewer:                                     
 
Tea  (No. of times/day)      
 
Coffee (No. of times/day)      
 
Milk  
 
Type of diet             V             NV        M 
 
16. Personal history: 
 
Marital status: Married              Unmarried 
 
Consanguineous Marriage:  Yes    No  
  
 
 
No. of children: Male: _____ Female: _____   
 
17. Family history:                                   Yes             No 
 
        
  
History of similar symptoms    
 
Father   
 
Mother 
 
Others                                     ________________ 
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18. GENERAL  ETIOLOGY FOR‘VIGARA PITHAM’ 
                                                                         Yes   No 
 
1. Death or a  Loss of a Loved one 
 
2. Chronic intake of certain Medications 
 
3. Suffering from serious Illnesses 
 
4. Affected by sexual or emotional Abuse 
  
5. Sleep Deprivation 
 
6. Smoking                                                                                                                 
7.  Poor   Sibling   Relationships                                                                                                                                                               
8. Other  personal  problems                                                                                                                                                        
9. Hypothroidism                                                                                                                                                                    
 
19. CLINICAL SYMPTOMS OF ‘VIGARA PITHAM’ 
 
                                                                               Present         Absent       
 
1. Sleeplessness 
2. Loss of Appetite 
3. Giddiness 
4. Nausea 
5. Loss of Energy  
6. Loss of Courage 
7. Body pain 
8. Loneliness  
9. Excessive salivation                                                                                                 
10. Loss of weight  
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GOVT. SIDDHA MEDICAL COLLEGE AND HOSPITAL , 
PALAYAMKOTTAI. 
DEPARTMENT OF PG NOI NAADAL 
A CLINICAL STUDY ON STANDARDIZATION OF SIDDHA 
DIAGNOSTIC METHODOLOGY, LINE OF TREATMENT AND 
DIETARY REGIMEN  FOR                                                                              
VIGARA PITHAM(DEPRESSION) 
 
FORM II 
CLINICAL ASSESSMENT 
 
1. Serial No: _______       1a.Register No:  
 
 
2. Name: ________________ 
 
     
3. Date of birth:  
          D  D    M  M      Y   E  A  R 
 
4. Age:   _______ years  
 
5. Date:  ___________ 
 
 
GENERAL EXAMINATION: 
 
1. Height: ________ cms.   
 
2. Weight: ________ kg.   
 
3. BMI ______ (Weight Kg/ Height m2) 
 
4. Temperature: ________ °F.       
 
5. Pulse rate: _________/min. 
 
6. Heart rate: ________/min 
7. Respiratory rate:________/ min 
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8. Blood pressure:   ________mmHg 
  
9. Pallor:   Present          Absent            ___________ 
 
10. Cyanosis : Present  Absent  ___________ 
11. Clubbing : Present  Absent  ___________ 
12. Pedal edema : Present  Absent  ___________ 
13. Jugular vein pulsation : Present  Absent  ___________ 
14. Lymphadenopathy : Present  Absent  ___________ 
          
VITAL ORGANS EXAMINATION 
 Palpable      Not- Palpable 
 
1. Stomach                                         _________________ 
 
2. Liver                                               _________________ 
 
3. Spleen                                             _________________ 
 
4. Kidney                                            _________________ 
 
                                        Normal   Affected 
 
5. Heart                                               _________________ 
 
6. Lungs                                              _________________ 
 
7. Brain                                              _________________ 
    
SYSTEMIC EXAMINATION: 
1. Gastrointestinal System  ________________________ 
 
2. Respiratory System                    ________________________ 
         
 3. Cardio Vascular System           ________________________ 
   
 4. Central Nervous System          ________________________ 
                                                                                                                                                                                               
5. Uro Genital  system    ________________________ 
 
  6. Endocrine System:          ________________________ 
 
[1] ENNVAGAI THERVU [EIGHT-FOLD EXAMINATION] 
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I. NAADI (KAI KURI) (RADIAL PULSE READING) 
(a)  NaadiNithanam (Pulse Appraisal) 
1.Kaalam (Pulse reading season)      
                        1. Kaarkaalam                   2.Koothirkaalam 
                           (Rainy season)                  (Autumn) 
 
                        3. Munpanikaalam             4.Pinpanikaalam 
                           (Early winter)                  (Late winter) 
 
                     5. Ilavenirkaalam                  6.Muthuvenirkaalam  
                         (Early summer)                  (Late summer)        
 
 
  2. Desam (Climate of the patient’s habitat) 
 
                                    1. Kulir                         2. Veppam 
                                   (Temperate)                       (Hot) 
 
 
3. Vayathu (Age)    1. 1-33yrs                 2.34-66yrs               3. 67-100 
 
 
4. UdalVanmai (General body condition) 
 
       1. Iyyalbu                   2. Valivu             3. Melivu 
 
5. NaadiyinVanmai (Expansile Nature)      
 
                                          1. Vanmai            2.Menmai  
 
6. Panbu (Habit) 
 
1. Thannadai                 2. Munnokku              3.Pinnokku 
  (Playing in)                 (Advancing)                 (Flinching) 
 
4. Pakkamnokku           5.Puranadai                  6.Illaitthal 
   (Swerving)                (Playing out)                   (Feeble)  
  7. Kathithal                   8.Kuthithal                 9. Thullal 
(Swelling)                       (Jumping)                     (Frisking) 
 
10. Azhunthal                11. Padutthal     12.Kalatthal 
    (Drowning)                     (Lying)                    (Blending)  
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13. Suzhalal 
   (Revolving) 
(b) Naadinadai (Pulse Play) 
 
        1. Vali                           2. Vali Azhal        3. Vali Iyyam  
 
        4. Azhal                        5. Azhal Vali         6. Azhal Iyyami 
 
        7. Iyyam                       8. Iyya vali         9. Iyya Azhal 
       10.Mukkutram   
II.NAA (TONGUE) 
1. MaaPadithal    Present                   Absent 
                             Normal                 Abnormal      
       A) Pattern of MaaPadithal         Uniform               Patchy  
       B) Colour  of  MaaPadithal       _____________           
2. NaavinNiram      1.Karuppu      2.Manjal           3. Velluppu        ____ 
    (Colour)                 (Dark)               (Yellow)           (Pale) 
                                    
3. Suvai  (Taste sensation)         
      Thani suvai   1. Kaippu        2.Pulippu            3. Inippu 
                                (Bitter)              (Sour)                  (Sweet) 
      Thontha  suvai  4. Uppu          5. Kaarppu             6. Thuvarppu 
                                  (Salt)              (Tingent)                 (Astringent) 
 
4. Vedippu      1. Present               2. Absent              
    (Fissure)        
                                       
5. Vaineerooral 1.Normal             2.Increased            3.Reduced 
(Salivation)    
 
 Colour : Normal (Colouress)            Abnormal              ____________ 
 
6.Deviation    1. Present         2.Absent              _____________  
7. Pigmentation 1.Present           2. Absent                             
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                            Dot                   Patchy                 _____________ 
Area of Pigmentation   
        Tip            Sides            Root               Whole 
 
III.NIRAM (COLOUR and COMPLEXION OF SKIN)    
1.IyalbanaNiram 
 (Physiological) 
 
 
1. Karuppu            2.Manjal              3.Velluppu            ____________ 
      (Dark)               (Yellowish)               (Fair) 
 
 
 
2. Nirammaatram   1.Present            2.Absent               
    (Pathological)            
                      
                              Localised              Generalised 
 
 
 
Colour : Black _____ Brown _____ White_____ Red ____ Orange ____ 
 
IV. MOZHI (VOICE) 
1. Sama oli                      2. Urattha oli              3. Thazhantha oli 
(Medium pitched)            (High pitched)                 (Low pitched) 
 
4.Sound from lungs                  (Sound is produced by the lungs when the   
                                                patient is silent ) 
( Wheezing )  
 
 
V. VIZHI (EYES) 
1. Niram                                   R                                               L 
 a.Venvizhi               Normal       AbNormal            Normal       AbNormal   
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                                                       1. Manjal                             1. Manjal             
                                                         
    2.Sivappu                           2.Sivappu 
   
                                                       3.Velluppu                          3.Velluppu 
 
                                                      4.Pazhupu                            4.Pazhupu  
   
                                                      5. Karuppu                           5. Karuppu 
    
  Red Lines                                       Present                              Absent  
      b) Keel Imai Neeki Paarthal  
           1. Sivapu                           2. Velluppu       _   ___________ 
              (Red)                                  (Pale) 
2. Neerthuvam  1.Normal           2. Increased               3. Reduced 
    (Moisture) 
3. Erichchal      1.Present           2. Absent 
     (Burning sensation) 
4. Peelaiseruthal         1.Present       2. Absent  
   (Mucus excrements) 
5.Change in vision       1.Present      2. Absent              ___________ 
6.Protrusion of eye ball 1.Present     2. Absent              ___________ 
7.Any other eye disease _______________ 
VI. MEI KURI (PHYSICAL SIGNS) 
 
INSPECTION  
 
1.Swelling                    1.Present           2. Absent 
 
2.Any Colour Change 1.Present           2. Absent 
 
3. Viyarvai                   1. Normal  2. Increased         3. Reduced 
     (Sweat)  
                                       Place __________   
PALPATION  
1.Thanmai        1.Veppam           2.Mitha Veppam          3.Thatpam  
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                         (Warmth)                  (Mild)                        (Cold) 
2. Thoduvali    1.Present  2. Absent 
(Tenderness) 
                                        
3. Padhikapattaidathil Unarvu     1.Normal       2.   Abnormal                
    (Sensation)    
        1.Erichal                    2.Arippu                    3.Unarchiinmai 
  (Burning Sensation)         (Itching)                     (Loss of sensation) 
 
 
VII. MALAM (STOOLS) 
1. Ennikai (No Of Times Passed )   -       / Day  
 
2. Alavu             a) Normal b) Increased   c) Decreased  
   (Quantity)          
 
3. Niram 1. Karuppu                      2.Manjal 
   (Color)                         (Black)                             (Yellowish) 
 
 3. Sivappu                      4. Velluppu 
   (Reddish)                             (Pale) 
4.Nature of  stools 
       Bulky         Leaned               watery                                 
5. Sikkal   /Solid               1. Present             2. Absent  
   (Constipation) 
 
6. Sirutthal                        1. Present              2. Absent  
    (Poorly formed stools) 
 
7. Kalichchal 
   1. Loose watery stools   1. Present   2. Absent  
   2.Contents of stool  
      1. Digested food             1. Present    2. Absent  
      2. Seetham                     1. Present             2. Absent 
        (Watery and mucoid excrements) 
 
        Colour of Seetham       1.Venmai             2.Manjal 
 
8. Thanmai  1.Normal  (Mitham)         2. Vemmai           3.Seetham               
 
9. Stool passing with  a) Mucous   1. Present    2. Absent 
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                                      b) Blood   1. Present             2. Absent 
 
10. History of habitual                   1. Present         2. Absent 
          Constipation 
 
VIII. MOOTHIRAM (URINE) 
(a) NEER KURI (PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS) 
 
1. Niram (colour)          Normal( Straw colour)  Yellow   
 
      Milky white                              Red                         
 
 
2. Manam (odour)                  Yes           No 
 
Ammonical     :  
Fruity                                        : 
Blood Odour                              : 
Pus                                : 
 
Others            :_________________ 
3. Edai: 100ml ____ gm   
 
a). Specific gravity 
  
Normal      Increased          _______    Reduced  
4. Alavu (volume)              Yes  No 
   
Normal (1.2-1.5 lt/day)   : 
 
Polyuria (>2lt/day)   : 
 
Oliguria (<500ml/day)   : 
 
Anuria     :   
 
 
5. Nurai (froth)    :  Yes          No 
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If froth present, colour of the froth   :  ____________ 
 
6.Enjal (deposits)                            :    Present          Absent 
 
   Clear 
 
   Cloudy 
 
b) NEI KURI (oil spreading sign) 
                     1. Aravam (V)       2. Mothiram (P) 
                       (Serpentine fashion)                                (Ring) 
                    3. Muthu (K)      4. AravilMothiram(VP) 
                      (Pearl beaded appear)                    (Ring fashion in  serpentine)                                  
                   5. AravilMuthu (VK)    6.MothirathilMuthu (PK) 
Diagram     (Pearl fashion in serpentine)             (Pearl fashion in ring ) 
                7. MothirathilAravam(PV)              8.MuthilAravam(KV) 
                  (Serpentine fashion in ring)               (Serpentine fashion in pearl) 
                9. MuthilMothiram(KP)                     10.Asathiyam 
                 ( Ring fashion in pearl)                          (Incurable) 
                11. Mellenaparaval 
                    (Slow spreading) 
                12.others:_________________ 
 
 
[2]. IYMPORIGAL /IYMPULANGAL (Penta sensors and its modalities)     
                                      1. Normal        2. Affected 
  
1.  Mei (skin)      __________________ 
   
2.  Vaai (Tongue)                       __________________ 
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3.  Kann (Eye)      __________________ 
   
4.  Mookku(Nose)      __________________ 
  
 5.  Sevi (Ear)            __________________  
 
 
[3]. KANMENTHIRIYANGAL /KANMAVIDAYANGAL  
 
 (Motor machinery and its execution) 
 
           1. Normal        2. Affected 
 
1. Kai (Hand)      __________________ 
 
 
2. Kaal (Leg)                 __________________ 
 
 
3. Vaai (Mouth)      __________________ 
  
 
4. Eruvai(Anal canal)     __________________ 
 
5. Karuvaai (Birth canal)     __________________  
  
[4]. YAKKAI (SOMATIC TYPES) 
 
Characters Vatha 
Constitution 
 Pitha 
Constitution 
 Kaba 
Constitution 
 
Built and 
appearance  
Lean and lanky, 
lengthy built  
 Moderate built   Short,  uniform 
thickness, broad built. 
 
Skin - colour & 
Complexion 
Dark and light 
admixed complexion. 
Dry skin 
 Red and Yellow. 
Wrinckles  and shiny  
 Yellowish White. 
Fleshy, flappy and 
shiny  
 
Bones and 
Joints 
Cracking sound of 
joints on walking with 
prominent joints 
 Thin covering of 
bones and joints by 
soft tissue 
 Plumpy joints and 
limbs 
 
Hair and 
Eyelashes 
Split hair and dark 
eyelashes 
 Sparse hair with 
graying  
 Dark and Dense hair 
 
Appearance of 
Eyes 
Lengthy Eyes  Easily suffusing eyes 
due to heat and 
alcohol 
 Sparkling eyes 
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Vision Long sight  Short sight  Clear sight 
 
 
Voice Clear and high pitched 
voice 
 Clear and medium 
pitched Voice 
 Husky and unclear. 
Low pitched voice 
 
Tongue Lengthy, sharp ended 
tongue with black 
patches 
 Medium and yellow 
or red coloured 
 Blunt, thick tongue 
with white coated 
 
Appetite Scant appetite for cold 
food items 
 Increased appetite and 
intolerance to hunger, 
thirst , heat 
 Less appetite and 
tolerant to hunger, 
thirst, heat 
 
Taste  Desire for pungent, 
salt, sweet, heat  
 Desire for bitter, 
sweet, astringent  
 Desire for sour, 
bitter, astringent 
 
Sleep Sleeping with half 
closed eyes  
 Medium sleep  Deep sleep 
 
Dreams Flying dreams around 
the hills, sky.  Walking 
around the dense 
forest. 
 Seeing like yellow 
colour flowers, fire, 
sun, thunder etc.  
 Seeing the cooling 
places like lotus in 
the pond,. 
 
Strength  Poor strength   Medium strength   Immense strength 
 
 
Character  Unstable mind, change 
of mood according to 
situation  
 Medium. Discipline, 
Good habits, 
Eagerness   
 Stable mind. 
Discipline  and 
increased knowledge  
 
Knowledge Oscillation  mind  Brilliance   Genius  
 
Sexual activity Loss of libido  Desire in sexual 
activity 
 Loss of  libido 
 
 
RESULTANT SOMATIC TYPE: _____________________________ 
 
 
 
 
[5] GUNAM 
 
1. SathuvaGunam                                           2.RajoGuna 
 
3. ThamoGunam  
 
[6] KOSAM                                       1.   Normal         2.  Affected     
 
1. Annamayakosam 
 
   2. Praanamyakosam 
 
  3.Manomayakosam 
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4. Vingnanamayakosam 
 
   5. Aanandamayakosam 
 
[7] UYIR THATHUKKAL 
 
  A. VALI                                                  1. Normal       2. Affected 
 
1. Uyirkaal                        
  (Praanan)  
   
2. Keel nokungkaal  
      (Abaanan) 
   
3.Nadukkaal 
    (Samaanan)     
   
4. Mel nokungkaal    
     (Udhanan) 
 
5. Paravungkaal    
    (Viyaanan) 
 
6. Naahan    
(Higher intellectual function) 
 
7. Koorman   
(Air of yawning) 
 
8. Kirukaran   
(Air of salivation/ Nasal secretion) 
 
9. Devathathan   
(Air of laziness) 
 
10. Dhananjeyan    
   (Absence of Praanan this air that  
   acts on death) 
 
 B. AZHAL                         1. Normal               2. Affected 
 
1. Analapittham     
(Gastric juice) 
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2. Prasaka pittham     
 (Bile) 
 
3. Ranjaka pittham    
 (Haemoglobin) 
 
4. Aalosaka pittham   
(Aqueous Humour) 
 
5. Saathakapittham    
 (Life energy) 
 
C. IYYAM                               1. Normal          2. Affected                                     
1. Avalambagam     
        (Serum) 
 
2. Kilethagam                                                         
        (saliva) 
 
3. Pothagam    
      (lymph) 
 
4. Tharpagam     
    (cerebrospinal fluid) 
 
5. Santhigam     
(Synovial fluid) 
                                                                                                                                                             
[8] UDAL THATHUKKAL 
SAARAM 
INCREASED SAARAM (CHYLE) DECREASED SAARAM(CHYLE) 
Loss of appetite  
 
Excessive salivation 
 
Loss of perseverance 
 
Excessive heaviness  
White musculature 
Cough,dyspnoea, excessive sleep 
 
Loss weight 
 
Tiredness  
 
Dryness of the skin  
 
Diminished activity of the  
sense organs 
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Weakness in all joints of the body 
 
 
 SAARAM: NORMAL         INCREASED              DECREASED              
 
 
 
B. CENNEER:  
INCREASED CENNEER(BLOOD)  DECREASED 
CENNEER(BLOOD) 
 
Boils in different parts of the  
                             body 
Anorexia 
 
Mental disorder 
 
Spleenomegaly 
 
Colic pain 
 
Increased pressure 
 
Reddish eye and skin 
 
Jaundice 
 
Haematuria 
 
Anemia 
 
Tiredness 
 
Neuritis 
 
Lassitude 
 
Pallor of the body 
 
 
CENNEER: NORMAL             INCREASED             REDUCED                
[C]. OON 
 
INCREASED OON (MUSLE) DECREASED OON (MUSLE) 
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Cervical lymphadenitis 
 
Venereal  ulcer 
 
Swelling  in face ,abdomen,  
thigh, genitalia 
 
Hyper muscular in the  
cervical region  
 
 
Impairment of sense organs 
 
Joint pain  
 
Muscles of Jaw, gluteus gets 
wrinckled.    
 
Shortening  of male genitalia   
 
 
 OON: NORMAL             INCREASED             REDUCED               
 
D. KOZHUPPU 
INCREASED KOZHUPPU  
(ADIPOSE TISSUE) 
DECREASED KOZHUPPU  
(ADIPOSE TISSUE) 
 
Cervical lymph adenitis 
 
Venereal  ulcer 
 
Swelling  in face, abdomen,  
thigh, genitalia 
 
Hyper muscular in the  
cervical region  
 
Dyspnoea on mild exhaustion  
 
Tiredness  
Sagging muscles in the gluteus, 
abdomen, thigh, breast  
 
 
Pain and weakness  in the hip  
region  
 
Disease of the spleen 
 
Emaciation  
 
 KOZHUPPU: NORMAL           INCREASED             REDUCED               
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E. ENBU 
 
INCREASED ENBU (BONE) DECREASED ENBU (BONE) 
 
Excess growth in bones  
teeth, Nail and Hair  
 
 
 
Joint pain  
 
Loosening of teeth 
 
Splitting of nail and hair  
 
Falling of hair  
 
 ENBU: NORMAL               INCREASED            REDUCED              
 
F. MOOLAI 
 
INCREASED MOOLAI  
(BONE MARROW) 
DECREASED MOOLAI  
(BONE MARROW) 
 
Heaviness of the body  
 
Swollen eyes  
 
Swollen phalanges  
chubby fingers   
Oliguria  
 
Non healing ulcer 
 
Osteoporosis  
 
Blackout of the eyes  
 
 
MOOLAI: NORMAL           INCREASED             REDUCED                     
 
G. SUKKILAM/SURONITHAM 
INCREASED 
SUKKILAM/SURONITHAM 
(SPERM OR OVUM) 
DECREASED 
SUKKILAM/SURONITHAM  
(SPERM OR OVUM) 
Infatuation and lust towards  
women / men 
Urinary calculi 
Failure to give child birth  
Pain in the genitalia 
Decreased  the semen excretion  
 SUKKILAM/SURONITHAM: 
    NORMAL                   INCREASED            REDUCED           
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[9] MUKKUTRA MIGU GUNAM 
 
I. Vali Migu Gunam 1. Present  2. Absent 
 
1. Emaciation  
 
2. Blackish colour 
 
3. Desire to take hot food 
 
4. Shivering of body 
 
5. Abdominal distension 
 
6. Constipation 
 
7. Insomnia 
 
8. General Weakness 
 
9. Defect of sense organs 
 
10. Giddiness 
 
11. Lack of interest 
 
 
II.Pitham Migu Gunam  1. Present   2. Absent 
 
1. Yellowish discolouration of skin 
2. Yellowish discolouration 
 of the eye 
3. Yellow coloured urine 
4. Yellowishness of faeces 
5. Increased appetite 
6.  Increased thirst 
7. Burning sensation over 
         the body, palm and sole  
8.  Sleep disturbance 
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III. Kapham migu gunam 1. Present  2. Absent 
 
1. Increased salivary secretion           
 
2. Reduced activeness                        
 
3. Heaviness of the body                   
 
9. Pale, white, pinkish  colour                       
 
5. Chillness of the body                       
 
6. Reduced appetitie                            .  
 
7. Eraippu 
 
8. Increased sleep                                                                                                    
 
[10]. NOIUTRA KALAM 
 
                                1. Kaarkaalam                             2.Koothirkaalam 
                                   (Aug15-Oct14)                         (Oct15-Dec14) 
 
                                3. Munpanikaalam                       4.Pinpanikaalam 
                                   (Dec15-Feb14)                          (Feb15-Apr14)             
 
                               5. Ilavanirkaalam                          6.Muthuvenirkaalam 
                                  (Apr15-June14)                         (June15-Aug14)  
 
[11]. NOI UTRA NILAM 
 
 1. Kurunji                    2. Mullai                    3. Marutham 
 (Hilly terrain)                (Forest range)                   (Plains) 
 
 
4. Neithal                            5. Paalai 
(Coastal belt)                       (Desert) 
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GOVT SIDDHA MEDICAL COLLEGE AND HOSPITAL, 
PALAYAMKOTTAI. 
      DEPARTMENT OF NOI NAADAL 
A CLINICAL STUDY ON STANDARDIZATION OF SIDDHA 
DIAGNOSTIC METHODOLOGY, LINE OF TREATMENT AND 
DIETARY REGIMEN  FOR                                                                              
VIGARA PITHAM(DEPRESSION) 
 
 
FORM-III 
 
LABORATORY INVESTIGATIONS 
 
1.  Serial No________  O.P No: ________   Lab.No________   1a.Register No: 
 
 
 
2. Name: ________________ 
 
  
3. Date of birth:  
          D   D    M  M       Y   E  A  R 
4. Age:   _______ years  
 
5. Date of assessment: ____________________ 
 
Urine Examination 
 6. Sugar       ______  
 
 7. Albumin  ______   
 
 8. Deposits  _______ 
 
       
                  Blood 
 
 9. Total Count ______________ Cells/cu mm 
 
 10. Differential Count 
   
                    P___%  L __%           E __%          M __%         B_____% 
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                   11.Hb _____ gms% 
 
 12. ESR at 30 minutes _______ mm   at 60 minutes _______mm 
 
 13. Blood  
   Sugar-(F)    _____mgs%  
                                                (PP)  _____mgs% 
   Urea  _____ 
   Cholesterol _____ 
                         
 
                 14. Special investigation: 
  EEG 
  CT Brain 
       
 
 
Date:                                                                        Signature of the Doctor 
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GOVT SIDDHA  MEDICAL COLLEGE AND HOSPITAL , 
PALAYAMKOTTAI 
DEPARTMENT OF NOI NAADAL 
 
A CLINICAL STUDY ON STANDARDIZATION OF SIDDHA 
DIAGNOSTIC METHODOLOGY, LINE OF TREATMENT AND 
DIETARY REGIMEN  FOR                                                                              
VIGARA PITHAM(DEPRESSION) 
Register No:321315003 (2013-2016), 
 
FORM  IV A 
                     INFORMED WRITTEN CONSENT FORM 
 
  I …………………..exercising my free power of choice, hereby give my 
consent to be included as a subject in the diagnostic  trial  entitled  A study on  
“VIGARA PITHAM ”.  I will be required to undergo all routine examinations. 
I may be asked to give urine and blood samples during the study. 
  I have been informed about the study to my satisfaction by the attending 
investigator and the purpose of this trial and the nature of study and the 
laboratory investigations. I also give my consent to publish my urine sample 
photographs in scientific conferences and reputed scientific journals for the 
betterment of clinical research. 
  I am also aware of my right to opt out of the trial at any time during the 
course of the trial without having to give the reasons for doing so. 
Signature /thumb impression of the patient: 
Date    : 
Name of the patient  : 
Signature of the investigator   : 
 
Date    : 
Head of the Department   : 
 
Date:
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GOVT SIDDHA MEDICAL COLLEGE &HOSPITAL, 
PALAYAMKOTTAI . 
DEPARTMENT OF NOI NAADAL 
A CLINICAL STUDY ON STANDARDIZATION OF SIDDHA 
DIAGNOSTIC METHODOLOGY, LINE OF TREATMENT AND 
DIETARY REGIMEN  FOR                                                                              
VIGARA PITHAM(DEPRESSION) 
FORM - IV-E 
 PATIENT INFORMATION SHEET 
 
 
PURPOSE OF RESEARCH AND BENEFITS: 
 
The  diagnostic research study in which your participation is proposed to 
assess the diagnostic methods in Siddha methodology in “VIGARA PITHAM” 
patients. It is expected that you would benefit from this study. Knowledge 
gained from this study would be of benefit to patients suffering from such 
conditions for the diagnosis and prognosis. 
 
STUDY PROCEDURE: 
 
   You will be interviewed and examined as OP and IP patients at the study 
centre. At the first visit the physician will conduct a brief physical examination 
and assess the condition followed by Ennvagaithervu and routine blood and 
urine analysis. After matching the inclusion criteria you will be included in this 
study and you will be examined on the basis of Ennvagaithervu & Udal 
Kattugal. 
 
POSSIBLE RISK: 
 
                     During this study there may be a minimum pain to you while drawing 
blood sample. 
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CONFIDENTIALLITY: 
 
   Your medical records will be treated with confidentiality and will be 
revealed only to other doctors / scientists.  The results of this study may be 
published in a scientific journal, but you will not be identified by your name. 
 
YOUR  PARTICIPATION  AND YOUR  RIGHTS: 
 
  Your participation in this study is voluntary and you may be withdrawn 
from 
   This  study anytime without having to give reasons for the same. You will 
be informed about the findings that occur during the study. If you do agree to 
take part in this study, your health record will need to made available to the 
investigators. If you don’t wish to participate at any stage, the level of care you 
receive will in no way to be affected. 
                    The Ethics committee cleared the study for undertaking at OPD and 
IPD, GOVERNMENT SIDDHA MEDICAL COLLEGE, PALAYAMKOTTAI. 
Should any question arise with regards to this study you contact following 
person. 
  P.G scholar             :    Dr. P.KAARTHIGA , 
                     Department of PG Noi Naadal, 
                                      Govt. Siddha medical college and hospital ,  
                                      Palayamkottai - 627 002. 
                                      Email:drkaartiga17@gmail.com 
                                      Mobile no :9789864550 
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